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I. INTRODUCTION
Southern California Edison Company (SCE) respectfully submits this application
requesting approval of its triennial Investment Plan for the Electric Program Investment Charge
(EPIC) program, which is attached as Exhibit 1. In Decision (D.) 12-05-037, the California
Public Utilities Commission (Commission) mandated that the EPIC program administrators file
applications for their triennial investment plans by November 1, 2012.1 The EPIC program
administrators are SCE, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company,
and the California Energy Commission (CEC).2 SCE files this application in compliance with
D.12-05-037 and without waiving any rights or arguments regarding the legality of the EPIC
program, as discussed below.

1
2

D.12-05-037, Ordering Paragraph (OP) 11.
See id.
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II. BACKGROUND
Shortly before the January 1, 2012 statutory expiration of the Public Goods Charge
(PGC), the Commission initiated a rulemaking to determine the impact of the PGC’s expiration.3
On December 15, 2011, the Commission adopted the Phase 1 Decision in that rulemaking, D.1112-035, requiring that the funding levels associated with the renewables and the research,
development, and demonstration portions of the PGC remain in effect through a new
Commission-mandated customer surcharge: the EPIC.4 On January 19, 2012, SCE timely filed
an Application for Rehearing of the Phase 1 Decision.5
On May 24, 2012, the Commission issued the Phase 2 Decision, D.12-05-037, which
reaffirms the Commission’s imposition of the EPIC and requires the large investor-owned
utilities (IOUs) to continue collecting the EPIC from their customers until 2020 at an increased
rate of $162 million per year (a total of more than $1.4 billion over the nine-year program).6
SCE also filed a timely Application for Rehearing of the Phase 2 Decision, which remains
pending.7
The stated purpose of EPIC is to fund applied research and development, technology
demonstration and deployment, and market facilitation programs.8 Approximately 80% of the
total EPIC funding will be administered by the CEC and about 20% will be administered by the
IOUs. Additionally, about 0.5% of the EPIC budget funds CPUC oversight of the program.9
The Phase 2 Decision requires program administrators to file coordinated triennial
investment plans by November 1, 2012.10 The first plan covers the period of 2012 through
3

See Order Instituting Rulemaking 11-10-003.
Id., OP 2-3.
5 The Commission has not yet ruled on this Application for Rehearing.
6 See id., OP 1, 7.
7 Neither SCE’s submission of this application, nor its actions taken in compliance with D.12-05-037 (including
collaboration with the other EPIC administrators), shall be construed as a waiver of any of SCE’s arguments
regarding the legality of the EPIC program.
8 Id., OP 1.
9 Id., OP 5.
10 Id., OP 11.
4
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2014.11 The Commission required the administrators to, among other things, map “the planned
investments to the electricity system value chain, which includes (i) Grid operations/market
design; (ii) Generation; (iii) Transmission; (iv) Distribution; and (v) Demand-side
management.”12
At least twice per year, during the development of the administrators’ respective
investment plans and during the execution of those plans, the administrators are required to
consult with stakeholders. Stakeholders include representatives of the legislature, government
agencies, utilities, the California Independent System Operator, consumer groups, environmental
organizations, agricultural organizations, academics, the business community, the energy
efficiency community, the clean energy industry, and other industry associations.13
III. SUMMARY OF SCE’S INVESTMENT PLAN
SCE’s Investment Plan for the 2012-14 program cycle represents a collaborative effort
between SCE and the other program administrators, incorporates the input of stakeholders, and
addresses the requirements specified in D.12-05-037. The Investment Plan proposes to use
SCE’s share of EPIC funds to enhance its Advanced Technology organization’s existing smart
grid efforts, an area that will most benefit customers and in which SCE has expertise and proven
success.
SCE’s Investment Plan consists of eight sections:
1.

Background and Executive Summary

2.

SCE’s Technology Vision and Strategy

3.

IOU-Administered Program Funding Allocation

4.

Stakeholder Input

5.

Discussion of Gaps

11

Id.
Id., OP 12.a.
13 Id., OP 15.
12
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6.

SCE’s EPIC Investment Plan

7.

Program Administration

8.

State Policy Direction

The Background and Executive Summary provide an overview of the EPIC program and
the Investment Plan. The section on SCE’s Technology Vision and Strategy describes SCE’s
Smart Grid Roadmap and Smart Grid Deployment Plan.14 The third section explains the
allocation of EPIC funds by funding element and by administrator.
The Stakeholder Input section describes SCE’s extensive collaboration with stakeholders.
SCE hosted and participated in public workshops and solicited comments on its Investment Plan.
This section also summarizes the comments submitted by interested parties.
In response to stakeholder input, the Energy Division requested that the IOUs conduct a
“gaps” analysis to ensure that their proposed projects address beneficial areas and avoid
duplication. The IOUs engaged the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to conduct this
analysis. EPRI concluded that there are gaps in current demonstration and deployment projects
and that the IOUs’ proposed projects could fill those gaps.
The EPIC administrators jointly developed an investment plan framework. The
framework sets four categories: (1) Renewable and Distributed Energy Resources Integration,
(2) Grid Modernization and Optimization, (3) Customer-Focused Products and Services
Enablement and Integration, and (4) Cross Cutting/Foundational Strategies and Technologies.
SCE’s Investment Plan proposes projects for each of these areas, focusing on the ultimate goals
of promoting greater reliability, lowering costs, increasing safety, decreasing greenhouse gas
emissions, and supporting low-emission vehicles and economic development.
The Program Administration section explains SCE’s approach to program coordination,
contracting, intellectual property, project reporting, metrics, and remission of funds to the CEC.

14

On October 1, 2012, in R.08-12-009, SCE filed an annual report on its Deployment Plan. See also Application
(A.) 11-07-001.
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In compliance with D.12-05-037, this section also summarizes SCE’s research, development,
and demonstration activities for its approved energy efficiency and demand response portfolios.
The final section details how the Investment Plan complies with the policies of Public Utilities
Code sections 740.1 and 8360.15
IV. PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS
A.

Statutory Authority (Rule 2.1)
This application is made pursuant to D.12-05-037, the Public Utilities Code, the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, and prior decisions, orders, and resolutions of
the Commission.
B.

Legal Name and Principal Place of Business (Rule 2.1(a))
SCE’s full legal name is Southern California Edison Company. SCE is a public utility

organized and existing under the laws of the State of California. The location of SCE’s principal
place of business is 2244 Walnut Grove Avenue, Rosemead, California, 91770. SCE is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Edison International, a public utility holding company incorporated
in the State of Delaware.

15

As noted above, SCE’s Investment Plan shall not be construed as a waiver of any of SCE’s arguments regarding
the legality of the EPIC program.
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C.

Correspondence (Rule 2.1(b))
Correspondence or communication regarding this application should be addressed to:

Kris Vyas, Esq.
Southern California Edison Company
P.O. Box 800
2244 Walnut Grove Ave.
Rosemead, CA 91770
Telephone: (626) 302-6613
Facsimile: (626) 302-6693
Email:
kris.vyas@sce.com
D.

Case Administration
Southern California Edison Company
P.O. Box 800
2244 Walnut Grove Ave.
Rosemead, CA 91770
Telephone: (626) 302-4875
Facsimile: (626) 302-3119
Email:
case.admin@sce.com

Proposed Categorization (Rule 2.1(c))
SCE proposes to characterize this proceeding as quasi-legislative, as defined in Rule

1.3(d).
E.

Need for Hearing, Issues to Be Considered, and Proposed Schedule (Rule 2.1(c))
The need for hearings and the issues to be considered depend upon the degree to which

other parties might contest SCE’s application. Assuming other parties contest SCE’s application,
SCE recommends that the Commission hold workshops to seek public comment on SCE’s and
the other administrators’ investment plans. The workshops held during the investment plan
development process facilitated stakeholder input and efficiently addressed the four EPIC
administrators’ investment plans. The same benefits would result from workshops held during
the application process. In addition, the Commission has recognized the utility of workshops for
the EPIC program by requiring the administrators to continue consulting with stakeholders at
least twice per year.16
SCE proposes the following schedule:
Application Filed
Protests and Responses
Reply to Protests and Responses
16

November 1, 2012
December 3, 2012
December 13, 2012

See D.12-05-037, OP 15.
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Workshops
Opening Briefs
Reply Briefs
ALJ Proposed Decision
Comments on Proposed Decision
Reply Comments
Commission Decision
F.

January – February, 2013
March 11, 2013
April 1, 2013
May 1, 2013
May 21, 2013
May 28, 2013
June 27, 2013

Organization and Qualification to Transact Business (Rule 2.2)
A copy of SCE’s Certificate of Restated Articles of Incorporation, effective on March 2,

2006, and presently in effect, certified by the California Secretary of State, was filed with the
Commission on March 14, 2006, in connection with A.06-03-020, and is incorporated herein by
reference.
A copy of SCE’s Certificate of Determination of Preferences of the Series D Preference
Stock filed with the California Secretary of State on March 7, 2011, and as presently in effect,
certified by the California Secretary of State, was filed with the Commission on April 1, 2011, in
connection with A.11-04-001, and is incorporated herein by reference.
A copy of SCE’s Certificate of Determination of Preferences of the Series E Preference
Stock filed with the California Secretary of State on January 12, 2012, and a copy of SCE’s
Certificate of Increase of Authorized Shares of the Series E Preference Stock filed with the
California Secretary of State on January 31, 2012, and as presently in effect, certified by the
California Secretary of State, was filed with the Commission on March 5, 2012, in connection
with A.12-03-004, and is incorporated herein by reference.
A copy of SCE’s Certificate of Determination of Preferences of the Series F Preference
Stock filed with the California Secretary of State on May 5, 2012, and as presently in effect,
certified by the California Secretary of State, was filed with the Commission on June 29, 2012,
in connection with A.12-06-017, and is incorporated herein by reference.
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G.

Service List
As directed by D.12-05-037, Ordering Paragraph 11, SCE is serving this application on

the service lists for the rulemaking which established EPIC (R.11-10-003) and SCE’s pending
general rate case (A.10-11-015).
Respectfully submitted,
KRIS G. VYAS

/s/ Kris G. Vyas
By: Kris G. Vyas
Attorney for
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
Telephone:
(626) 302-6613
Facsimile:
(626) 302-6997
E-mail:
kris.vyas@sce.com
November 1, 2012
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VERIFICATION
I am a Vice President of Southern California Edison Company and am authorized to
make this verification on its behalf. I am informed and believe that the matters stated in the
foregoing pleading are true.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 1st day of November, 2012, at Rosemead, California.

/s/ Kevin Payne
By: Kevin Payne
Vice President of Engineering and Technical
Services
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
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1.

Background and Executive Summary1

Shortly before the January 1, 2012 statutory expiration of the Public Goods Charge (PGC), the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC or Commission) issued an Order Instituting
Rulemaking (OIR) 11-10-003 to address funding and program issues related to the renewables
and research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) portions of the expiring PGC funding.2
On December 15, 2011, the CPUC adopted D.11-12-035, requiring that the funding levels
associated with the renewables and RD&D portions of the PGC remain in effect through a new
CPUC-mandated customer surcharge – the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC).3
Pursuant to D.11-12-035, the investor-owned utilities (IOUs) were required to impose the EPIC
“on all distribution customers in the same manner as the expiring” PGC as of January 1, 2012.4
On May 24, 2012, the CPUC adopted D.12-05-037, which reaffirms the CPUC’s imposition of
the EPIC in D.11-12-035 and requires the IOUs to continue collecting the EPIC from their
customers from 2013 through 2020 at an increased rate of $162 million per year, to be used for
applied research and development, technology demonstration and deployment, and market
facilitation programs.5 Approximately 80% of the total EPIC funding will be administered by the
California Energy Commission (CEC) and about 20% will be administered by the IOUs.
Additionally, about 0.5% of the EPIC budget is to be used to fund CPUC oversight of the
program.6
D.12-05-037 requires the program administrators to file coordinated triennial investment plans
covering 2012-2014 with the CPUC on or before November 1, 2012.7 The investment plans
must, among other things, “map[] … the planned investments to the electricity system value
chain, which includes: (i) Grid operations/market design; (ii) Generation, (iii) Transmission;
(iv) Distribution; and (v) Demand-side management.”8

1

Southern California Edison Company (SCE) submits this investment plan as required by Decision (D.) 12-05-037,
Ordering Paragraph (OP) 11. Neither SCE’s submission of this investment plan, nor its actions taken in compliance
with D.12-05-037 (including collaboration with the other Electricity Program Investment Charge program
administrators), shall be construed as a waiver of any of SCE’s arguments regarding the legality of the Electricity
Program Investment Charge program.
2
See OIR 11-10-003, October 6, 2011.
3
D.11-12-035 at OP 2.
4
Id. at OP 2-3.
5
D.12-05-037 at OP 1, 7-8. The total EPIC funding is to be adjusted on January 1, 2015 and January 1, 2018
commensurate with the average change in the consumer price index for the previous three years. Id. at OP 7. SCE’s
customers are responsible for 41.1% of the total funding. Id.
6
Id. at OP 5. IOU administration is limited to technology demonstration and deployment. Id.
7
Id. at OP 11.
8
Id. at OP 12.
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At least twice per year, during the development of the administrators’ respective investment
plans and during the execution of those plans, the administrators are required to consult with
stakeholders, which may include representatives of the legislature, government agencies,
utilities, the California Independent System Operator (CAISO), consumer groups, environmental
organizations, agricultural organizations, academics, the business community, the energy
efficiency community, and the clean energy or other industry associations.9
This first investment plan for the 2012-2014 program cycle represents a collaborative effort
between SCE and the other program administrators, incorporates the input of stakeholders
provided at the workshops, and addresses the discussion areas outlined by D.12-05-037.
SCE’s investment plan proposes to dedicate its share of EPIC funds to enhance its Advanced
Technology organization’s existing smart grid efforts, an area that will most benefit customers
and in which SCE has expertise and proven success.10 To address stakeholder concerns
expressed during workshops about the potential for duplicative work, the IOU administrators
enlisted the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) – a respected and long-established
national non-profit research institute – to host a discussion on utility industry gaps. EPRI
concluded that there are a variety of gaps that need to be and can be filled with EPIC-funded
RD&D.
By way of background, EPRI was founded in 1973 following U.S. Senate hearings that revealed
a lack of funding for RD&D in the energy industry. Prior to California’s deregulation of the
electricity markets in 1996, California’s IOUs and utilities across the nation conducted their
RD&D in coordination with EPRI by pooling their resources to advance technological
development. California’s IOUs recovered the costs associated with such RD&D through the
CPUC’s rate-making application process.
Today, the use of EPIC funds would be maximized by permitting the IOUs, like the CEC, to
engage in applied research and development in addition to technology demonstration and
deployment. In addition to conducting important internally-directed research and development
efforts, the IOUs would use EPIC funds to support EPRI’s applied research and development
programs. Nearly every other major utility in the nation, in addition to some worldwide actors in
the energy field, participate in EPRI’s programs. Restricting the IOUs’ participation prevents
California from meaningfully engaging in national industry-wide collaboration, which is not only
detrimental to the advancement of technology, but also to the interests of customers who benefit
from those technologies. Moreover, restricting the IOUs’ participation in industry-wide
9

Id. at OP 15.
More information about SCE’s smart grid efforts is available in SCE’s Application for Approval of its Smart Grid
Deployment Plan, Application (A.) 11-07-001 and SCE’s Annual Report on the Status of Smart Grid Investments,
Rulemaking (R.) 08-12-009.
10
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collaboration increases the risk that EPIC funds will be used, as stakeholders worry, to finance
redundant investments.
Until the CPUC determines otherwise, this investment plan, in accordance with D.12-05-037, is
limited to technology demonstration and deployment. Specifically, the IOUs developed a joint
investment plan framework that identifies four program categories: (1) renewable and distributed
energy resources integration, (2) grid modernization and optimization, (3) customer-focused
products and services enablement and integration, and (4) cross-cutting/foundational strategies
and technologies. Initiatives in each of the four categories may result in customer benefits in
the form of greater reliability, lower costs, increased safety, decreased greenhouse gas
emissions, and support for low-emission vehicles and economic development.
Initiatives for renewable and distributed energy resources integration aim to facilitate the safe
and reliable interconnection of variable energy resources, such as wind and solar energy.
Variable energy resources pose problems such as supply/load imbalance and voltage
fluctuations. Projects in this area will demonstrate technologies that minimize grid disruptions
and mitigate power quality issues. Such projects include demonstrations of inverter controls,
adaptive protection schemes, and advanced voltage and volt-ampere reactive (VAR) controls.
Energy storage also has the potential to support the integration of variable resources. SCE is
currently evaluating storage technologies through two projects funded by the Department of
Energy. SCE intends to apply EPIC funds to leverage the lessons learned from those projects.
Grid modernization and optimization addresses the need to replace aging infrastructure with
new assets that can enhance reliability and safety. New devices capture and transmit
increasing amounts of data. Projects in this field will analyze the data with the goal of providing
a more accurate assessment of infrastructure performance. Potential projects include
distribution circuit fault detection, substation automation, and intelligent fuses.
The third category recognizes that customers are now “prosumers,” both producers and
consumers of electricity. SCE has nearly fully deployed its SmartConnect® meters. Potential
demonstration projects will analyze smart meter data to enhance voltage and VAR control and
identify outages. Customer-focused projects will also analyze the impact on the grid of
residential energy storage units and electric vehicles. These projects are separate and apart
from existing energy efficiency and demand response efforts and focus on the aspects of grid
impacts and operations.
The final category, cross-cutting strategies, addresses the fundamental shift in grid design
caused by distributed generation, energy storage, and other emerging technologies.
Demonstration project areas include system architecture, cybersecurity, data analytics, and
telecommunications and standards development. Architecture projects will enable technology
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integration. Cybersecurity projects will demonstrate how to mitigate the vulnerabilities of an
increasingly automated grid. Data analytics projects can aggregate and analyze the vast
amount of data collected throughout the electric system. This data will give operators a more
strategic view of system operations. Telecommunications and standards development projects
will ensure interoperability and maximize reliability, safety, and customer value from grid
modernization. Finally, SCE will continue collaborating with academic and industry experts to
train the workforce necessary to manage the advanced systems of the future.
The EPIC administrators have collaborated throughout the investment plan development
process. To maximize EPIC’s benefit to customers and the public, the administrators have
agreed to continue collaborating by sharing information regarding investment plans, programs,
and projects; avoiding the duplication of projects; establishing common evaluation,
measurement, and verification protocols; soliciting and responding to comments from
stakeholders; and adopting a common approach to intellectual property. The administrators will
also jointly develop protocols to evaluate, measure, and verify the results of EPIC projects.
SCE has developed an administrative framework for managing EPIC. As permitted by the
CPUC, SCE intends to allocate funds on a pay-for-performance basis. SCE will also follow the
CPUC’s preference to award EPIC funding on a competitive basis, but may issue
noncompetitive awards in certain limited situations. SCE’s contracting criteria will establish a
preference for California-based entities, but this preference will not preclude SCE from selecting
the best entity for a particular project. Intellectual property developed under EPIC may be
retained by SCE or by the entity developing the intellectual property, depending on the project.
SCE may also share intellectual property to promote open collaboration and competition.
Relatedly, SCE intends to disseminate project results through academic, industry, and
standards organizations.
Lastly, SCE’s investment plan furthers the policies and intent underlying Public Utilities Code
sections 740.1 and 8360. Specifically, the proposed projects are designed to promote customer
benefits by enhancing the smart grid. In addition, California entities will have an advantage in
seeking EPIC grants. Recognizing that not all projects will succeed and that one purpose of
demonstration is to test viability and cost, SCE will nevertheless always endeavor to minimize
funding projects with a low probability of success. The proposed projects are consistent with
SCE’s resource plan, including the loading order and safety and reliability objectives. They will
also improve the environment and enhance public and employee safety. The IOUs will
cooperate to the maximum extent possible to avoid duplicative research; however, as noted
above, the IOUs could best avoid duplication by working with entities like EPRI and other
research institutions. This type of industry-wide collaboration would be facilitated by the CPUC
permitting the IOUs to use EPIC funds for applied research and development. Finally, as a
broad plan aimed at technological modernization, this investment plan describes projects that
-7-

are designed to address all ten of the state’s smart grid policies described in Public Utilities
Code section 8360.

2.

SCE Technology Vision and Strategy

State and federal policymakers alike have recognized the need for a smarter, more robust
electricity infrastructure if we are to rely on greater amounts of renewable generation, use
electricity as a fuel for vehicles, enable consumers to become active participants in the energy
supply chain, and ensure the continued reliability and vitality of our nation’s energy economy.
Advancing and deploying technologies to build a smarter grid is critical for California’s energy
future. A more advanced transmission and distribution grid, coupled with advanced
technologies and devices in the customer’s home, represents the pathway for SCE to meet
California’s landmark energy policy. Some of those ambitious policy goals include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greenhouse Gas reductions (Assembly Bill (AB) 32);
Zero Net Energy homes (ZNE);
California Solar Initiative (CSI);
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI);
California’s Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS);
Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS);
Widespread use and charging of Plug-in Electric Vehicles;
Governor Brown's Clean Energy Jobs Plan, which promotes a target of 12,000
megawatts of localized energy resources and presents significant challenges for
distribution system operations, safety and reliability.

In 2009, SCE created its Advanced Technology organization to address the complexities of the
smart grid and how the elements of a smart grid can interact from a technology and policy
perspective. The Advanced Technology group has strengthened SCE’s leadership role in smart
grid development, and tightened partnerships with regulatory bodies, governmental agencies,
and industry leaders. These collaboration efforts assist in establishing sound policies and
standards to support smart grid development and integration. Furthermore, such collaboration
also helps prevent adverse impacts to the energy supply and the public, and assists in providing
long-term benefits for our customers. Advanced Technology’s primary mission, which is
consistent with both state and federal objectives, is to identify, develop, demonstrate, and
evaluate an evolving portfolio of new technologies to create a smarter, more robust, resilient
and efficient power grid. It is essential that SCE integrate these technologies into its existing
electricity infrastructure if we are to balance rapidly-changing and diverse environmental and
energy policy objectives with satisfying the customer’s energy needs and expectations for
reasonable rate impacts. SCE will administer the EPIC funding as part of its broader Advanced
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Technology effort, which will ensure consistent planning and coordination with broader
corporate and industry technology efforts. This will also serve to minimize EPIC administrative
expenditures.
The centralization of SCE’s smart grid efforts into one organization has already realized benefits
by enabling SCE to better manage its resource and technology evaluation portfolio.
Centralization was necessary to efficiently meet near-term smart grid objectives. These
objectives included supporting the CPUC’s Smart Grid OIR, Alternative-Fueled Vehicles OIR,
Energy Storage OIR, the CEC's Smart Grid Roadmap, and the National Institute of Standards
and Technology’s efforts in developing smart grid standards.11 SCE was able to successfully
obtain federal stimulus funding from the U.S. Department of Energy for two landmark projects:
the Irvine Smart Grid Demonstration (ISGD) and the Tehachapi Wind Energy Storage Project
(TSP).

2.1

SCE's Smart Grid Strategy and Roadmap

Soon after the creation of Advanced Technology, SCE began an effort to update its technology
planning efforts and develop a Smart Grid Strategy and Roadmap.12 SCE has never conducted
its technology planning in a vacuum, and even at the earliest beginnings of Advanced
Technology, SCE reached out to industry experts, including IBM, Enernex, Cisco, Quanta and
EPRI to obtain industry input. SCE also established and has maintained a Technical Advisory
Board (TAB) comprised of members from academia, industry, research organizations and
standards bodies to avoid stagnation and provide a broad, yet informed, perspective. SCE's
Smart Grid Strategy and Roadmap received review and comment from the TAB, Pacific Gas
and Electric Company (PG&E), and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E). More
recently, SCE published an article on its smart grid vision in the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Power and Energy Magazine.13

11

SCE is a strong supporter of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Smart Grid Interoperability
Panel (SGIP) standards process. Since its onset, SCE has participated in the effort and held leadership positions
within the governing board, the architecture committee and various Priority Action Plans. SCE’s Director of Advanced
Technology was elected as a governing board member and Advanced Technology’s Director of Engineering
Advancement was elected into the SGIP’s Implementation & Methods Committee (IMC).
12
SCE's Smart Grid Strategy and Roadmap is attached as Appendix A.
13
Yinger, Robert and Kamiab, Ardalan. "Good Vibrations: Southern California Edison's Vision for Tomorrow's Smart
Electric Grid." IEEE Power and Energy Magazine (Sept./Oct. 2011).
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066, the Commission’s decision in SCE’s Test Year 1988 General Rate Case (GRC).16 SCE
has and will continue to administer its RD&D program in a manner that is consistent with the
policies embodied in Public Utilities Code section 740.1. Additionally, SCE will administer EPIC
funds with the primary goal of producing customer benefits. In accordance with D.12-05-037,
secondary considerations in SCE’s administration may include societal benefits, GHG
emissions reductions in the electricity sector at the lowest possible cost, the loading order, lowemission vehicles and transportation, economic development, and efficient use of customer
monies. SCE will also administer EPIC funds to advance the smart grid objectives detailed in
Public Utilities Code section 8360.

3.

IOU-Administered Program Funding Allocation

D.12-05-037 allocates EPIC funding as shown in the following table:
Funding Element
Applied Research
Technology
Demonstration and
Deployment
Market Facilitation
Program Administration
Program Oversight
Total ($ millions)

CEC

IOUs

CPUC

Total ($ millions)

55
45

0
30

0
0

55
75

15
12.8
0

0
3.4
0

0
0
0.8

15
16.2
0.8

127.8

33.4

0.8

162

Within the IOU category, funds are allocated according to the amount that respective IOU
customers pay into the EPIC fund, with a resultant allocation of 50.1% to PG&E, 41.1% to SCE,
and 8.8% to SDG&E. In compliance with Ordering Paragraph 5 of D.12-05-037, SCE will utilize
its allocated funding of approximately $37 million for technology demonstration and deployment
projects, and will utilize its allocated program administration budget, consistent with the 10%
administrative cap.
If SCE develops a need to shift funding to another funding area or create a new funding area, it
will file a Tier 2 advice letter in compliance with Ordering Paragraph 14 of D.12-05-037.

16

The Commission has approved the continuation of this important program in subsequent GRC decisions. While
SCE's test year 2012 GRC application is pending a final decision, the Administrative Law Judge’s proposed decision
grants SCE’s full request for RD&D funding. See Proposed Decision of ALJ Darling, A.10-11-015, at 106-07 (filed
Oct. 19, 2012).
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4.

Stakeholder Input

The IOUs collaborated and held public workshops to fulfill the requirement of engaging
stakeholders.17 PG&E hosted a Northern California public workshop on August 16. SCE, on
behalf of itself and SDG&E, held a Southern California public workshop on August 17. The
EPIC public workshops provided a forum for stakeholders to provide input on the IOUs’
investment plans. Stakeholders actively participated in the utilities’ workshops and provided
feedback on the IOUs’ investment plans. At the Northern California workshop, participants were
interested in ensuring that the utilities’ EPIC projects would not be duplicative of former or
existing research. In response, CPUC Energy Division staff requested the IOUs provide a gaps
analysis in their investment plans to ensure that they cover the most needed demonstrations
and deployments to maximize customer benefits and avoid any unnecessary duplication. In
Southern California, a stakeholder raised the question of EPIC governance. Stakeholders were
concerned about the structure of governance under EPIC and recommended using an approach
similar to the now defunct California Utility Research Council (CURC). CURC was established
in 1981 by the California Legislature, and codified as Public Utilities Code sections 9201-9203.
Under CURC, the CEC, CPUC, and the IOUs met once per year to coordinate and promote
consistency of RD&D programs and provide a forum for sharing information on energy RD&D in
California. The purpose of CURC was to:


Provide for consistency of RD&D programs with state energy policy;



Avoid unnecessary duplication in customer funded RD&D efforts;



Promote the free exchange of information and ideas regarding RD&D programs and
projects; and



Promote joint funding of RD&D projects.

SCE greatly appreciates the input stakeholders provided on the Joint PG&E, SCE and SDG&E
EPIC Triennial Investment Plan Program Framework (See Figure 2, in Section 6). SCE has
directly incorporated the stakeholders’ recommendations into its investment plan in the following
manner:


In an effort to avoid duplicative projects and focus on areas of high importance with the
potential to provide benefits to the customers funding the program, the IOU
administrators participated in an EPRI-hosted workshop, the results of which are
provided in the Discussion of Gaps (Section 5).



To establish appropriate controls to maximize coordination among the IOU and CEC
EPIC Administrators, and importantly, ensure Commission oversight of the respective

17

See D.12-05-037, OP 15.
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programs, SCE proposes a governance structure in its Program Administration section
of its Investment Plan (see Section 7) that merges important aspects of CURC with the
guidance provided in D.12-05-037.
Additionally, SCE also received written comments from California Institute for Energy and
Environment (CIEE), Waste Management (WM) and EPRI. The parties’ comments are
summarized below:
CIEE submitted comments in response to a question posed by Energy Division staff regarding
what kind of assumptions the IOUs will make about the resource mix in 2050 and in particular
the amount of renewables development when defining or gauging the merit of EPIC research
projects. In its comments, CIEE expressed the need to focus customer benefits on a time scale
of decades rather than years and to adopt principles focusing on “no regrets”, which favors
technologies or projects that promise to yield some benefit regardless of which one of
fundamentally plausible futures turns out to unfold and to preserve rather than foreclosing
potentially desirable future options.
WM submitted comments advocating that the IOUs spend a portion of EPIC money to advance
bioenergy. Specifically, WM encourages the IOUs to fund demonstration and deployment
projects that demonstrate the commercial viability of biogas (onsite landfill-gas-to-energy) and
biomethane (high-BTU pipeline-quality methane). WM also encourages the IOUs to advance
emerging conversion technologies, such as anaerobic digestion and gasification to produce
energy from biomass resources.
EPRI submitted comments reinforcing the importance of collaboration between the EPIC
administrators and EPRI. EPRI is a strong collaborative resource for RD&D, as evidenced
through its recent industry-wide applied R&D road-mapping efforts. These road mapping efforts
enable EPRI to consistently identify and track research barriers. Furthermore, EPRI’s
collaborative funding model leverages utility customer dollars with outside funding sources to
maximize investments for utility customers. Given EPRI’s strong collaboration with the electric
industry, EPRI has the unique ability to identify demonstration and deployment gaps to ensure
that the EPIC administrators’ investments in technology demonstration and deployment are not
duplicative of areas already addressed in the US or internationally. EPRI thus provides a
unique opportunity to leverage EPIC program funding.
EPIC administrators were also required by D.12-05-037 to present their investment plans to
stakeholders in September. To fulfill this compliance obligation, SCE—on behalf of PG&E and
SDG&E—hosted a webinar on September 28. The webinar sought stakeholder input on the
utilities’ proposed EPIC framework, areas of investment and programmatic administration and
gave stakeholders the opportunity to provide written comments by October 4.
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SCE received written comments regarding its webinar from the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC). NRDC supports the IOUs’ proposed framework for implementing EPIC.
NRDC believes there is considerable discretion for the administrators to identify projects that will
benefit their customers. Furthermore, NRDC interprets the CPUC’s decision as not setting a
hard cap on funding, leaving the decision to the CPUC and EPIC administrators. More broadly,
NRDC urges the IOUs to determine how to expand EPIC efforts on energy efficiency, given its
importance in the loading order. Lastly, NRDC also urges the CPUC to allow IOU participation
in EPRI programs and encourages the IOUs to request additional funding to support EPRI
participation, if needed.

5.

Discussion of Gaps

In response to concerns expressed at the IOU Northern California stakeholder workshop that
EPIC projects could possibly duplicate past or existing demonstrations and deployments, the
IOUs asked EPRI to host an EPIC Gaps Analysis workshop. As an independent, nonprofit
organization, EPRI conducts broad public/private, collaborative research on behalf of the
electric utility industry, customers and society and is uniquely positioned to help identify gaps
which the IOU EPIC efforts could address. On September 12, representatives from each of the
IOUs and Energy Division staff participated in the workshop at EPRI's headquarters in Palo
Alto, California. The CEC was invited to participate, but had scheduling conflicts.
The IOUs began the workshop by discussing their jointly developed EPIC Program Framework
of:


Renewables and Distributed Energy Resources Integration;



Grid Modernization and Optimization;



Customer Focused Products and Services Enablement; and



Cross-cutting, Foundational Strategies and Technologies.

The IOUs then discussed detailed initiatives within each of the investment program areas. For
instance, for the Renewables and Distributed Energy Resources Integration Program Area, the
IOUs might fund projects that focus on:


Integrating distributed energy resources, generation and storage safely and reliably;



Demonstrating adaptive protection strategies; and



Increasing generation transparency and flexibility.

Similarly, for the Grid Modernization and Optimization Program Area, the IOUs might fund
projects that address:
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Demonstrating strategies and technologies to optimize existing assets;



Preparing for emerging technologies; and



Designing and demonstrating grid operation of the future.

For the Customer Focused Products and Services Enablement Program Area, the IOUs might
fund projects that target:


Leveraging the SmartMeter Platform to derive customer service excellence;



Integrating demand side management to optimize the grid; and



Responding to emerging grid integration issues.

Lastly, for the Cross-cutting/Foundational Strategies and Technologies Program Area, the IOUs
might fund projects that center on advancing:


Smart Grid Architecture;



Cybersecurity;



Telecommunications; and



Standards.

After the IOUs presented their proposed program areas and associated initiatives, EPRI subject
matter experts (SMEs) from the Power Delivery Group gave presentations discussing whether
any gaps existed within the IOUs’ program framework based on the Power Delivery and
Utilization Sector Roadmaps. In accordance with the IOUs’ proposed framework, EPRI SMEs
gave the following presentations:


Industry Strategic Issues, Challenges and Initiatives (Todd Maki)

Renewables and Distributed Energy Resources


Renewables Integration and Energy Storage (Haresh Kamath)

Grid Modernization and Optimization


Asset Management Analytics (Richard Lordan)



IntelliGrid (Don Von Dollen)

Customer Focused Products and Services


Electric Vehicles (Mark Duvall)



Energy Efficiency (Omar Siddiqui)
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Cross-Cutting, Foundational Strategies and Technologies


Cybersecurity (Galen Rasche)

The crux of EPRI’s SME presentations was that gaps in demonstrations and deployments
currently exist in the program areas proposed by the IOUs. Furthermore, the IOUs have the
ability to fill these gaps via the EPIC program. While gaps analyses are an important tool with
which to avoid unnecessary duplication, EPIC administrators must continue to collaborate and
discuss opportunities on an ongoing basis. These discussions should be formally memorialized
in a structure similar to the CURC, to ensure EPIC administers regularly meet and discuss
proposed EPIC projects.

6.

SCE's EPIC Investment Plan

To develop a common approach to the respective administrators’ investment plans, the CEC
and the IOUs engaged in a collaborative effort, which included jointly hosting IOU workshops
and participation in the CEC’s workshops. The parties’ joint effort is reflected in the framework
set forth below.
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emissions mitigation and adaptation, and support for the California loading order, low-emission
vehicles/transportation, economic development and/or efficient use of customer monies.
The Discussion of Gaps, described in Section 5, shaped the EPIC IOU funding categories and
initiatives. A key consideration beyond the existing gaps is what work is already being done by
others to fill those gaps. The IOUs are each members of EPRI and have worked with their
subject matter experts and utilized their extensive roadmapping efforts in developing the funding
categories. Additionally, California programs such as the CSI RD&D Program,18 and
Department of Energy (DOE)-funded projects, as well as similar efforts in North America, were
reviewed. As the IOU program administrators move into project identification, additional
coordination and collaboration will be needed. In furtherance of the policy embedded in Public
Utilities Code section 740.1(d) and standard utility practices, the IOU EPIC TD&D projects will
not unnecessarily duplicate efforts undertaken by other electric corporations or research
organizations.
Continued collaboration and coordination are important to leverage all of the available resources
to achieve and further develop California’s energy policy.

6.1

Renewable and Distributed Energy Resource Integration

California has some of the most ambitious clean energy goals in the U.S. By 2020, California’s
goals include (1) reducing CO2 to 1990 levels, (2) 33% renewable energy statewide,
(3) interconnecting 12,000 MW of locally-produced renewable generation, (4) dealing with the
potential retirement of once-through-cooling power plants presently used for base load and
peaking purposes,19 and (5) operating all new residential dwellings on a Zero Net Energy basis.
All of these policy goals imply significant increases in the amount of variable energy resources
on California utility grids at the T&D systems.
Many types of renewable resources are eligible to meet California’s policy goals. Some forms
of renewable generation (e.g., geothermal and biomass) act much like the central stations of the
past, presenting no new integration challenges. However, most of the utility-scale renewable
energy generation being added to the grid has very different operating characteristics. The
most common type, according to California policy objectives, will be renewable wind and solar,
18

The adopted CSI RD&D Plan suggests that 50-65 percent of CSI RD&D Program funds be dedicated to grid
integration projects. The third CSI RD&D Program grant awards were made in March 2012 and grid integration of PV
was a primary focus area with a stated objective of overcoming existing barriers to integration and acceleration of the
integration and interconnection of high penetration PV into the electricity grid. The IOUs are familiar with those
projects and are supporting many of them.
19

See State Water Resources Control Board’s Policy on the Use of Coastal and Estuarine Waters for Power Plant
Cooling, adopted on May 4, 2010.
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which are variable in nature. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) defines a
variable energy resource (VER) as an energy source that: (1) is renewable; (2) cannot be stored
by the facility owner or operator; and (3) has variability that is beyond the control of the facility
owner or operator. VERs generate energy when natural conditions such as wind and sunshine
allow it, presenting new challenges across the time spectrum of seconds, minutes, hours, days
and months.
The principal objective of work in this funding category is to demonstrate emerging strategies
and technologies that facilitate the integration of renewable energy resources into the SCE grid,
such that these generating resources can be deployed within the timeframes required to meet
the policy goals noted above.
Priority Initiatives
SCE has been involved with the integration of VERs since the early 1980’s when the nation’s
first large wind generation stations were installed in the Tehachapi and Palm Springs areas.
Challenges relating to interconnection and management of voltage and line loading were
overcome through innovative design and operations. SCE worked closely with the National
Renewable Energy Lab (NREL), wind manufacturers and developers to establish best practices
in this area. Work is still underway to construct validated models of the various types of wind
generators. In more recent years, SCE has been active in the areas of photovoltaic (PV)
integration into the grid. This work falls into two areas, issues around interconnection of PV
generation to the distribution grid and the larger grid integration issues around the effects of
high penetration of PV in the transmission grid. In the distribution interconnection area, SCE
has assembled detailed test procedures for inverters to address the voltage and frequency
transients that routinely occur on the electric grid. The goal of this work is to construct
numerical models that will predict the behavior of these devices when higher penetrations occur.
SCE led the development of these test procedures with review by NREL, Sandia National Labs,
Oak Ridge National Labs, Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC), and other utilities.
The laboratory and field test results have been shared with national labs, utilities, inverter
manufacturers, EPRI, the Utility Wind Integration Group, IEEE, and universities.
SCE has advanced knowledge in this field by authoring and presenting various papers. Recent
papers include:


IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference Publication: “Fault Current Contribution from
Single-phase PV Inverters,” Keller, Kroposki, Bravo, Robles, 2011.



IEEE 2011 General Meeting Paper: “Solar PV Inverter Testing for Model Validation,”
Bravo, Yinger, Robles, Tamae, 2011.
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IEEE Industrial Electronics Society 2012 Conference: “Power Hardware-in-the-Loop
Testing of a 500 kW Photovoltaic Array Inverter,” Langston, Schoder, Steurer, Faruque,
Hauer, Bogdan, Bravo, Mather, Katiraei, 2012.

In addition to these papers, presentations have been made at Distributech, WECC meetings,
and Utility Wind Integration Group meetings (now the Utility Variable-Generation Integration
Group).
A second goal of this work is to help establish standards and develop technologies for the
integration of VERs. SCE has been active in the review and modification of IEEE 1547
(interconnection standard for distributed generation) and UL 1741 (Underwriters Lab standard
for testing inverters). In the larger grid integration area, SCE has been active in the study of
how variable generation will affect the stability and reliability of the broader transmission system.
The issues here are the ability of system operators to maintain proper system generation load
balance without overloading any transmission lines. The system operator also needs to
understand how system voltage and frequency transients might cause loss of inverter based
generation. This issue is being addressed with the need for inverter based generation to stay
connected to the grid during short system transients. Accurate system and generation models
are critical in performing these studies.
Much work still needs to be accomplished with respect to VER integration. Testing done to date
has helped establish desired characteristics for inverter based generation powered by variable
renewables. These desired characteristics now need to be incorporated into standards and
products to be used by utilities to ease integration. Inverter manufacturers are becoming aware
of utility needs in this area. Variable generation is now being installed on the SCE grid in large
quantities in certain areas. Installation of detailed monitoring equipment in these high
penetration areas will supply information to be used to validate high penetration models and
uncover any incipient issues with grid integration. Validated system models need to be
developed and used to simulate the behavior of the transmission grid with high penetrations of
variable renewable generation (both solar and wind). Storage technologies and controls will
need to be modeled and evaluated to assess what role these technologies can play to ease the
integration of VERs.
California's IOUs worked collaboratively to develop the following priority initiatives, which were
reviewed with EPRI's subject matter experts. This effort determined that these are high priority
initiatives that fill gaps with respect to projects, information and data. SCE places a high priority
on these initiatives, based on its extensive work with respect to renewable generation and its
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integration into the grid, its own white paper on the subject of energy storage,20 and information
arising from the Commission's Energy Storage OIR.21 The initiatives are:


Demonstrate Strategies and Technologies to Facilitate Integration of Variable Energy
Resources; and



Demonstrate Grid-Scale Storage Strategies and Technologies

SCE expects to utilize approximately $9 million of the funding allocated for this triennial
investment plan to address renewable and distributed energy resource integration. The
investments contemplated in this section will map to the following elements of the electricity
system value chain: Grid Operations/Market Design, Transmission, and Distribution.

6.1.1

Demonstrate Strategies and Technologies to Facilitate Integration of
Variable Energy Resources

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
Some VERs, such as solar, are available at times when customer loads are relatively high
(although not necessarily at peak times). However, other resources, such as wind, are more
available when there is less demand on the grid. This supply/load imbalance results in more
frequent episodes of “over generation” when extraordinary steps must be taken to keep the grid
in balance. During over-generation events, power prices can become negative, resulting in
paying parties to take away excess generation and causing increased costs to SCE's
customers.
With solar resources, the loss of sunshine due to intermittent cloud cover and fog burn-off
produces erratic power output from the solar panels, creating voltage fluctuations that translate
to poor power quality. These voltage fluctuations can occur across the time spectrum of
seconds, minutes and hours. Solar panel inverter standards are currently insufficient to correct
for many of the reliability issues that will need to be addressed with high penetrations of these
VERs. Issues like low voltage ride through, voltage regulation and reactive power output
capabilities will have to be addressed.
Natural gas-fueled power plants have operating characteristics that will be needed to serve
customer load by responding to forecast or unexpected changes in the output of VERs.
However, as California implements AB 32 and reduces carbon levels, it will be more difficult for
some natural gas-fueled power plants to support system stability. Stability issues have the
20

" Moving Energy Storage from Concept to Reality: Southern California Edison’s Approach to Evaluating Energy
Storage," available at http://www.edison.com/files/WhitePaper_SCEsApproachtoEvaluatingEnergyStorage.pdf.
21
R.10-12-007.
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potential of being further exacerbated by the once-through-cooling policy’s effect on coastal
power plants. Whatever natural gas-fueled plants remain or are added to the portfolio will need
to be extremely flexible to provide the required response to accommodate the changes in grid
operating patterns due to the growing amounts of VERs. Because California electricity
customers use more electricity during peak hours, some gas plants are only necessary to meet
those peaks. However, even flexible gas-fired power plants have limitations in how quickly they
can go into operation. Unlike a car, one cannot simply turn a key and operate these resources
at full capacity. Instead, power plants must operate at minimum generation levels overnight so
that they are available to meet peak demands during the day. Required minimum overnight
generation levels are another contributor to over-generation events and operating these plants
at minimum load results in operating them at their most inefficient level.
Utility distribution systems were designed to receive power from transmission systems, which
were connected to large, central generating stations in a “one-way flow of energy”. Distributed
resources that generate power behind the meter and flow back across the transformer and into
the distribution feeder create the potential for new issues such as invalidating the coordination
of protective relaying, voltage spikes and dips, harmonics, etc. Additionally, electric vehicles
need to be tracked to ensure adequate grid capacity is available. When automotive bidirectional energy applications become reality, they will add additional complexity due to the
mobility and size of these energy storage systems.
The distribution grid will evolve over the next several years and require management of these
various issues. This evolution will require the integration of diverse data and energy
management with a combination of centralized and decentralized control mechanisms to safely,
reliably, and affordably enable this distribution system of the future. The most optimized
management system requires definition, and very detailed and accurate system models and
pilot demonstrations of a variety of management strategies will be required to ensure that the
industry successfully defines an optimized market and control structure.
A potential opportunity in this area would be to demonstrate the control algorithms being
developed by the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) through an Advanced Research
Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) grant. Caltech is developing a distributed voltage and
VAR control system to manage the large number of interconnected devices. SCE is currently
working with Caltech to build a representative model of SCE’s distribution system using
software originally developed by the Pacific Northwest National Lab. Once this model is
completed and the control algorithms are finalized, SCE and Caltech will evaluate the
effectiveness of the distributed voltage and VAR control system. Assuming that this evaluation
indicates a positive result, the next step would be to demonstrate the control system on a
portion of the SCE system. This type of control system could significantly contribute to both
SCE’s ability to manage reliability and power quality on the distribution grid, and it could also
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enhance SCE’s conservation voltage reduction program, resulting in greater savings to all
customers connected to the controlled distribution circuit.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
This initiative is important to examine a variety of strategies and technologies that facilitate the
integration of variable energy resources into SCE's grid. These include strategies and
technologies that minimize grid disruptions, increase the flexibility of generation resources to
meet short-term variability related to VERs, and mitigate power quality issues.
While there are many examples of emerging technologies in this area, there is a clear need to
further assess, evaluate and demonstrate the technologies on a pilot basis to prove the benefits
prior to large scale deployment. The IOUs will need to demonstrate a variety of protection
strategies and technologies to effectively integrate distributed energy resources into the system
and optimize any benefits associated with such resources. It is important to test these
technologies in concert with existing utility assets, protection schemes and operating systems to
ensure they are backwards compatible and can be safely, reliably and affordably deployed.
Load flow analysis will need to be used to understand the steady state and dynamic behavior of
these DER devices and their control schemes. Inverter controls will need to be tested, and the
data generated from these tests will provide input for standards that will need to be changed to
successfully integrate DER. Currently, the low voltage ride-through capability of some inverter
devices has indicated the potential for disconnection from the distribution grid during transient
undervoltage conditions. With significant penetration of solar PV and the increased number of
inverters connected to the distribution grid, this diminished ride-through capability could
exacerbate the transient condition by having generation disconnect at the time when it is most
needed. Detailed system modeling and simulations can identify this problem, but demonstration
of the phenomenon would be very helpful to determine mitigation strategies and influence
standards bodies to require greater ride-through capability from inverter manufacturers.
For the transmission system, analyzing models with powerful computing systems like the Real
Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) will ensure that the bulk power system is adequately protected
and proper controls systems are in place to deal with the VERs across the Western
Interconnect. Wide area voltage and VAR controls as well as adaptive relaying will need to be
studied to ensure that voltage and angular stability can be maintained during contingencies.
Remedial action schemes will need to be integrated with other protection schemes to ensure
proper overlapping protection.
For example, as more renewable generation is interconnected to the system, SCE will need to
develop additional remedial action schemes or build transmission capacity to incorporate the
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new resources. With the number of interconnection requests in the queue and the time needed
to site and build transmission facilities, it is not likely that SCE will be able to add facilities
quickly enough to meet the demand. Moreover, the interaction between the existing systems
and newly developed systems continues to increase in complexity and requires a very detailed
model of the power system to adequately evaluate the interdynamics. The RTDS allows for
demonstration of control systems directly connected to a detailed simulated environment to
address these complexities, develop solutions and test them in a safe environment. With this
tool, SCE can demonstrate the correct operation of the control devices in-the-loop and over
multiple scenarios to ensure proper performance when the systems are actually deployed onto
the grid. While SCE's RTDS is currently being used in the development of a Centralized
Remedial Action Scheme solution to safely and reliably address existing system demands and
complexities, much more work is needed.
The following are commonly discussed impacts and barriers to the widespread adoption
distributed and variable energy resources:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Frequency control,
Voltage regulation,
Reverse power flows,
Operational flexibility,
Reliability capacity and planning, and
Capacity margin.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects22


Distribution Market Demonstration and Analysis;



Inverter Controls;



Power Electronics Transformer;



Advanced Voltage and VAR Control of SCE's Transmission System; and



Multi-step Capacitor Switcher.

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Distribution Market Demonstration and
Analysis

a, b, d

22

Potential project descriptions are attached as Appendix B. The EPIC program administrators agree that additional
collaboration is needed prior to selecting projects. This will help to eliminate any unnecessary duplication of efforts.
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Inverter Controls

a, b, d

Power Electronics Transformer

a, b, c, d, f

Advanced Voltage and VAR Control of SCE's
Transmission System

a, b, d

Multi-step Capacitor Switcher

a, b, c, d

6.1.2

Demonstrate Grid-Scale Storage Strategies and Technologies

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
Energy storage has the potential to provide many services that will be required to integrate more
VERs at the transmission and, especially, the distribution level. For example, energy storage
can provide ancillary services to CAISO, or can be used to improve reliability of distribution
systems by mitigating the impacts of distributed energy resources or to accommodate more
distributed resources by increasing available distribution asset capacity. After many years of
industry discussion, energy storage now enjoys a growing sense of promise, as many expect it
will become a viable part of the electric system over the next decade. However, there are still
very real challenges to the cost-effective deployment of energy storage solutions. SCE has
done a great deal of thinking on this topic as has the Commission, and there are a vast number
of demonstration opportunities across a variety of technologies. SCE’s initial approach was set
forth in the white paper entitled “Moving Energy Storage from Concept to Reality: Southern
California Edison’s Approach to Evaluating Energy Storage”, which was published in 2010.
SCE’s approach to energy storage involves a road map process which includes initial desktop
work, battery chemistry testing, system evaluations, field demonstrations and pilot projects.
Real world data is essential to the commercialization and the safe, reliable and affordable
utilization of energy storage on the grid.
SCE has also taken the lead in evaluating energy storage technologies in the field via two DOE
funded programs, the Tehachapi Wind Energy Storage Project (TSP) and the Irvine Smart Grid
Demonstration (ISGD) program. While the 8MW/32MWh Battery Energy Storage System under
TSP aims at evaluating the technology for mitigating the transmission level impacts of VER and
providing services to the CAISO market, the ISGD program evaluates customer sited and utility
sited energy storage devices to understand the impact at the distribution level.
TSP has already revealed that with larger systems, there is no practical way to test the system
before operation due to the limitations of power capabilities at vendors’ facilities. Limited facility
power causes acceptance of energy storage systems at the factory with substantially de-rated
capabilities, often breaking the system down to much smaller modular sub-systems. As such, a
fully integrated system is not tested and complete integration of a system is deferred to site; as
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a result, testing of the system on the grid could induce safety and reliability concerns. Use of
diesel generators at vendors’ facilities to create a “grid” to perform testing of a larger system
also proves to be an insufficient measure due to the “weak” character of the grid produced.
SCE has identified the gap that exists between taking larger systems from the factory floor to
direct connection to the grid and the necessary intermediate step of testing larger systems on a
controlled grid-connected environment. By proposing the Megawatt-Class Containerized
Energy Storage Interconnection Readiness program, SCE attempts to solve the issue of being
able to test large storage systems “live” on the grid while also allowing for a test bed that can
address the communications and controls aspect of the systems under test.
Under the ISGD program, SCE aims to demonstrate the operation of a community energy
storage (CES) unit. A CES unit is the accepted term for a battery-based energy storage device
with power capability in the range of 25-75kVA and energy storage capability in the range of 2575 kWh, connected to the secondary of a utility transformer with the provision to be controlled
remotely. Such a device can perform some autonomous functions based on feedback signals
or it can provide schedule based operation based on time of day to perform such functions as
peak shaving to help alleviate the peak loading on the distribution circuit. While SCE will be
able to test the function of one CES unit during the ISGD program, this program does not offer
the opportunity to test the behavior of multiple CES units being controlled by a centralized
controller. Furthermore, the ISGD program does not attempt to and cannot define how best to
operate a fleet of CES units due to its limitation in demonstrating a single CES unit. During the
on-going course of the ISGD program, SCE has identified the limitation in testing individual
devices on the distribution circuit and proposed to overcome these limitations by embarking on
the following projects:


Community Energy Storage Demonstration & Controls Evaluation - Ensuring individual
unit operation in the lab and in the field to work in conjunction with a centralized
controller, the specification of which will also be developed through the project;



Modeling and Simulation for Mitigating DER variability with DES - Testing the centralized
controller in a hardware in the loop environment to test the centralized controller’s ability
to control a fleet of devices under simulated grid conditions;



Distributed Energy Storage Field Demonstration - Deploying various distributed energy
storage devices of different power and energy ratings on the distributed circuit,
connected to a centralized controller capable of controlling disparate storage units in a
fleet environment.

In expanding upon the DOE co-funded initiatives already started with the TSP and the ISGD
programs, SCE attempts to capture the missing elements in technically proving the steps
necessary to take energy storage from “one-off” deployments to system-wide deployments with
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the necessary hardware, controls and infrastructure. In the process, SCE attempts to gather
real world data essential to the commercialization and the safe, reliable and affordable utilization
of energy storage on the grid, while leveraging the lessons learned from these DOE
demonstration programs.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
The CPUC Energy Storage Framework Staff Proposal in R.10-12-007 identifies the following
nine energy storage adoption barriers:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Lack of definitive operational needs;
Lack of cohesive regulatory framework;
Evolving markets and market product definition;
Resource adequacy accounting;
Lack of cost-effective evaluation methods;
Lack of cost recovery policy;
Lack of cost transparency and price signals;
Lack of utility operating experience; and
Lack of well-defined interconnection process.

While IOU technology demonstration and deployment projects cannot solve each of the barriers,
EPIC funding could be employed to address a number of the barriers and provide important
data to address other barriers. In short, IOUs can demonstrate the value, technical
performance, and costs of energy storage systems that facilitate integration of VERs into the
grid. Various types of emerging energy storage technologies, fulfilling different roles, will need
to be assessed, evaluated through laboratory studies, and demonstrated at field scale. Data
gathered during these demonstrations will also be used to improve inverter standards, validate
models and facilitate integration on the grid.
Simulations may be performed to determine the optimum location and siting of distributed
energy storage or to analyze how energy storage would perform under various system
contingencies, such as rapid changes in renewable resource generation levels, loss of a major
conventional generation source, or loss of a transmission line. Control systems and software
may be developed to aggregate distributed energy storage to support the transmission and
distribution grid and the CAISO.
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SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Community Energy Storage Demonstration & Controls Evaluation;



Megawatt-Class Containerized Energy Storage Interconnection Readiness;



Distributed Energy Storage Field Demonstration;



Modeling and Simulation for Mitigating DER variability with DES; and



Tehachapi Wind Energy Storage Project.23

The following table lists the SCE proposed energy storage devices and how they address the
barriers identified in the CPUC Energy Storage Framework Proposal.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Community Energy Storage Demonstration &
Controls Evaluation

a, c, h, i

Modeling and Simulation for Mitigating DER
variability with DES

a, c, h, i

Distributed Energy Storage Field
Demonstration

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i

Megawatt-Class Containerized Energy

a, c, e, f, h, i

Storage Interconnection Readiness
Tehachapi Wind Energy Storage Project

6.2

a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i

Grid Modernization & Optimization

The grid is comprised of the conductors, poles, substations, transformers, switches, circuits,
operating centers, generation plants, system monitoring tools and equipment (such as SCADA
system and protection devices) that need to work together in perfect synchronicity to deliver
electricity safely and reliably.
There are many drivers that require the IOUs to use new methods and tools to both manage
and maintain today’s electric grid as well as to explore the “next generation”, modernized grid
that operates safely, reliably and cost efficiently in the 21st century.
All of California's IOUs are facing the challenges of aging infrastructure, while also facing the
challenges of meeting the state’s clean energy policy goals. The current infrastructure will need
replacement before it degrades to the point of causing safety and reliability concerns, and
23

In December 2009, SCE was notified that it would receive Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) funding to
support this project. SCE has not received said funding and will use EPIC to support this effort.
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existing utility infrastructure replacement programs are working to address these issues. With
the potential for significant advances in technologies and the potential to satisfy both
challenges, it makes sense for an IOU to deploy the technologies and solutions that best enable
it to do so, rather than replacing like-for-like equipment and missing opportunities to improve the
safety and reliability of the grid.
The operating requirements for the grid of the future are very different than those for which it
was initially designed. SCE has fully utilized its RD&D funding to investigate and approve new
automation technologies. This has allowed us to automate more than 550 substations, 2,290
distribution circuits and 15,000 pieces of field equipment (e.g., capacitors, automatic reclosers,
remote controlled switches, and fault interrupters). Future technologies and operating strategies
may provide opportunities for safe, reliable and cost effective improvements. While there have
been new pockets of technology deployed at various places, there are no clear winners in
developing the “grid of the future” or “turnkey” solutions that can be consistently applied to every
electric grid. Because of original design differences, each of California's IOUs has different
operating conditions, equipment deployments and approaches to addressing future
requirements and existing challenges. Only recently have communications and computing
technologies advanced to a point where utilities can leverage data from new and existing
sources and explore methods of operating the grid more efficiently and to providing better
service to customers.
Asset Management and Optimization is not only the continued introduction of new technologies
but also the management of information concerning the asset. These information systems have
improved over the last several years through the introduction of enterprise resource planning,
geographical information and improved work scheduling systems. These critical systems are
augmented by the evolving introduction of real-time monitoring devices. Additionally,
information available from automated meters, synchrophasors, advanced distribution
management system and other emerging data systems provide rich detail of the conditions
experienced by the infrastructure system components. This “Big Data” issue is an emerging
opportunity that will require demonstration of information integration and correlation of data to
asset performance. Harnessing new technological advances in grid management, asset
management and optimization has the potential to improve customer service, safety and
reliability, cut long-term asset management and maintenance costs and help provide skilled jobs
for Californians.
Priority Initiatives
California's IOUs worked collaboratively to develop the following priority initiatives, which were
reviewed with EPRI's subject matter experts. This effort determined that these are high priority
initiatives and that there are gaps with respect to projects, information and data.
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Demonstrate Strategies and Technologies for Optimizing Existing Assets;



Prepare for Emerging Technologies;



Design and Demonstrate Grid Operations of the Future.

SCE expects to utilize approximately $7.5 million of the funding allocated for this triennial
investment plan to address grid modernization and optimization. The investments contemplated
in this section will map to the following elements of the electricity system value chain: Grid
Operations/Market Design, Transmission, and Distribution.

6.2.1

Demonstrate Strategies and Technologies for Optimizing Assets

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
SCE is faced with the need to replace aging utility infrastructure to maintain reliability. This,
coupled with the need to change aspects of the system to meet a variety of state and federal
energy policy objectives, including increasing infrastructure protection and security
requirements, is challenging from both a resource and rate perspective. SCE must make the
most of its existing equipment, while also complying with increasing requirements, if it is to
continue providing reasonably priced, reliable and safe service to its customers.
Increasing amounts of data are captured by devices on the system through traditional systems
like an Energy Management System (EMS) or a Distribution Management System (DMS),
emerging data sources like advanced meters, and horizon technology like solid state
transformers, current sensing circuit switchers, and storage devices. What are currently lacking
in the industry are tools that can process this data and provide information concerning the
historical stress of grid infrastructure components. Correlating this data to historical
performance would provide a more accurate assessment of the state of the grid and allow either
a longer life for the equipment or a proactive replacement of that equipment. Demonstrating this
type of data analysis on a sufficiently large section of the distribution grid would be beneficial for
understanding the improved forecasting of infrastructure life and infrastructure replacement.
The maintenance of the foundational infrastructure will be necessary to enable the introduction
of advanced technologies. Without this foundational infrastructure, the introduction of advanced
control systems attempting to optimize new devices over improved telecommunication networks
will be futile. Having a data analysis engine that can improve the evaluation of the state of the
grid infrastructure would not only identify possible trouble spots but should indicate life
extension opportunities as well.
The complexity of siting new transmission and generation requires ensuring the full value of
existing resources is leveraged while the aging infrastructure must be maintained to provide the
foundation for more advanced technology. Leveraging existing resources will include
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demonstrating opportunities to operate the transmission system in a more reliable manner
through advanced mitigation systems. As described above in Section 6.1.1, the use of the Real
Time Digital Simulator for evaluating remedial action scheme interdynamics would be beneficial
in incorporating newly developed schemes into the existing framework. Similarly, there is an
opportunity to investigate the optimization of these schemes to evaluate if they are minimizing
generation and load disconnection. Reducing these disconnections while still maintaining the
mitigation aspect of the protection system could be valuable from a reliability and a cost
perspective.
Providing safe electric service to our customers is paramount. To that end, protective devices
are installed at multiple levels throughout the grid to detect abnormally high current flow and deenergize the faulted conductors. There are rare cases where a damaged conductor may come
in contact with a highly insulated surface or medium resulting in extremely small fault currents
that cannot be detected by existing protection equipment. In this case, a damaged conductor
can remain energized in a position where an individual could come in contact with the
conductor. This special condition is referred to as a high impedance fault and is extremely
difficult to detect. One of SCE’s proposed projects is to test and demonstrate potential methods
for detecting high impedance fault conditions on distribution circuits.
Animal interactions with electrical equipment also pose problems for utility operations and for
customers. From 2009 to 2011, SCE experienced 211 animal-caused outages involving
equipment at its distribution substations. Over the years, SCE has installed various animal
deterrent products to reduce animal interactions but has had limited success.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
Piloting new data capture, analytics, and visualization and correlation technologies will enable
new condition-based and risk-based maintenance techniques designed to improve asset
efficiency, flexibility and resiliency and extend the use of aging assets. Piloting new
complementary equipment and techniques will allow improved operations while keeping the
underlying deployed asset in service. This initiative will enable the modernization of the grid
without immediate, wholesale equipment replacements and burdening SCE's customers with
unreasonable rate increases.
The following are commonly discussed drivers for and barriers to the widespread adoption of
technologies with the potential for enhancing the utilization of existing utility assets:
a. Electric system safety, security and reliability,
b. Regulatory and legislative requirements,
c. System limitations,
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d. Operating capabilities,
e. Industry standards, and
f. Business case and operating information.
SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


High Impedance Fault Detection on Distribution Circuits;



Substation Automation 3, Phase III Bulk Electric System;



Substation Automation 3, Phase III Hybrid Solution;



Risk Mitigation Demonstration;



Substation Animal Deterrent; and



Superconducting Transformer.24

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

High Impedance Fault Detection on
Distribution Circuits

a, c,

Substation Automation 3, Phase III Bulk
Electric System

a, b, d, e, f

Substation Automation 3, Phase III Hybrid
Solution

a, b, c, d, e, f

Risk Mitigation Demonstration

a, b, c, d, f

Substation Animal Deterrent

a, b, c, f

Superconducting Transformer

a, c, d, f

6.2.2

Prepare for Emerging Technologies

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
According to Public Utilities Code section 8360, “[i]t is the policy of the state to modernize the
state’s electrical transmission and distribution system to maintain safe, reliable, efficient, and
secure electrical service, with infrastructure that can meet future growth in demand and achieve”
a variety of state policy objectives. In previous sections, SCE has discussed the incorporation
of VER and DER and a variety of drivers. This section is focused on identifying and
24

SCE requested PIER funding to support the demonstration of a superconducting transformer. SCE did not receive
PIER funding and will use EPIC to leverage against almost $22 million in federal and private funding.
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demonstrating solutions that address some of the same objectives, but are earlier in the
development cycle or may be considered replacement technologies.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
Demonstrating promising new transmission and distribution technology specifically aimed at
addressing aging infrastructure needs and integrating non-conventional and distributed
generation sources, physical security and cybersecurity needs will improve real time, integrated
and seamless monitoring, communication and operation of the grid. Technologies with
temperature and/or current sensors will provide detailed knowledge of actual system conditions
and component loading. Intelligent alarming using sensors & algorithms can predict equipment
health for pro-active management of system assets.
Substation equipment, such as circuit breakers, disconnects, and transformers are
progressively being developed with intelligent sensors that will provide easier integration into
substation automation systems. These sensors enable advanced enterprise applications such
as condition based maintenance, asset management, and granular monitoring of substation
apparatus health.
The following are commonly discussed drivers for and barriers to the widespread adoption of
emerging utility system technologies:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Electric system safety and reliability,
Regulatory and legislative requirements,
System limitations,
Operating capabilities,
Industry standards, and
Business case and operating information.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Remote Fault Current Indicators;



Substation Line Disconnect Switching Indicator; and



Intelligent Fuses.

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Remote Fault Current Indicators

a, d, f
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Substation Line Disconnect Switching Indicator

a

Intelligent Fuses

a, b, c, d, f

6.2.3

Design and Demonstrate Grid Planning and Operations of the Future

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
This investment plan discusses the fact that the grid of the future needs to support the
increased presence of renewable resources and distributed generation, increased demands
from customers for enhanced service and new products, and more efficient control of both the
overall system and an expanding number of controllable assets. Technology is evolving quickly,
and while not entirely keeping pace with policy and consumer demands, it is providing
opportunities, methodologies and tools that can help utilities to better plan, test and operate
their systems. This initiative is designed to identify these opportunities and demonstrate them in
the utility environment. With respect to challenges, SCE and other utilities lack the deployed
technologies needed to dynamically operate their transmission and distribution systems. While
appropriate for the first hundred years of operation, future system requirements will define a grid
that must react dynamically to rapidly changing conditions.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
The next generation of Distribution Automation will need to leverage the full capabilities of the
Distribution Management System (DMS) to integrate advanced field devices with reliable
communication systems. This capacity can be realized quickly and cost-effectively by
enhancing the existing equipment with the expanded functionalities of new equipment. This
type of transition could reduce the number of customers affected and total customer minutes of
interruption (CMI) over the utility’s existing switch and a half automation scheme by quickly
isolating the faulted section of a circuit, instead of the entire circuit being interrupted. To
achieve these advancements SCE will pilot new technologies, their integration, and human
situational awareness and interaction techniques to understand the engineer, planner and
operator of the future and the “console” of the future and provide a bridge to connect workforce
and technology transition issues.
The following are commonly discussed drivers for and barriers to the widespread adoption of
future grid operations and planning technologies:
a. Electric system safety and reliability,
b. Regulatory and legislative requirements,
c. System limitations,
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d. Operating capabilities,
e. Industry standards, and
f. Business case and operating information.
SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Remote Intelligent Switcher;



Substation Real Time Digital Simulator Mobile Testing Solution;



Advanced Relay Testing Methodology; and



Application of Advanced Early Warning System with Adaptive Protection

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Remote Intelligent Switcher

a, b, c, d, f

Substation Real Time Digital Simulator Mobile

a, c, d, f

Testing Solution
Advanced Relay Testing Methodology

a, c, d, f

Application of Advanced Early Warning
System with Adaptive Protection

a, c, d, f

6.3

Customer-Focused Products and Services Enablement and
Integration

Driven by state policies and new enabling technologies, California energy customers are
experiencing more opportunities to participate in the energy sector than ever before. In the
span of a few years, California has seen more than 10 million Smart Meters installed, a sharp
decrease in the cost of photovoltaic (PV) panels, the rollout of plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) by
startups and major auto manufacturers, a renewed effort in energy efficiency and demand
response, and a standard for ZNE homes for new construction.
Customers are no longer just consumers of electricity. As “prosumers” (producers and
consumers) of electricity, customers can be an active participant in supplying and (soon)
balancing the electricity grid. Prosumers can buy PV, energy storage equipment, and PEVs and
then use Smart Meters and equipment to monitor, control and operate their energy devices in
an optimal manner. The CSI expanded on the use of rebates to subsidize the cost of installing
distributed PV systems. CSI has been very successful in incentivizing the deployment of PV
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systems behind the meter. The rebate structure was designed to step down as more
installations occurred in anticipation of lower costs as the technology matured. CSI has worked
well as the cost of a PV module has decreased by about 75% in the last four years (system
costs have also come down, but not as much as module costs). Improvements in the energy
storage medium and control technologies have created the rebirth of the PEV industry in the
U.S., with an emphasis on the trend-setting California market.
Smart Meter technology is nearly fully deployed in California. Smart Meters enable the utility to
measure a customer’s energy usage at a more granular level than was previously possible (e.g.
every hour or every 15 minutes). This information can be used by customers to manage their
energy costs more closely or by the utilities and third parties to design products that more
closely reflect customer needs.
The California Legislature and the Air Resources Board (CARB) have established mandates to
drive the market to alternate fuels including bio-diesel, ethanol, fuel cell, and electric.
California's transportation “vision” currently projects the future to be fuel cell and battery electric
vehicles with some cellulosic ethanol.
To reach California’s goal of reduced carbon dioxide output (AB 32) will require a change in the
way Californians use energy.
Priority Initiatives
In an informal meeting between the IOUs, the CEC and Energy Division, the entities discussed
the need to prevent duplicative efforts between EPIC and the Emerging Technology Portfolios
for Demand Response (DR) and Energy Efficiency (EE). In addition to providing the requested
informational summary of the RD&D activities that SCE is conducting as part of its approved
programs,25 SCE is coordinating with its EE and DR program managers to develop EPIC
programs that are separate and complementary to its existing Emerging Technology efforts. To
that end, SCE plans to focus on programs that address system control and integration issues,
rather than specific DR or EE products. SCE is also working with the CEC and the other IOUs to
ensure that its efforts are not unnecessarily duplicative. Additional coordination and
collaboration is needed, prior to any of the EPIC administrators pursuing projects in this area.
California's IOUs worked collaboratively to develop the following priority initiatives, which were
reviewed with EPRI's subject matter experts. This effort determined that these are indeed high
priority initiatives and that there are gaps with respect to projects, information and data.

25

Leverage the Smart Meter Platform to Drive Customer Service Excellence;

D.12-05-037, OP 12.b.iii.
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Integrate Demand Side Management to Optimize the Grid; and



Respond to Emerging Grid Integration Issues.

SCE expects to utilize approximately $5.5 million of the funding allocated for this triennial
investment plan to address customer-focused products and services enablement and
integration. The investments contemplated in this section will map to the following elements of
the electricity system value chain: Grid Operations/Market Design, Transmission, Distribution
and Demand Side Management.

6.3.1

Leverage the Smart Meter Platform to Drive Customer Service
Excellence

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
SCE's SmartConnect is nearly fully deployed. In addition to enabling customer choice and
energy management capabilities, SCE plans to leverage this system to enable additional
operational enhancements that will benefit its customers.
Outage Management Systems (OMS) are used by operators of electric distribution systems to
assess outage conditions and assist in restoration of power. SCE's current system, which is
generally consistent with the broader industry, provides information at the circuit level. There is
no information with respect to the status of individual customers, and distribution circuits can be
miles in length. In order to determine the cause of an outage and the extent of repairs needed
to restore power, SCE dispatches a troubleman to patrol the circuit. With SmartConnect, when
a customer’s voltage falls below a preset threshold, the smart meter is able to communicate that
an outage situation exists. This communication, if accurately linked to OMS, will enable SCE to
build a composite picture of the outage and better identify the customers impacted by the
outage. Real-time metering information along with voltage data may also contribute to quicker
identification of downed lines and could provide an important enhancement to public safety.
An additional meter-enabled enhancement is the ability to enable problem diagnosis,
conservation voltage strategies, and automated Volt/VAR control. Prior to the installation of
SmartConnect, SCE did not have the means to track voltages at the end of each of its
distribution circuits—much less at each of its customers' premises—without deploying a field
technician. With SmartConnect being nearly fully deployed, this type of information can be
made available and used for a variety of purposes, including diagnosing distribution system
issues before they become problems. With access to endpoint and customer voltage
information, SCE has the ability to design Advanced Volt/VAR Control (AVVC) systems to better
manage distribution voltages and demonstrate voltage reduction strategies. Voltage reduction
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strategies would effectively reduce power consumption, which translates into lower power
procurements and in turn reduces the customer’s electric bill.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
OMS that can accurately retrieve outage management information from smart meters are
capable of quickly responding to outages. Once OMS are effectively integrated with the utility
AMI, there will be faster responses to outages and lower overall costs to both the utility and
customers.
The Smart Meter’s ability to provide analog voltage values for residential and small commercial
and industrial (C&I) customers provides valuable information that can support the diagnosis of
distribution issues. In the future, near-real time access to voltage data has the potential to
enable SCE to remotely evaluate under- and over-voltage conditions and inform distribution
system planners about potential problems.
The following are drivers for and barriers to leveraging the smart meter platform to drive
customer service excellence:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Linkages between metering systems and grid operations,
Regulatory and legislative requirements,
System limitations,
Operating capabilities,
Business case and operating information.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Beyond the Meter - Customer Device Communications, Unification and Demonstration;



Outage Management and Customer Voltage Data Analytics Demonstration; and



Regulatory Mandates - Submetering Enablement Demonstration.

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Beyond the Meter - Customer Device
Communications, Unification and Demonstration

a, c, d, e

Outage Management and Customer Voltage

a, c, d, f
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Data Analytics Demonstration
Regulatory Mandates - Submetering
Enablement Demonstration

6.3.2

b, c, d

Integrate Demand Side Management to Optimize the Grid

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
Market Redesign Technology Upgrade (MRTU) is CAISO’s new design for wholesale electricity
markets, which commenced on March 31, 2009. Through these markets and through
implementation of ancillary services (AS), CAISO ensures that there is sufficient energy
capacity to meet electricity demand in California at any given time to maintain the stability of the
electrical system. However, there are challenges for implementation of telemetry equipment
capable of meeting CAISO requirements for ancillary services. First, CAISO-approved
equipment costs are high, between $600 and $50,000 per unit. Second, technical requirements
are complex: 4-second or 1-minute updates are required on resource loads; and 5-minute
settlements are required when retail meters have 15 minute or 1 hour intervals. Third, an
automated demand response (AutoDR) system is required in order for customers to react
quickly enough to respond to AS dispatches. These challenges make it costly and technically
challenging to extend an AS program to residential customers, which in the aggregate, have the
potential to relieve the grid when most stressed.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
Exploration of telemetry and broadband technologies for implementation among all customer
segments, particularly among residential customers, is needed to achieve grid reliability and
cost effectiveness. Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR), which requires an active
broadband connection, may be utilized to interconnect large C&I customers; ZigBee Smart
Energy Profile 2.0 (SEP 2.0) with an Edison SmartConnect meter, may be utilized for residential
or small and medium C&I customers.
Market participants, regulatory commissions and third party aggregators will increasingly desire
to expand inclusion of DR customer loads into day-ahead and real-time energy markets.
Inclusion of small C&I and residential customers will be needed to balance loads and relieve
stress on the grid. In addition, as customer-facing technologies such as residential energy
storage units (RESUs) and plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) evolve, it will also become important
to evaluate their impact on the grid.
The following are drivers for and barriers to integrating DSM to optimize the grid:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Linkages between metering systems and grid operations,
Regulatory and legislative requirements,
System limitations,
Operating capabilities,
Business case and operating information.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Evaluation of Telemetry Equipment for Ancillary Services at Residential Endpoints; and



Load Scanning to Identify Electric Vehicle Charging Locations.

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Evaluation of Telemetry Equipment for Ancillary
Services at Residential Endpoints

a, b, c, d

Load Scanning to Identify Electric Vehicle
Charging Locations

a, c, d

6.3.3

Respond to Emerging Grid Integration Issues

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
The rollout of PEVs by startups and major auto manufacturers has provided an opportunity for
customers to diversify their transportation fuel source. California consumers are leading the
way in this market. The integration of PEVs into the electric grid is a key strategic objective,
supporting California’s AB 32 goal of reducing GHG emissions to the 1990 level by 2020.
The enablement of AMI in multi-dwelling units (MDUs) remains a challenge due to the location
of the apartment dwelling with respect to the meter. The CEC’s 2009 Residential Appliance
Saturation Study estimates that over half a million SCE residential customers reside in 5+ unit
MDUs.26 Furthermore, it is estimated that most of these customers cannot utilize Home Area
Network (HAN) enabling technologies, and therefore cannot participate in most utility EE or DR
programs. Preliminary studies have shown that most 5+ unit MDUs have poor or no ability for
ZigBee meter communications in the apartment. However, more studies are needed to better
characterize the MDU environment. Evaluating how MDUs can leverage AMI technology is an
industry-wide issue affecting many utilities throughout the nation.
26

Available at http://www.energy.ca.gov/appliances/rass.
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With the proliferation of PEVs and other technologies, like RESUs, SCE expects its distribution
system assets will be impacted and, in some cases, over-loaded. SCE will need to more
accurately correlate the load profile of its transformers to achieve their useful life and better
understand and address the factors contributing to distribution transformer failures. SCE will
leverage its SmartConnect capabilities to facilitate this effort.
One potential solution resides in identifying which homes are wired to which transformers.
Accurate transformer associations will enable Outage Management and Customer Service
groups to support restorations during outages. Distribution Planning can also use transformer
load management (TLM) data for sizing transformers appropriately for load management and
growth. Additionally, TLM data can be used to identify distribution transformer overload
conditions and the corresponding reduction in the useful life of the asset. Finally, the PEVReadiness group can utilize TLM information to provide more effective and efficient service for
its PEV customers.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
A reliable, safe and cost-affordable solution has yet to be developed for MDUs to be able to take
advance of AMI technology. The most promising designs and concepts observed in the market
today utilize either Power Line Carrier (PLC) or Broadband technology. In the PLC category,
some have proposed aggregating ZigBee information using a meter collar, bridging the data to
HomePlug Green PHY and sending it over the main wires. At the apartment dwelling,
communications will be translated from Homeplug GreenPHY to either ZigBee or Wi-Fi, and
from there relayed to an energy information display.
For Broadband, some have proposed aggregating ZigBee information from numerous meters
and sending the information to a cloud server for viewing by tenants. Although some designs
appear promising, there are several technical and logistical challenges that still need to be
overcome before a reliable, safe and cost effective solution can be implemented at mass scale.
With respect to the expected proliferation of PEVs and RESUs, effective TLM data and
information will support SCE's ability to schedule preemptive measures including maintenance
or replacement to prevent catastrophic failures. Utilizing preemptive measures can avoid
cleanup costs from failures and unnecessary field visits required to physically assess
transformer-to-home associations. Accurate associations will also improve customer service
and decrease costs associated with advanced notification of planned outages. SCE can
leverage its existing AMI deployment to facilitate this effort.
The following are drivers for and barriers to responding to emerging grid integration issues:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Linkages between metering systems and grid operations,
Regulatory and legislative requirements,
System limitations,
Operating capabilities,
Business case and operating information.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Multi-Dwelling Unit Evaluation Using Power Line Carrier or Broadband Technology; and



Transformer Load Management Analysis - AMI Load Correlations, Electric Vehicles and
Residential Energy Storage Unit Impacts.

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Multi-Dwelling Unit Evaluation Using Power Line
Carrier or Broadband Technology

a, c, d, e

Transformer Load Management Analysis - AMI
Load Correlations, Electric Vehicles and
Residential Energy Storage Unit Impacts

a, d

6.4

Cross Cutting/Foundational Strategies and Technologies

After nearly a century of building and operating a power delivery network that fuels economic
and societal growth through access to stable and reliable electricity, the electric grid is
undergoing a profound transformation. Progressive policy objectives and emerging energy
technologies motivate the integration of renewable resources, distributed generation, electric
transportation, energy storage and other emerging energy technologies which can undermine
the basic principles that support grid reliability today. Specifically, the principles that support the
stability and reliability of the electric grid include relying on large synchronous rotating mass in
bulk generating plants to provide the inertia needed for the electric grid to manage most loading
and transient events without impacting customers. Wind and solar power, distributed
generation and power electronics, coupled with decommissioning of once-through-cooling
plants, erode the inertia in the system that, if not compensated for, will reduce reliability and
stability. Although much work needs to be done with regard to vetting new integration
technologies, a thoughtfully designed, smarter electric grid will allow for the integration of new
energy technologies with smart controls and will advance SCE's ability to meet policy objectives
without degrading the stability of the electric grid.
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In order to shift today’s electric grid from a system that is robust and reliable largely due to the
inertia provided by the rotating mass of traditional generation technologies to a smarter electric
grid that increasingly relies on digital technology to maintain stability and achieve a higher level
of resilience, utilities must apply a rigorous understanding of control systems theory, power
systems protection, computer science and utility operations. Applying these diverse and
specialized disciplines in a coordinated approach that yields cost efficient, manageable and
reliable solutions requires a clear Smart Grid strategy and architecture approach. The key
architecture challenge in evolving the electric grid is to ensure that the introduction of increased
automation, connectivity and advanced control systems do not create a system too complex or
fragile to manage.
Utility companies have tended to rely heavily on highly customized solutions that were
organized in a silo of proprietary devices, communications, security, configuration and control
systems. While this approach was efficient for an individual project with clear scope, schedule
and cost objectives, if applied to grid modernization in today's context, the result would be a
costly and fragile infrastructure that would negatively impact grid reliability. As the grid evolves
to integrate new technologies necessary to meet the policy goals, new cross-cutting issues also
arise. In order to ensure that the grid modernization efforts the IOUs invest in today will be
capable of evolving to meet future needs, a common services architecture, which supports
multi-vendor interoperability through the enforcement of standards; well defined architecture
layers; and unified smart communications and cybersecurity platforms will be needed.
While large amounts of operations data are available through automation, technology
advancements are providing enormous amounts of data relating to system and asset conditions
that were never before available or were only accessible in disparate systems. As the utility
infrastructures become increasingly digitized and embrace the architectures necessary to
integrate distributed resources and provide data to end users, the challenge of cybersecurity
and interoperability become more critical to assure the ongoing safe and reliable operation of
the most critical infrastructure in the modern economy: the electric grid.
Priority Initiatives
California's IOUs worked collaboratively to develop the following priority initiatives, which were
reviewed with EPRI's subject matter experts. This effort determined that these are indeed high
priority initiatives and that there are gaps with respect to projects, information and data.


System Architecture;



Cybersecurity;



Data Analytics;



Telecommunications & Standards; and
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Technical Workforce.

SCE expects to utilize approximately $15 million of the funding allocated for this triennial
investment plan to address cross cutting/foundational strategies and technologies. The
investments contemplated in this section will map to the following elements of the electricity
system value chain: Grid Operations/Market Design, Transmission, and Distribution.

6.4.1

System Architecture for Smart Grid

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
As discussed previously, SCE is faced with the need to replace aging utility infrastructure to
maintain reliability. This, coupled with the need to change aspects of the system to meet a
variety of state and federal energy policy objectives, including increasing infrastructure
protection and security requirements, is challenging from both a resource and rate perspective.
SCE must make the most of its existing equipment, while also complying with increasing
requirements, if it is to continue providing reasonably priced, reliable and safe service to its
customers.
In addition to deploying new technologies, advancements in communications and computing
capabilities provide the opportunity to link systems together so the grid can operate in an
environment with increasingly variable and distributed generation. As customer-owned
distributed and variable generation increases, it will add to the complexity of operating the grid
and require the deployment of advanced automation and protection strategies to stabilize the
grid and keep reliability from eroding.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
The most cost efficient approach to deploying Smart Grid capabilities is to organize
technologies and systems in loosely coupled, standards-based layers capable of supporting
common services. A Smart Grid common services architecture delivers the capability for any
device in the forward deployed networks to access common services (such as cybersecurity,
device management, network monitoring, etc.) in SCE’s control centers. The common services
architecture supports multi-vendor interoperability through the enforcement of standards across
the architecture and drives implementation and operational costs down by simplifying the
systems design through the elimination of silos that extend from the application layer through
the security, communications and device layers. Demonstration of conceptual smart grid
architectures (including networking of smart devices operated autonomously into a coordinated
smart system adaptable to assimilating additional smart device types over time) that are
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adaptable to the differences in existing IOU systems would help transform existing operating
platforms into those needed to support future system requirements.
The following are drivers for and barriers to leveraging the smart meter platform to drive
customer service excellence:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Grid reliability due to diminishing inertia and high penetration DER;
Regulatory and legislative requirements;
Transactive and tariff based mechanisms to integrate and interact with DER resources;
Advanced control architectures for customer-owned DER;
Advanced cybersecurity and communications designs;
Smart inverter specifications and standards;
Advanced Distribution Automation;
Emerging energy technologies impact on the distribution network.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Deep Grid Coordination; and



Irvine Smart Grid Demonstration.27

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Deep Grid Coordination

a, b, c, d, e, f, g

Irvine Smart Grid Demonstration

a, e, g, h

6.4.2

Cybersecurity

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
SCE has made significant progress on a foundational cybersecurity solution for the electric grid
by developing Common Cybersecurity Services (CCS). SCE is actively engaged in technology
transfer of advanced cybersecurity technologies from the defense and intelligence industry to
the Smart Grid. CCS is designed to implement security mechanisms to enforce confidentiality,
integrity and availability security services and policies that protect electronic information
communication and control systems necessary for the management, operation and protection of
27

In December 2009, SCE was notified that it would receive Public Interest Energy Research funding to support this
project. SCE has not received said funding and will use EPIC to support this effort.
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the SCE Smart Grid System of Systems (SoS). CCS is specifically designed to satisfy the
requirements and standards developed by the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel Cyber Security
Working Group and the impending North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Version 5 requirements.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
Implement and demonstrate a common cyber security service that complies with NIST, Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS) and NERC standards and provides the level of cyber
security necessary to mitigate the vulnerabilities inherent in the high levels of connectivity and
automation found in Smart Grid technologies.
SCE's Potential Demonstration Project


6.4.3

Technology Transfer Opportunity.

Data Analytics

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
Automation of the electrical system and increased use of smart metering has made it easier to
collect large amounts of system data. Some of this data is collected in databases and some is
left in field devices. Some data is only used on a periodic basis because there is no easy way
to access it and perform the analytics necessary to make use of the data. In addition to SCE
data, there are many databases that are publicly accessible (e.g. weather, traffic, social
networks). The merging of all of these data sources can help SCE predict conditions that could
negatively impact the operation of the electric system and thus better meet customer needs.
Another aspect of data analytics is the visualization of the results. If done properly, visualization
of the results can give system operators, maintenance staff and customer service
representatives access to information, enabling them do their jobs more effectively and
efficiently.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
This initiative will address the issue of how to use all of the data being collected today from
customer meters, substations, distribution automation devices and maintenance databases. If
processed and presented in a clear, concise manner, this data will significantly benefit SCE
operators, maintenance personnel, customer service staff and T&D engineers. This project
would also allow the merger of data available from sources outside of SCE including weather,
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traffic patterns and social network feeds. Once data is processed, creative visualization of this
data will be prepared for use by SCE system operators, engineers and maintenance personnel.
The use of data analytics can help SCE take full advantage of data that is being collected.
These analytics can help reduce outage length, better identify outage locations, determine
transformer loading, determine when equipment needs maintenance, predict the extent of
system problems, better determine the penetration of distributed generation and help give
operators a more strategic view of system operations.
Piloting new data capture, analytics and visualization and correlation technologies will enable
new condition-based and risk-based maintenance techniques designed to improve asset
efficiency, flexibility and resiliency and potentially extend the use of aging assets. Piloting new
complementary equipment and techniques will allow improved operations while keeping the
underlying deployed asset in service. This initiative will enable the modernization of the grid
without immediate, wholesale equipment replacements and without burdening SCE's customers
with unreasonable rate increases.
The following are drivers for and barriers to using existing and new data sources to better
leverage existing assets and implement strategies to benefit the safe, reliable and affordable
operation of SCE's electricity system:
a. Electric system safety, security and reliability,
b. Regulatory and legislative requirements/recommendations,
c. System limitations,
d. Operating capabilities,
e. Industry standards, and
f. Business case and operating information.
SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Wide-Area Security Management and Control;



State Estimation Using Phasor Measurement Technologies; and



Substation Automation 3, Intelligent Alarming.

The following table lists the potential demonstration projects and the drivers/barriers they are
intended to address.
SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

Wide-Area Security Management and Control

a, b, c, d, e, f
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SCE Project

Barriers Addressed

State Estimation Using Phasor Measurement
Technologies

a, c, d, f

Substation Automation 3, Intelligent Alarming

a, c, d, f

6.4.4

Telecommunications & Standards

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
SCE is a key leader in the development and support of interoperability standards. The strategic
standards development effort is focused on enabling grid modernization while maximizing
system reliability, safety and customer value. SCE believes that proper standards development
and adoption will ultimately minimize the risk of full Smart Grid deployments.
It is important to acknowledge that extensive involvement in standards development can pose
many challenges to an organization. Such challenges include finding internal resources, both
human and financial, to support the relatively long and exhaustive process. Standards often
require fairly senior staff that is experienced and knowledgeable. Senior staff is then under
significant pressure to not only support important core job functions but to also support the
standards development. From a financial perspective, organizations not only need to finance
staff for participating in standards development and paying applicable fees, but additionally
some organizations resort to consultants to fill in gaps when full-time staff is severely impacted
and/or unavailable. Specifically, participation in International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
standards can be rather difficult for regional electrical utilities to justify travel overseas.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
SCE's vision of a smart grid requires the development, evaluation and implementation of open
standards. SCE identified five categories that represent the basis for developing the smart grid:
System Integration and Architecture, Data, Communication, Security, and Electrical
Interconnection standards. SCE then identified existing standards within these major categories
and identified "gaps" within the existing standards. SCE prioritized the standards and assigned
resources to either lead, support or monitor the particular standard. Using this process, SCE
identified over seventy applicable standards and assigned resources to lead or support over
forty standards.
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SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


SCE will use its EPIC projects to continue supporting the development of industry
standards.

6.4.5

Technical Workforce

Problem or Opportunity to be Addressed
As the transmission and distribution grid continues to evolve with the deployment of new
technologies and greater systems integration (i.e., variable generation, IT, communications,
etc.), SCE must also continue to evolve work practices and tools to ensure it has the ability to
provide, operate and maintain a safe, reliable and affordable grid. SCE anticipates a wide
range of workforce challenges including managing and operating an increasingly complex
infrastructure while maintaining customer privacy, transferring knowledge as an aging workforce
retires and leveraging data from new technologies. To meet these challenges, SCE is
committed to focusing on improving the efficiency, safety and effectiveness of its entire staff
from field services to operational support.
How the initiative will advance the strategy and overcome barriers
SCE fosters collaborative ventures with leading research universities in the region, which have
led to the creation of the Southern California Smart Grid Research Consortium. This group
brings together academia and industry experts to help solve Smart Grid challenges through
mutually beneficial basic and applied research opportunities. SCE believes that industry and
university collaboration is of paramount importance to spur innovation and in developing new
methods, ideas, and technologies for a cleaner, smarter energy future. The consortium has
held annual workshops over the past three years, attracting increasing numbers of
undergraduate, graduate and Ph.D. students, faculty, and private sector leaders to discuss
research opportunities. SCE also collaborates with California’s community colleges and
technical schools to ensure a balance of research and practical application of new skills and
knowledge. Additionally, SCE sponsors internships for students focused on a future in energy.
SCE will continue to work with the State of California and its schools and training institutes to
develop a workforce of the future that can maintain and benefit from the grid of the future. For
example, SCE has discussed a near term and practical approach to addressing some of the
workforce issues with California State University, Sacramento. These discussions, which need
further collaboration to result in actual projects, suggest engaging small, focused groups of SCE
employees in defining the workforce knowledge, skills, and abilities expected to support Smart
Grid technology deployments. Timed to a specific business validation project, a small employee
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work group would outline how the work would change in the environment created by that
particular technology (e.g., substation automation). The team would represent a cross-section
of the full workforce spectrum, from engineers to customer service representatives. Work group
focus sessions will outline the knowledge, skills, and abilities that would be needed for this
project.
A specification would be developed for educators to follow in developing curricula, emphasizing
practical student learning outcomes. SCE would work with educators – internal and public
postsecondary - to develop courses that can be delivered to employees and potentially be
incorporated into degree or certificate programs. This combination of programs will result in a
training delivery system that will enable the pilot project to scale to full deployment.
Given the huge variety of careers at SCE, different positions will need new and improved skill
sets; however, all careers at SCE in the future will need to evaluate and leverage:


New technologies for advanced work management;



Knowledge management to ensure specialized information is disseminated as an aging
workforce retires; and



New communications and integration of systems to leverage increasing amounts of field
data.

SCE's Potential Demonstration Projects


Fund university engineering programs, senior design projects related to new loads,
inverter controls, demand response technologies; and



Fund university studies and model development to demonstrate technology readiness.

6.5

IOU Applied Research & Development

In D.12-05-037, the Commission stated “The investment plans for the EPIC program shall
become the primary vehicle for considering utility proposals for electric research, development,
and deployment (RD&D) purposes."28 The Commission also contemplated other possible
categories of expenditures when it stated, “Any additional fund shifting beyond 5% or to new
categories of funding must be approved separately by the Commission."29 Additionally, since
EPIC is intended to become "the primary vehicle considering utility proposals for electric
research, development and deployment (RD&D) purposes," SCE proposes that the Commission

28
29

D.12-05-037, OP 17.
D.12-05-037, OP 14.
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allocate EPIC Applied Research and Development funding to the IOUs, consistent with longstanding research and development programs.
IOU engagement in EPRI’s Annual Research Portfolio (ARP) programs is important and should
be authorized. EPRI is one of the most cost-effective ways to track the progress of Applied
R&D around the world. Today’s applied R&D elsewhere in the world can be a future technology
demonstration and deployment solution to California’s needs. Involvement in EPRI's ARP is
especially critical in a program like EPIC that is intended to last until at least 2020, so that IOUs
can observe and provide input on future technologies.
Participation in EPRI ARP programs would enable the funds from California customers to be
leveraged with funds from other utilities and governmental organizations worldwide. This aligns
with the Commission’s statement encouraging “the use and leveraging of matching funds
whenever possible.”30 Collaborative, applied R&D through EPRI provides an average 10-to-1
funding leverage in EPRI ARP programs; that is, on average, for every one dollar each
participant funds toward a program, there are an additional ten dollars of funding added from
other program participants.
By engaging collaboratively through EPRI with industry experts and utilities around the world,
the California IOUs are assured that projects and initiatives they invest in will build upon past
progress. Nearly every other major utility in the U.S. participates in EPRI ARP programs – to
not participate in them would make California and its IOUs an exception in the electricity sector
and exclude them from much of the progress in applied R&D that is being made through
collaboration. If California does not participate in global R&D collaboration, it would increase
the opportunity for redundant investment in areas that have already been addressed in the U.S.
or elsewhere. EPRI's members represent nearly 90 percent of the electricity generated and
delivered in the United States, and international participation extends to approximately 30
countries, making EPRI participation by California IOUs a strong resource for collaborative,
applied R&D to benefit California customers.
Global and national product development, as well as education and awareness campaigns,
increase system and component volumes that support California consumers through reduction
in costs of those electricity systems and vehicles.

30

D.12-05-037, at 44.
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7.

Program Administration

The EPIC program is a coordinated statewide RD&D program.31 The program administrators
have engaged in numerous meetings and conference calls and have consulted with
stakeholders in workshops during the development of their respective investment plans.32 This
investment plan incorporates important and valuable input from these stakeholder workshops,
including the addition of a summary of gaps analysis, a brief discussion on IOU-administered,
full-spectrum RD&D, and a California best practice for ensuring overall program coordination
and collaboration.
To maximize customer benefits, the program administrators have agreed to pursue the following
principles for cooperating and collaborating for EPIC-funded energy RD&D programs:


Information Sharing Coordinated Planning. The EPIC Administrators will work
together to address common goals, consistent with the State’s energy and
environmental policies and the guiding principles for energy RD&D as stated in the
CPUC’s EPIC decision. To this end, the EPIC Administrators will share information
regarding their EPIC investment plans, programs and projects as much as practicable in
order to maximize the efficient use of the funds and facilitate the dissemination of the
results of the program efforts for the benefit of utility customers.



Leveraging Funding and Avoiding Duplication of Projects. Consistent with the
policy espoused in Public Utilities Code section 740.1, the EPIC Administrators have
agreed to consult with each other to avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts and the
waste of customer funds.



Consistent Evaluation, Measurement and Verification of RD&D Results. The EPIC
Administrators will work together to establish consistent and common evaluation,
measurement and verification protocols for developing and reporting to the CPUC and
stakeholders the performance and results of EPIC funded projects.



Coordinated Input and Advice from Stakeholders. The EPIC Administrators will
continue working together to schedule, solicit and respond to comments and advice from
stakeholders on their respective proposed and on-going EPIC Plans and programs.



Intellectual Property. The EPIC Administrators will work together and use best efforts
to agree on common approaches to intellectual property rights to facilitate the
dissemination and sharing of EPIC funded RD&D results for the benefit of electric utility
customers and the State.

31
32

D.12-05-037, Findings of Fact 9.
See D.12-05-037, OP 15.
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7.1

Program Coordination

D.12-05-037 requires stakeholder consultation but does not institute a formal advisory board. In
addition to stakeholder consultation, SCE proposes an annual coordination meeting between
program administrators and this Commission to discuss the respective EPIC portfolios, avoid
any unnecessary duplication of effort and identify opportunities for joint funding and leveraging.
While this would in no way preclude the administrators from communicating as often as needed
to appropriately coordinate EPIC, it would provide a formal opportunity to discuss the respective
portfolios with this Commission and provide for proper oversight. Moreover, this coordinating
meeting is consistent with the now defunct California Utility Research Council (CURC) meeting,
previously codified in Public Utilities Code sections 9201 - 9203.33 CURC was raised at the
August 17 EPIC Stakeholder Workshop as a model for coordinating the efforts of the EPIC
administrators. To avoid unnecessarily duplicative efforts, as well as limit the administrative
costs associated with conducting duplicative gap analyses, SCE proposes that EPRI participate
in this annual meeting to provide an international overview of RD&D efforts and participate in
the discussion of EPIC projects. As one of the foremost experts in electricity research,
development and demonstration and the developer of various technology roadmaps and gap
analyses, EPRI is uniquely positioned to assist the EPIC administrators in identifying needed
demonstration activities and leveraging these efforts with the rest of the industry and other
research organizations.34 While the EPIC administrators would not be precluded from doing
gap analyses to further identify opportunities and support project selection activities, EPRI
would provide a standard framework from which the EPIC administrators and the CPUC could
base their discussions.

7.2

Contracting

With respect to expenditures for technology demonstration and deployment projects, the
Commission provides the option of allocating funds either on a grant basis or on a pay-forperformance basis.35 While SCE appreciates and remains open to both options, the nature of
the demonstration and deployment projects will typically call for the use of the pay-for
performance option. This pay-for-performance option is generally used for all types of utility
procurements, and for which SCE has long-standing and documented procurement policies and
procedures. For the purposes of EPIC, SCE will follow these established policies and
procedures. With respect to the Commission's preference to award EPIC funding on a
33

These sections of the Public Utilities Code, enacted in 1984 (repealed in 2003 because IOUs no longer had RD&D
programs requiring coordination), helped the customer-funded research efforts achieve goals that are entirely
consistent with EPIC and Public Utilities Code section 740.1.
34
EPRI's participation in this coordination meeting is also consistent with the CURC meetings.
35
D.12-05-037, Findings of Fact 19.
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competitive basis,36 SCE generally agrees, but reserves the right to use non-competitive awards
consistent with existing business practices.
The following are examples of when non-competitive awards may be used, which are entirely
appropriate for research, development, demonstration and nascent technology awards:


Material or services required are available from only one responsible source and no
other supplier will satisfy utility requirements.



Bidding is cost prohibitive relative to the cost of materials or services needed.



An opportunity exists (under an established ceiling amount) to develop Diverse Business
Enterprise suppliers.



Equipment, materials, or services are obtained for trial testing, research or experimental
work.



The procurement provides special discounts, rates, or terms and conditions (e.g., cost
share) that are not available in the market under normal competitive conditions.

In an attempt to better establish direct benefits for the customers funding EPIC, SCE will define
selection criteria for EPIC projects with a preference for California academic institutions,
research organizations and vendors. However, this will in no way preclude SCE from selecting
the entity best able to successfully support a project or projects.

7.3

Intellectual Property

SCE agrees with and supports the Commission's decision to tailor intellectual property decisions
to each specific project.37 To adopt an overall policy at this time would be premature. For
purposes of EPIC, SCE will generally use the following approaches with respect to intellectual
property:


36

Intellectual property developed under EPIC may be retained as a utility asset. [PG&E
and SDG&E approach quoted in D.12-05-037 at p.78] This approach provides customer
benefits by securing utility usage rights for a technology or process with the potential for
broader benefits. Under the CPUC's Affiliate Transactions OIR (R.97-04-011), each of
the IOUs has established a means to share Other Operating Revenues with customers.

D.12-05-037, Findings of Fact 18: Projects should be selected for award of EPIC funding on a competitive basis

unless the administrators have specifically detailed and justified exceptions to this in their approved investment plans.
37
D.12-05-037, Conclusion of Law 28.
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Under the respective mechanisms, commercialization of the intellectual property
developed under EPIC may also provide a financial customer benefit.38
Intellectual property developed under EPIC may be retained by the vendor, contractor or
entity that developed the intellectual property.
The IOU administrators may also pursue an "open innovation" approach to the
intellectual property developed under EPIC. Under this approach, the IOU developing
the intellectual property may file patents to protect the intellectual property, while making
it freely available for broad industry adoption and utilization. This approach provides
customer benefits by promoting open collaboration, interoperability, standards and
broader vendor competition and diversity.

7.4

Project Reporting and Information Dissemination

Consistent with Ordering Paragraph 16 of D.12-05-037, SCE will prepare an annual report for its
EPIC activities that includes a high-level summary for each project, the amount of funds
expended to date and the anticipated customer benefits associated with the project.
SCE will also prepare a final report for its EPIC projects, describing the issue or problem
addressed by the project, the approach and analysis, findings, and recommendations for
subsequent efforts.
Consistent with existing business practices, SCE will publish papers, share testing results and
make presentations to a variety of academic, industry and standards organizations, including:
DOE, EPRI, IEEE, NIST, North American Energy Standards Board, North American
SynchroPhasor Initiative, NREL, Sandia National Labs, Oak Ridge National Labs, WECC, and
others. SCE will also use the experience gained from conducting EPIC projects to help inform
this Commission, NERC, FERC and state and federal legislators on the state of energy
technology. As noted in Section 2, SCE's Advanced Technology group has consistently made
important contributions in a variety of CPUC rulemakings.

7.5

Metrics

As noted above, all of the EPIC Administrators will work together to establish consistent and
common evaluation, measurement and verification protocols for developing and reporting to the
CPUC and stakeholders the performance and results of EPIC funded projects. The
development of consistent metrics for utilization across different program administrators will
require additional collaboration, which was not possible under the established timeframes.
38

SCE's Gross Revenue Sharing Mechanism, as approved by the CPUC, is published as Preliminary Statement G to
SCE’s electric tariffs.
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In compliance with Ordering Paragraph 12.c of D.12-05-037, the following are the metrics by
which the success of SCE's Investment Plan should be judged:


Potential energy and cost savings;



Job creation;



Economic benefits;



Environmental benefits;



Identification of barriers or issues resolved that prevented widespread deployment of
technology or strategy;



Effectiveness of information dissemination;



Adoption of technology, strategy, and research data by others;



Funding support from other entities for EPIC-funded research on technologies or
strategies; and



7.6

Other benefits.

Allocation of Programmatic Funding to the CEC

In an effort to safeguard EPIC funding from diversion and in compliance with CPUC directives,39
the IOUs will provide administrative budget allocations to the CEC on a quarterly basis
beginning on July 1, 2012, and to the CPUC on an annual basis beginning on July 1, 2012.
Additionally, the IOUs will work with the CEC to establish processes to remit programmatic
funding from the EPIC balancing accounts when funds are encumbered by the CEC. The IOUs
propose a quarterly process that coincides with the administrative budget allocations and will
consider funds encumbered when projects are approved by the CEC at a Business Meeting or
other public venue where the CEC makes such decisions. After receiving appropriate
approvals, the CEC will issue a letter to each of the utilities, detailing the projects and amounts
approved and requesting the remittance of funding. This letter must be received 30 days prior
to the expected quarterly remittance date. The IOUs are in no way responsible for monitoring
the CEC Business Meetings or other meetings for this purpose, nor is SCE responsible for
validating the accuracy of the CEC request. After receiving the request, each IOU will remit its
portion of the funding requested (i.e., PG&E 50.1%; SCE 41.1% and SDG&E 8.8%) as
established in Decision 12-05-037. This will provide ample lead time for the CEC to negotiate
contracts for the "approved" projects.
In preliminary discussions with CEC management, this process was found to be acceptable.

39

D.12-05-037, OP 9-10 and Conclusion of Law 23.
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7.7

Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Emerging Technology
Programs

Ordering Paragraph 12.b.3 of Decision 12-05-037 requires the IOU administrators to provide an
informational summary of the research, development and demonstration activities they are
undertaking as part of their approved energy efficiency and demand response portfolios. This
section is intended to meet this requirement.
With respect to Energy Division staff concerns that the respective EPIC administrators may use
EPIC funds to duplicate efforts in existing Energy Efficiency and Demand Response programs,
SCE has neither the incentive nor the inclination to do so. SCE may use EPIC funding to make
EE and DR data and information usable for system planning and operations purposes, but only
to the extent that it does not infringe on existing programs.

7.7.1

Energy Efficiency

Through the Emerging Technologies Program (ETP), SCE undertakes research, development,
and demonstration activities as part of its energy efficiency portfolio. The ETP mission is to
support increased energy efficiency market demand and technology supply (the term supply
encompassing breadth, depth, and efficacy of product offerings) by contributing to development,
assessment, and introduction of new and under-utilized energy efficiency (EE) measures (i.e.,
outreach, technologies, practices, and tools), and by facilitating their adoption as measures
supporting California’s aggressive energy and demand savings goals.
SCE’s Energy Efficiency ETP will leverage all complementary efforts and entities in support of
its mission, including other statewide and local investor-owned utility energy efficiency
programs; statewide utilities’ emerging technologies programs; and energy efficiency innovation
activities by external organizations such as private industry, industry trade organizations,
corporate laboratories, the California Energy Commission’s Energy Research and Development
Division (“ER&DD”), the U.S. Department of Energy (“DOE”) and national laboratories, and
regional, national and international ETP partners including utility, academia, nongovernmental
organizations, and other market stakeholders.
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SCE’s 2013 – 2014 Proposed Emerging Technologies Budget and Activities
Emerging Technologies Sub-Program

Total 2013-2014 Proposed Budgets

Technology Development Support

$3,684,510

Technology Assessments

$8,284,797

Technology Introduction Support

$9,216,123

Total ETP

$21,185,430

Program Description
SCE will utilize three sub-program elements in a comprehensive effort to address the range of
energy efficiency market barriers that ETP can either influence directly or through efforts
supporting other energy efficiency and Integrated Demand-Side Management (IDSM) programs:
1. Technology Development Support: The ETP will look for targeted opportunities to
support energy efficiency product development. Product development is the process of
taking an early-stage technology or concept and transforming it into a saleable product.
(Early-stage technologies are often the output of R&D work, hence product development
bridges the gap between R&D and the market.) An example of an early-stage
technology is a light-emitting diode. The product development process has resulted in
televisions, computer monitors, illuminated signs, and lighting fixtures.
2. Technology Assessments Subprogram: Energy efficient measures that are new to a
market or under-utilized for a given application will be evaluated for performance claims
and overall effectiveness in reducing energy consumption and peak demand. ET
assessments may utilize data/information from different sources including: in situ testing
(customer or other field sites), laboratory testing, or paper studies may be used to
support assessment findings. In addition to other findings and/or information,
assessments typically would generate the data necessary for energy efficiency rebate
programs to construct a work paper estimating energy and demand savings over the life
of the measure. Assessment proposals are screened before an assessment is initiated.
3. Technology Introduction Support: This sub-program consists of placing a number of
measures at customer sites as a key step to gain market traction and possibly gain
market information. The measures will typically have already undergone an assessment
or similar evaluation to reduce risk of failure. While the number of units in scaled field
placements will vary widely, numbers typically larger than in an assessment of the
technology are expected. Monitoring activities on each scaled field placement will be
determined, as appropriate.
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The ETP supports California’s energy and demand savings targets as defined by the following
regulatory and legislative sources:


The Energy Efficiency Policy Manual;40



The Energy Efficiency Rulemaking providing guidance for 2013-2014 portfolios (20132014 Decision);41



The 2010-2012 Energy Efficiency (EE) Decision;42



CPUC guidance in Rulemaking 06-04-010;43



The CPUC’s California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan44, with particular
focus on the initiatives in the domains of residential and commercial ZNE buildings,
HVAC industry transformation, as well as lighting innovation; and



The California Global Warming Solution Act of 2006 (AB 32).

Specific examples of the projects currently in progress include:


Residential Human Comfort Behavioral Study for Low Energy Cooling;



ZNE Office Demonstration Showcase;



Hot/Dry Air Conditioner;



Commercial Tubular Daylighting System;



Metal Halide Electronic Dimmable Ballast (EDB) Outdoor Reliability;



Small Commercial LED and Controls;



Hospitality Variable Refrigeration Flow Systems Field Assessment;



Microwave Controlled Advanced Street Lighting;



Oxygen Transfer Efficiency Optimization for Waste Water Treatment Plants;



Ground Coupled Space Conditioning System Technical Potential;



LED Street Lighting;



ZNE Inverter Grid Impact Study; and



Smart Multi-family Domestic Hot Water Recirculation Pump

7.7.2

Demand Response

SCE’s Emerging Markets & Technology (EM&T) program executes projects to explore
innovative and cost effective DR technologies, understand customer preferences and market
40

Energy Efficiency Policy Manual, Version 4, July 2008.
D.12-05-015.
42
D.09-09-047.
43
Order Instituting Rulemaking to Examine the Commission’s post-2005 Energy Efficiency Policies, Programs,
Evaluation, Measurement and Verification, and Related Issues.
41

44

Available at http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/D4321448-208C-48F9-9F621BBB14A8D717/0/EEStrategicPlan.pdf
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potential and provide input on DR codes and standards to enable customer participation in
SCE’s DR programs.
SCE’s 2012 – 2014 Authorized EM&T Budget
Program

Total 2012-2014 Authorized Budget

Emerging Markets & Technology

$7,303,969

Program Description
SCE’s EM&T program will focus on three primary areas in an effort to evaluate new technology
solutions, increase their adoption in the market, and improve participation in current and future
DR programs:
1. Advance DR in codes and standards. This effort includes ongoing research and
advocacy for the inclusion of DR capabilities in codes and standards such as California
appliance and building efficiency regulations,45 Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED), and EnergyStar. Participation in the development of national SmartGrid
standards such as Smart Energy Profile and OpenADR are also part of this focus area.
2. Expand Residential, Commercial, and Industrial DR. This focus area includes identifying
and testing new technology solutions such as communicating thermostats, energy
displays, load controllers, energy management systems, gateways, energy storage
devices, smart appliances, electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), building
management systems, lighting controls, and other devices with DR potential. Lab
testing is followed by field testing/pilots where the load impact, dispatch reliability, and
DR strategies are quantified and documented for consideration in existing or future DR
programs.
3. Explore Technical Aspects of Whole Market Integration. Efforts in this area focus on the
requirements for DR to participate in the wholesale electricity market and integration of
DR in broader Integrated Demand Side Management (IDSM) efforts. Activities include
exploration of telemetry solutions, quantification of program performance, and
collaboration with other SCE groups to develop and demonstrate IDSM solutions.
Additional detail regarding the EM&T program is provided in the following:


45

D.12-04-045 (adopting DR activities and budgets for 2012 through 2014)

See California Code of Regulations, titles 20 and 24.
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SCE EM&T Demand Response Projects Semi-Annual Report: Q1-Q2 201246

Specific examples of the EM&T projects currently in progress include:

8.



DR opportunities with a Permanent Load Shift (PLS) system



Development of a certification program for lighting professionals



A market study evaluating DR potential in mid-size commercial buildings



LED and advanced lighting controls DR field test



A demand response partnership program to advocate DR LEED credits



Augmenting AMI DR with broadband communication



A home battery DR pilot



Expanding residential DR as part of the Irvine Smart Grid Demonstration (ISGD) Project



Evaluating Auto-DR capable thermostats for small commercial customers



Evaluating DR technology for controlling residential pool pumps



Determining DR potential of smart appliances



Exploring potential for Agricultural water pumps to participate in an Ancillary Services
DR program

State Policy Direction for IOU-Administered RD&D
and Smart Grid Programs

As discussed more fully below, SCE’s proposed investment plan furthers the policies and
objectives of Public Utilities Code sections 740.1 and 8360.47 In compliance with Ordering
Paragraph 12.e, this section will detail how the investment plan framework applies the statutory
principles in the respective Code sections. While not required under EPIC, the IOUs intend to
fully comply with the Code sections in the administration of their respective programs.
Research, development and demonstration funding and utility resources are of limited supply.
From a California IOU perspective, it makes sense to adhere to the rationale and emphases
established in these statutes.

46

Available at
http://www3.sce.com/sscc/law/dis/dbattach10.nsf/0/81AB34A8081EA8E888257A8A006371EA/$FILE/A1103001+et+
al+2012-2014+DR+App+-+EM&T+Demand+Response+Projects+2012+Semi-Annual+Report.pdf.
47
As noted above, SCE does not waive any of its arguments regarding the legality of the EPIC program.
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8.1

Public Utilities Code Section 740.1

Public Utilities Code section 740.1 requires that this Commission consider a set of guidelines in
evaluating the research, development and demonstration projects proposed by electrical and
gas corporations.
The first guideline provides that projects should offer a reasonable probability of providing
benefits to ratepayers. In other words, projects should focus on providing customer benefits, as
opposed to general societal benefits. It should be noted that even when research, development
and demonstration projects do not provide a direct benefit to customers, the results of the
projects, both positive and negative, may often produce indirect benefits in the form of
worthwhile information for future projects in a variety of areas. The IOU administrators will
select projects that they hope will offer the best probability of direct customer benefits and will
also utilize a preference for contracting with California entities in order to provide direct
economic benefits.
The second guideline provides that expenditures on projects with a low probability for success
should be minimized. While the IOUs will seek to minimize funding for such projects, it should
be noted that technologies go through the demonstration phase to prove their viability and cost
effectiveness and thus are not guaranteed to be successful.
The third guideline requires that projects remain consistent with the corporation's resource plan.
It is unlikely that IOU administrators would ever be motivated to pursue projects that are
inconsistent with their respective corporate resource plans. For purposes of this section, the
IOU administrators interpret this guideline to mean projects should relate to the established
loading order, broader state energy policy objectives, and IOU safety, reliability and affordability
objectives
The fourth guideline compels IOUs to avoid unnecessarily duplicating research being done by
another entity. This particular guideline was brought up as a concern at the joint IOU workshop
and in discussions with Energy Division staff. As noted above, the IOU administrators receive
no benefit in utilizing limited funding and resources to unnecessarily duplicate work done by
others. To allay concerns of duplication, SCE has included a Discussion of Gaps in Section 5
(although it was not required per D.12-05-037) and is proposing to formalize certain aspects of
now-defunct CURC as a California best practice in the administration of EPIC. This would
include working with EPRI as part of EPIC administration and avoiding duplicating gap analyses
for each IOU program administrator (See Program Administration, Section 7).
The final guideline involves each project supporting at least one of the following objectives:
(1) environmental improvement; (2) public and employee safety; (3) conservation by efficient
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resource use or by reducing or shifting system load; (4) development of new resources and
processes, particularly renewables resources and processes that further supply technologies;
(5) and improving operating efficiency and reliability or otherwise reducing operating costs.
Environmental improvement and public and employee safety are incorporated into each of the
proposed EPIC Funding Categories.


With respect to the conservation and load-shifting objective, these topics are primarily
covered by existing IOU Energy Efficiency and Demand Response programs. Energy
Division staff are concerned that there may be overlap between these existing efforts
and EPIC. The IOU administrators have no intention or incentive to duplicate efforts and
will focus EPIC funding in this area toward system and operations integration
technologies and strategies. The Customer Products/Services Enablement and
Integration Funding Category was designed to address this objective.



IOU administrators are prohibited from conducting generation-only demonstration
projects. As such, adherence to the objective to develop or further new supply side
resources is achieved by demonstrating novel strategies and technologies that facilitate
their safe and reliable integration into the grid. The Renewables & Distributed Energy
Resources Integration Funding Category was designed to address this objective.



The fifth and final objective under this section is to improve operating efficiency and
reliability or otherwise reduce operating costs. As IOUs continue to replace aging
infrastructure, they will deploy assets that support the system's ability to meet both
existing and future requirements, while avoiding the unnecessary stranding of assets.
The Advanced Asset Management & Optimization Funding Category was designed to
address this objective.

8.2

Public Utilities Code Section 8360

Public Utilities Code section 8360 states that it is the policy of California to modernize the state's
electrical transmission and distribution system to maintain safe, reliable, efficient, and secure
electrical service, with infrastructure that can meet future growth in demand and achieve ten
separate objectives, which together characterize a smart grid. The IOU administrators'
proposed funding categories, described in SCE's EPIC Investment Plan (Section 6), were
designed to address each of the ten objectives described in Public Utilities Code section 8360.
As described in Section 6.1 of this investment plan, the Renewable and Distributed Energy
Resource Integration funding category is intended to support the safe, reliable and affordable
integration of renewable and distributed energy resources. This funding category directly
supports the integration aspect of Public Utilities Code section 8360(c) regarding the
deployment and integration of cost-effective distributed resources and generation, including
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renewable resources. It also supports the deployment and integration of cost-effective
advanced electricity storage as stated in section 8360(g) and the identification and lowering of
unreasonable or unnecessary barriers to adoption of smart grid technologies, practices and
services as stated in section 8360(j).
Section 6.2 of this document describes the Grid Modernization & Optimization funding category.
This funding category directly supports the following paragraphs in Public Utilities Code section
8360:
(a)
Increased use of cost-effective digital information and control technology to
improve reliability, security and efficiency of the electric grid;
(b)
Dynamic optimization of grid operations and resources, including appropriate
consideration for asset management and utilization of related grid operations and
resources, with cost-effective full cyber security;
Section 6.3 of this document describes the Customer Products/Services Enablement and
Integration funding category. This funding category does not duplicate the efforts in existing
SCE Energy Efficiency and Demand Response programs, but rather provides the funding and
resources needed to directly support the following objectives in Public Utilities Code section
8360:
(d)
Development and incorporation of cost-effective demand response, demand-side
resources and energy-efficient resources.
(e)
Deployment of cost-effective smart technologies, including real time, automated,
interactive technologies that optimize the physical operation of appliances and consumer
devices for metering, communications concerning grid operations and status and
distribution automation.
(f)

Integration of cost-effective smart appliances and consumer devices.

(g)
Deployment and integration of cost-effective advanced electricity storage and
peak-shaving technologies, including plug-in electric and hybrid electric vehicles, and
thermal-storage air-conditioning.
(h)

Provide consumers with timely information and control options.

(i)
Develop standards for communication and interoperability of appliances and
equipment connected to the electric grid, including the infrastructure serving the grid.
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(j)
Identification and lowering of unreasonable or unnecessary barriers to adoption
of smart grid technologies, practices, and services.
Section 6.4 of this document describes the Cross Cutting Demonstration and Deployment
funding category. The goal of this funding category is to provide foundational and cross-cutting
utility systems, facilities and programs needed to support interoperability and cybersecurity in
the application of new smart grid technologies. This funding category directly supports and is
an essential element of each and every goal as described in Public Utilities Code section 8360.
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Appendix A

Appendix B
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ality by mitigatte voltage flucctuation and ccapable of
providing some
s
reactive
e power and harmonic
h
com
mpensation.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: ADVA
ANCED VO
OLTAGE AN
ND VAR CO
ONTROL O
OF SCE TR
RANSMISSIION
SY
YSTEM
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

To reliably and safely in
ntegrate renew
wables into th
he grid, SCE n
needs to dete
ermine the op
ptimal
voltage sch
hedule of high
h voltage bus
ses (500 & 23
30 kV), and maintain substa
ation voltagess closer to
scheduled set-points. The set-points will be determ
mined by a ce
entral superviisory coordina
ator (a
companion
n project) thatt is formulated
d based on an
n optimal pow
wer flow, thuss reducing line
e losses.
This projec
ct will increase renewables
s integration b
by improving V
VAR reservess via coordina
ating
switching of
o continuous and discrete VAR control devices, improve system operational re
eliability by
continuous
sly monitoring
g system prox
ximity to voltag
ge instability from intermitttent renewables as seen
by substatiion measurem
ments, and als
so improve lo
ongevity of exxpensive discrrete control devices such
as transforrmer banks lo
oad tap chang
ger (LTC) by rreducing switcching actionss. Washington
n State
University (WSU) will be
e the project technical
t
lead
d and will assist SCE in evvaluating the rresults of
the controller in monitorring mode. Intternal enginess and parame
eters of the allgorithms will be tuned
and modified by WSU based
b
on feed
dback from SC
CE engineerss and substation operatorss.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The projec
ct will demons
strate efficientt voltage regu
ulation of diffe
erent voltage levels at Devers
substation while minimiz
zing the numb
ber of switchi ng actions. R
Reducing the n
number of tap
p changer
operations enhances the longevity off the banks w
while also redu
ucing mainten
nance costs. Further, the
project will monitor and eliminate circ
cular VAR flow
ws among mu
ultiple parallel transformer banks at
the substattion. Circular VAR flows if left uncorrectted lead to un
nnecessary flo
ow of reactive
e power
back and fo
orth among parallel
p
transfo
ormers, leadin
ng to increase
ed heating losses while alsso depleting
valuable VAR
V
resources
s. In addition, the project w
will coordinate
e the switching of discrete devices to
keep static
c VAR compensator (SVC)) VAR output to be near ze
ero under norm
mal operating
g conditions.
This is con
nsistent with current
c
operatting practice a
at Devers to kkeep the full V
VAR capabilitty of SVC
available fo
or fast dynam
mic response. Lastly, the prroject will provvide early dettection of unu
usual
operating conditions
c
related to highly
y stressed sysstem scenario
os that are se
een from significantly
different sy
ystem responses after routtine switching
g events.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Presently, substation op
perators manu
ually switch w
without any ob
bjective to opttimize the ope
eration.
This projec
ct will demons
strate that auttomation of sw
witching operrations will im
mprove grid reliability by
basing switching automation on optim
mal reactive p
power flow forrmulation and
d establishme
ent of an
optimal strategy for swittching VAR re
esources in and out.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This projec
ct will for the first
f
time, dem
monstrate new
w automation technology fo
or substation switching
operations to integrate renewable
r
witth the goal off improving grrid reliability a
and decreasin
ng
equipmentt maintenance
e costs at sub
bstations. A la
arge list of pu
ublications rep
porting research studies
in this area
a were review
wed, and no project similar to this was fo
ound. To avo
oid nationwide
e
duplication
n, SCE has pu
ublished prelim
minary resultss from the pro
oject at IEEE PES Genera
al meeting
(summer of
o 2012), and submitted another paper fo
for publication
n in IEEE Tran
nsactions in P
Power
System. This
T
journal is widely used by other utilit ies engineerss and academ
mia. These effforts
minimize any
a chance off duplication.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This projec
ct is of high im
mportance because SCE iss committed tto helping Callifornia achievve its clean
energy goa
als by working
g to integrate increasing pe
enetration of renewables, while maintaiining safety
and reliability of the grid
d at an afforda
able cost to c ustomers. Th
his demonstra
ation will help
p monitor
and elimina
ate circular VAR flows from
m among mul tiple parallel ttransformer b
banks at the ssubstation,
which is im
mportant for SCE to elimina
ate because iff left uncorreccted could lea
ad to unnecesssary flow of
reactive po
ower back and
d forth among
g parallel tran
nsformers lead
ding to increa
ased heating losses while
also depletting valuable VAR resourc
ces. Furtherm
more this dem
monstration pro
oject will decrrease
equipmentt maintenance
e costs by red
ducing the nu mber of tap cchanger opera
ations, which enhances
the longevity of the banks.

EPIC
DESCRIPTION

EPIC primary
or secondary
principles met

PROJECT EXPLANATION

The Voltage and VAR Control of SCE’s Transmission System meets the primary and mandatory
principle of providing ratepayer benefits. Specifically this project will improve grid reliability by
helping to monitor and eliminate circular VAR flows from among multiple parallel transformer banks
at the substation. The project also will lower costs by reducing the number of tap changer
operations and increasing the longevity of transformer banks, thus decreasing equipment
maintenance costs.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: MULTISTEP CA
APACITOR
R SWITCHE
ER
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The Multisttep Capacitorr Switcher pro
oject will dem onstrate a ne
ew capacitor sswitching devvice for
mitigating distributed
d
en
nergy resource (DER) integ
gration proble
ems created b
by undesirable voltage
levels (i.e.,, too high or lo
ow). This projject will provid
de the ability to incrementa
ally add reacttive power
to the distrribution circuitt at the point of
o capacitor cconnection. Presently, the typical size fo
or overhead
and underg
ground capac
citors is 1200k
kVAR and 18
800kVAR, respectively. Wh
hen the capaccitor is
switched on,
o the full rea
active power amount
a
is inje
ected into the circuit. The sswitching device would
provide forr stages of 60
00kVAR increm
ments at a tim
me as needed
d. For examplle, an 1800kV
VAR
padmounte
ed capacitor would
w
have 3 stages in the
e “on state” to
o choose from
m, 600kVAR, 1
1200kVAR,
and 1800k
kVAR. The benefit from beiing able to ch
hoose which sstage is appro
opriate for a p
particular
operating condition
c
is th
hat the voltage
e at the capa citor point of connection ca
an be controlled more
accurately.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Undesirablle voltage lev
vels created by distributed g
generation on
n a distributio
on circuit can lead to
customer and
a power sys
stem equipment failure, lin
ne congestion
n, and excesssive energy co
onsumption.
Since volta
age on a distrribution circuitt is highest att the source (e
e.g., substatio
on bus) and d
degrades as
you move farther
f
away from the subs
station, capaccitors are use
ed to regulate voltage by in
njecting
reactive po
ower into the circuit at the point
p
of conne
ection. At SC
CE, 1200kVAR
R or 1800kVA
AR-sized
overhead and
a underground capacitors are used o
on 12kV and 1
16kV distributtion circuits; h
however,
since these
e circuits are designed to inject their ful l reactive pow
wer amount, tthe capacitorss can create
conditions where the cirrcuit voltage is
s either too h igh at the end
d of the line o
or varies in itss slope (e.g.,
too high an
nd low at diffe
erent parts of the circuit). T
The multistep capacitor switcher could b
be used to
remove rea
active power in stages whe
en DER resullts in increase
ed voltage on the system.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This projec
ct will demons
strate the con
ncept of a variiable reactive
e power sourcce for mitigatin
ng
undesirable voltage leve
els caused by
y distributed g
generation, ussing a combin
nation of pre-ccommercial
capacitors,, fuses, switch
hes and enclo
osure designss.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

Presently at
a SCE, three
e phase capac
citors are use
ed when switcched on and in
nject their fulll reactive
power per phase into th
he circuit. This
s project is un
nique because
e it will be the
e first to demo
onstrate an
apparatus capable of prroviding variable reactive p
power output..

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

Given Califfornia’s 33% Renewables Portfolio Stan
ndard, the Go
overnor’s goa
al for 12,000M
MW of
localized energy
e
resources, and othe
er clean energ
gy goals, rela
ated to distribu
uted generatio
on, SCE is
placing a high
h
priority on
n projects tha
at help integra
ate DER technologies, succh as solar PV
V-based
generation
n in a safe and
d reliable man
nner.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Multisttep Capacitorr Switcher pro
oject providess clear electriccity ratepayerr benefits by e
enhancing
SCE’s ability to provide safe, reliable
e, and afforda
able energy se
ervices, and is an efficient use of
ratepayer monies.
m
This project could result in lowe
er energy con
nsumption, an
nd a more uniform
voltage pro
ofile for a circuit. An autom
mated capacito
or switch will improve grid reliability, red
duce energy
consumptio
on and procurement costs, and help en
nsure that cusstomer and po
ower systemss equipment
function prroperly. In add
dition, it may be possible fo
or the automa
ated capacito
or switch to be
e used in
conjunction
n with the new
w Advanced Volt/VAR
V
Con
ntrol (AVVC) p
project curren
ntly being inco
orporated
into SCE's Distribution Management
M
System (DM S) to help SC
CE operators lower the ave
erage
system voltage on all distribution circ
cuits fed from a substation, as well as fine tune the vvoltage
profile for each
e
circuit.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: COM
MMUNITY ENERGY
E
ST
TORAGE A
AND CONT
TROLS EVA
ALUATION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The utility industry
i
has long been gov
verned by the
e need to insttantaneously match supplyy with
demand; now with the in
ntegration of variable
v
enerrgy resourcess on the grid a
and the manyy regulatory
drivers, inc
cluding the Ca
alifornia Public Utilities Com
mmission Ene
ergy Storage Order Instituting
Rulemaking (R.10-12-007), it faces the challengess of utilizing n
new technolog
gies, such ass energy
storage sys
stems, and ensuring reliab
ble, affordable
e, and safe ellectricity durin
ng periods of low,
will characterrize the perforrmance and vvalidate the
intermittent, or disrupted
d generation. This project w
reliability im
mprovement that
t
can be prrovided by inttegrating Com
mmunity Enerrgy Storage (C
CES)
devices intto SCE’s distrribution circuitts to provide ssubstantial re
eliability impro
ovements botth locally
and when aggregated and
a controlled
d as a fleet. Th
his project will also validatte use cases ffor CES
devices in voltage regulation, deman
nd relief, Distrributed Energy Resource (DER) smooth
hing, backup power, reactive powe
er support an
nd feeder relie
ef. A collaborration effort w
with National R
Renewable
Energy Lab
boratory (NRE
EL) will be lev
veraged to an
nalyze the ene
ergy storage thermal beha
avior.
Energy sto
orage used in conjunction with
w renewab les resourcess clearly supp
ports the Clea
an Energy
Jobs Plan and the Califo
ornia Renewa
able Energy S
Small Tariff. E
Energy storag
ge technologyy connected
to the grid is a recognized path to pro
ovide peak re
eduction, or to
o better integrrate renewable resources
by mitigatin
ng the intermittency and va
ariability of th ese resource
es (SBX1-2, 3
33% Renewab
ble Energy
by 2020). This program
m contributes to
t SCE's grid
d modernizatio
on activities b
by providing d
data to
support the
e Energy Storrage OIR and
d operation, in
nstallation and
d control of C
CES devices w
within the
Irvine Sma
art Grid Demo
onstration (ISG
GD) project.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

SCE has id
dentified distrributed energy
y storage, as in the case o
of CES deployyment, as one
e of the
most prom
mising storage options. How
wever, as dettailed in SCE''s Moving Ene
ergy Storage from
Concept to
o Reality white
epaper, thoug
gh few niche a
applications a
appear cost e
effective todayy, several
exhibit high
h potential an
nd could be co
ost-effective i n the near terrm. As large-fformat batteryy production
scales up due
d to increas
sing numbers
s of PEVs and
d technology improvementts, costs of en
nergy
storage sys
stems should
d decrease dra
amatically.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Existing strrategy in the industry to de
eploy CES Un
nits is to aggre
egate these u
units and control the units
as a fleet via
v a centraliz
zed controller.. There have been no deplloyments of th
he centralized
d controller
strategy to date and SC
CE, through CES & Controlls Evaluation,, aims to take
e the existing strategy
ology of a cen
ntralized contrroller out of th
he conceptua
al and lab dom
main and valid
date
and techno
operation of
o a few CES units in the field via a centtralized contrroller.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

Under the ISGD projectt, SCE is deplloying a single
e CES unit. W
While the CES
S Unit individu
ually has
autonomou
us functionalitty such as loc
cal voltage reg
gulation and back-up power for residen
ntial loads
connected, it does not offer
o
an opporrtunity to test the CES Unitt’s capability in a fleet operation
where additional uses such
s
as dema
and relief at th
he fleet level, DER smoothing, reactive power
support an
nd feeder relie
ef.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is high
h priority proje
ect as, today,, there are no
o strategies de
eployed to co
ontrol CES Un
nits as a
fleet and th
herefore no path to demon
nstrating the C
CES Units’ ca
apabilities whe
en operated a
as a fleet vs.
autonomou
us, non-synch
hronized colle
ection of dispa
arate units with no centralized control.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits, de
efined as
promoting greater reliab
bility, lower co
osts, and incre
eased safety.. Additionallyy, this project
demonstra
ates the poten
ntial to help im
mprove reliabi lity, support g
green job crea
ation and provide support
for peak po
ower reductio
on thereby sup
pporting the ccomplementary guiding principles to sup
pport
societal be
enefits; econo
omic developm
ment; and the
e efficient use of ratepayer monies.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: MEG
GAWATT-CL
LASS CON
NTAINERIZED ENERG
GY STORA
AGE
INT
TERCONNECTION READINESS
R
S
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

This projec
ct aims to inve
estigate anticipated and acctual behavior of MW-classs containerize
ed Energy
Storage prrior to field deployment, and validate the
e behavior of the same equ
uipment once
e deployed
in the field. In this mann
ner, the projec
ct seeks to evvaluate the sa
afe operation of the Batteryy Energy
Storage Sy
ystem (BESS), to provide the
t necessaryy training for ffield deploym
ment of the BE
ESS and
also to eva
aluate the disttribution grid reliability
r
enh ancements a
and improvem
ments that the BESS can
provide. Th
his project dirrectly supports
s CPUC Enerrgy Storage O
OIR, (R. 10-12
2-007), promo
oting
distributed generation and
a renewable
e integration p
policies throu
ugh testing an
nd evaluating distributed
energy storage systems
s. Storage tec
chnologies he
elp to reduce peak demand
d by shifting o
of energy
from on-pe
eak to off-peak. Moreover,, they also he
elp to better in
ntegrate renew
wable resourcces by
mitigating inherent
i
interrmittency and variability of these resourcces (SBX1-2,, 33% Renew
wable Energy
by 2020).

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Manufacturers of MW-scale BESS arre challenged
d with the abillity to provide
e facilities whe
ere they can
perform co
omplete Facto
ory Acceptanc
ce Tests (FAT
T) of equipme
ent. As a resu
ult, utility perso
onnel must
accept equ
uipment with testing
t
under pseudo-grid staging and p
performing testing on site a
after the
BESS is de
elivered. This
s project seek
ks to reduce th
he risk of field
d deploymentt and is an important
mitigation factor
f
for Batttery Energy Storage
S
Syste
em (BESS) pe
enetration on the distributio
on grid.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

The existin
ng method of performing fa
actory accepta
ance testing o
of large scale
e (1MW and u
up) energy
storage sys
stems are lim
mited to reducing and de-ra
ating the capa
ability of the a
actual system to
manageab
ble smaller and modular rattings. This pre
esents a cond
dition where tthe actual full rated
system is never
n
tested and
a accepted
d as the actua
al integrated u
unit.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

SCE has id
dentified the gap
g in the ina
ability of manu
ufacturers to ttest full rated energy storage systems
in a grid co
onnected man
nner at their fa
acility due to the facility po
ower limitation
ns. This consttraint results
in large sys
stems being deployed
d
on the
t grid witho
out ever being
g tested and ffactory acceptted as an
integrated unit. This is the only project that takes e
energy storag
ge system fro
om the factoryy floor to an
intermediate site to test grid integration under actu
ual grid condiitions prior to deploying at the final
point of common couplin
ng.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This projec
ct is high priorrity due to the
e current lack of knowledge
e regarding th
he integration
n of large
scale energy storage sy
ystems with th
he electric grid
d. This lack o
of knowledge
e leads to the deployment
d having to tro
oubleshoot an
nd perform syystem tuning during integra
ation at the
of BESS on the grid and
final point of
o common co
oupling. This presents a sa
afety and relia
ability concerrn if the large BESS are
not coordin
nated with the
e present statte of the grid. Furthermore
e, as large-forrmat battery p
production
scales up due
d to increas
sing numbers
s of PEVs and
d technology improvementts, the costs o
of energy
storage sys
stems should
d correspondin
ngly decrease
e. To this end
d, a larger nu
umber of applications
could beco
ome economic
cally viable within
w
the nextt five to 10 years, requiring
g a facility that can
accommod
date the testin
ng of the large
er sized BESS
S before deplloying on the grid.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits by supporting
increased reliability thro
ough storage technologies
t
ability to help
p shift peak demand by shifting energy
demand fro
om on-peak to
o off peak. Moreover,
M
thiss project contiinues to adva
ance energy sstorage and
intermittent renewable power,
p
helping
g to mitigate g
greenhouse g
gas emission and supporting
economic development
d
of renewable
e technologiess in the electrricity sector.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: DIST
TRIBUTED ENERGY STORAGE
S
FIELD DEM
MONSTRA
ATION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

This projec
ct will validate
e reliability improvements tthat can be prrovided with h
higher penetra
ation of
Distribution
n Energy Storrage (DES) when
w
distribute
ed strategicallly on a particcular circuit, e
especially in
instances where
w
reliability of lower vo
oltage circuitss (e.g., 4kV ciircuit) are acu
ute and often have limited
solutions re
equiring full circuit
c
revamp
ps in most insttances. It's exxpected that w
when DES arre
aggregated
d and controllled as a fleet,, the aggrega
ated solution w
will provide su
ubstantial relia
ability
improveme
ents at the cirrcuit level whe
ether such cirrcuits have hig
gh or low Disttributed Enerrgy
Resources
s (DER) penettration. Areas
s of reliability improvementts include rea
active power ssupport,
feeder relie
ef, DER smoo
othing (with higher levels o
of DER penetrration), voltag
ge regulation at multiple
points alon
ng the circuit, and potentiallly the ability tto provide back-up power to a larger loa
ad base.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The utility industry
i
has long been gov
verned by the
e need to insttantaneously match supplyy with
demand; now with the in
ntegration of variable
v
enerrgy resourcess on the grid a
and the manyy regulatory
drivers, inc
cluding the CP
PUC’s Energy
y Storage OIR
R (R. 10-12-0
007), it faces tthe challenge
es of utilizing
new techno
ologies, such as energy sttorage system
ms, and ensurring reliable, a
affordable, an
nd safe
electricity during
d
periods
s of low, interrmittent, or dissrupted generation. Distrib
buted energyy storage
systems su
uch as CES, was
w identified
d as one of th e most promiising storagess option by SC
CE's
strategic planning work.. As detailed in
i SCE's Movving Energy S
Storage from C
Concept to R
Reality
whitepaperr, though few niche applica
ations appearr cost effectivve today, seve
eral exhibit hig
gh potential
and could be cost-effecttive in the nea
ar term.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

The curren
nt state of ene
ergy storage device
d
deployyments in the field consist of “one-off” in
nstallments
where dem
monstration aims at solving
g a specific op
perational use
e or testing se
eparate opera
ational uses
to understa
and the techn
nical and econ
nomic viabilityy.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The approa
ach of deploy
ying individual energy stora
age devices to
o solve one o
operational usse at the
point of common couplin
ng, operating autonomoussly does not le
end itself well to the demon
nstration of
distributed energy stora
ages in a circu
uit wide imple
ementation wh
here all the be
enefits of the aggregated
storage such as feeder relief, reactiv
ve power supp
port, DER sm
moothing, volta
age regulation
n at multiple
points base
ed on a fleet based control strategy can
n be realized. This project is the only on
ne of its kind
where multtiple energy storage
s
device
es in various power and en
nergy ratings can be comb
bined and
deployed in
n the field to be
b operated as
a a fleet via a centralized control strate
egy.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This is high
h priority proje
ect as, today,, there are no
o strategies de
eployed large
e number of D
DER units
and therefo
ore no path to
o demonstrating the DER’ss capabilities when operate
ed as a fleet vvs.
autonomou
us, non-synch
hronized colle
ection of dispa
arate units with no centralized control.

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits as
demonstra
ated through itts ability to he
elp improve re
eliability when
n DES are ag
ggregated and
d controlled
as a fleet. This aggrega
ated solution will provide ssubstantial reliability improvvements at th
he circuit
level wheth
her such circu
uits have high
h or low DER penetration. This further ccontributes to
o the
complementary principle
e to provide an
a efficient usse of ratepaye
er funding by supporting lo
oad
manageme
ent and helpin
ng to avoid ov
verload condi tions.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: MOD
DELING AND SIMULA
ATION FOR
R MITIGATING DER V
VARIABILITY
Y WITH
DIS
STRIBUTED ENERGY
Y STORAG
GE
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

Variability of
o the power output of Disttributed Energ
gy Resourcess (DER) make
es it challenging for the
operator to
o predict circu
uit behavior. Distributed
D
en ergy storage (DES) can re
educe and in many cases
eliminate th
his variability by optimizing
g the charge a
and discharge
e of energy sttorage based
d on the
variability of
o DER. This project seeks
s to help evalu
uate the use a
and optimizattion of energyy storage
devices in distribution circuits where penetration o
of DER is high
h. Centralizing and automa
ating the
operation of
o a fleet of DES devices will
w also give ssystem opera
ators the abilitty to focus on other moreimportant system
s
issues
s while the DE
ES controller operates in the backgroun
nd to present a more
predictable
e resource.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

This projec
ct will supportt policy goals related to the
e integration o
of renewable resources, esspecially in
meeting the 33% RPS and
a zero net energy
e
(ZNE)) goals, and w
will also directtly support SC
CE's efforts
to address Governor Brrown’s propos
sal for 12,000
0 MW of localiized energy re
esources (LE
ER) by 2020.
While this proposal has not been cod
dified, SCE exxpects the CP
PUC and/or C
CA Legislature
e to open
proceeding
gs on this topic. The CEC has
h already b
begun to addrress LERs ass part of its Inttegrated
Energy Policy Report. Additionally,
A
Governor
G
Brow
wn’s staff requested that S
SCE develop a program
proposal fo
or discussion.. The main in
ntent of the prroject is to asssess the perfformance of ccontrolling
the DES de
evices as a fleet, individua
al DES device
es can be mod
deled as idea
al sources (on
nly if models
are not ava
ailable) withou
ut affecting th
he overall asssessment of th
he control alg
gorithms. The cost of not
doing this project
p
would impede SCE
E’s efforts to u
understand th
he impact of Z
ZNE homes, a
and
mitigation techniques
t
fo
or high levels of intermitten
nt distributed g
generation.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This projec
ct offers the opportunity
o
to test an actua
al controller w
with many simulated units in
n
aggregatio
on using the RTDS
R
to simulate different grid condition
ns to prove ou
ut its ability to
o effectively
perform wide area contrrol and grid su
upport functio
ons before de
eploying the ccentralized controller on
the grid.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

In the DOE
E-ARRA funde
ed ISGD project SCE deplloyed a single
e CES unit; th
his demonstra
ation builds
on the less
sons learned from
f
the ISGD
D project and
d will use an a
actual controlller with manyy simulated
CES units to assess dis
stributed enerrgy storage’s vvalue for wide
e-area contro
ol on the grid a
and the
associated
d benefits and
d costs.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is a hiigh priority de
emonstration because this is the only prroject of its kin
nd where the strategy of
controlling multiple CES
S Units as a fleet via a centtralized contrroller can be ttested in the lab as
hardware in-the-loop. This project is also importan
nt, because o
once a few CE
ES Units are m
modeled
and the centralized conttroller is place
ed as hardwa
are on the sim
mulated enviro
onment, even more CES
Units can be
b modeled and
a the centra
alized unit’s c apabilities of controlling CES units in qu
uantities of
100’s to 1,000’s can be validated in the
t lab enviro
onment, prior to deploying on the grid.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This demonstration addresses prima
ary and compllimentary guid
ding principle
es of ratepaye
er benefits.
Specifically
y this demons
stration will im
mprove grid re
eliability by modeling CES Units as a fle
eet to
maximize CES
C
Units’ po
otential for supporting grid operations. The project a
also addresse
es lower
costs by re
educing the ne
eed for additio
onal ancillaryy services. Fu
urthermore, th
he project pro
ovides
efficient us
se of ratepaye
er funds because it has the
e potential to shift generation to meet pe
eak power
demand.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: TEHA
ACHAPI WIND
W
ENER
RGY STORA
AGE PROJJECT
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The Tehac
chapi Wind En
nergy Storage
e Project (TSP
P) will evalua
ate the perform
mance of an 8 MW, 4
hour (32 MWh)
M
Battery Energy Stora
age System (B
BESS) to imp
prove grid perfformance and
d assist in
the integra
ation of large-s
scale variable
e energy reso
ources. Proje
ect performance will be me
easured with
13 specific
c operational uses:
u
provide
e voltage supp
port and grid sstabilization; decrease tran
nsmission
losses; dim
minish conges
stion; increase
e system relia
ability; defer ttransmission iinvestment; o
optimize
renewable-related trans
smission; prov
vide system ccapacity and rresources ade
equacy; integ
grate
renewable energy (smo
oothing); shift wind generattion output; fre
equency regu
ulation; spin/n
non-spin
replacement reserves; ramp
r
manage
ement; and en
nergy price arrbitrage. Mosst of the opera
ations either
shift other generation re
esources to meet
m
peak load
d and other e
electricity systtem needs with stored
electricity, or resolve griid stability and
d capacity co
oncerns that re
esult from the
e interconnecction of
variable en
nergy resourc
ces. SCE will also
a
demonsttrate the abilitty of lithium-io
on battery sto
orage to
provide nearly instantan
neous maximu
um capacity ffor supply-sid
de ramp rate ccontrol to minimize the
need for fo
ossil fuel-powe
ered back-up generation.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

This projec
ct will help to validate the storage
s
system
m’s ability to integrate inte
ermittent renew
wables
resources in a transmiss
sion-constrain
ned area. The
ese characterristics of the d
demonstration
n project
typify the operational
o
ch
hallenges of in
ncreasing pen
netration of re
enewables on
n SCE’s grid. The
project’s re
esults and rec
commendations will be hig hly scalable tto other areass of California
a and the
United States that are seeking
s
to exp
pand the prod
duction of renewable powe
er.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This projec
ct evaluates advanced
a
ene
ergy storage a
and combiness the benefitss of Flexible A
AC
ogy uses advvanced prisma
Transmissions Systems
s (FACTS) de
evices. The B
BESS technolo
atic cell
design lithium ion batterries. Furtherm
more, the proj ect also utilizzes a new inte
egration strate
egy at the
system lev
vel to interact in a semi-auttomated operrating mode.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This projec
ct demonstrattes existing te
echnology for a new appliccation for the ffirst time. The energy
storage tec
chnology was
s previously used in transp
portation, but iis now being applied to the
e electric
grid. DOE, through its ARRA
A
grant further ensure
es the work w
will not duplica
ate other demonstrations.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

To meet California’s cle
ean energy go
oals, such as AB32 and 33
3% Renewables Portfolio S
Standard
(RPS), gre
eater amounts
s of renewable
es will need to
o be integrate
ed into SCE’ss grid, while m
maintaining
stabilityand
d reliability. This
T
demonstrration is cruciial toward und
derstanding h
how BESS ca
an best help
to provide reliability and
d operational support
s
for th
he electric grid
d.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Tehac
chapi Wind En
nergy Storage
e Project provvides clear ratepayer bene
efits. Specificcally this
demonstra
ation will impro
ove grid reliab
bility by deterrmining how to
o best maxim
mize BESS po
otential to
support grid operations.. The project also addressses lower cossts by reducing the need fo
or ancillary
services an
nd shifting ge
eneration reso
ources to mee
et peak power demand.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: HIGH
H IMPEDAN
NCE FAULT
T DETECTION ON DIISTRIBUTIO
ON CIRCU
UITS
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The High Impedance Fa
ault Detection
n (HIF) on Disstribution Circcuits project w
will demonstra
ate the
ability of prrotection relay
ys that use HIF algorithm tto detect HIF signatures su
uch as harmo
onics and
waveform changes and avoid being affected
a
by lo
oad noises an
nd other syste
em operation conditions.
The HIF algorithm will detect
d
high im
mpedance faullts in order to trip the circuit and de-ene
ergize a
downed po
ower line. This
s demonstration will initiall y occur in a ccontrolled lab environmentt by
generating
g actual faults in a high volttage laborato ry, recording the faults ontto a COMTRA
ADE data
file, and then using that file to simula
ate high imped
dance faults a
and demonstrrate detection
n strategies
on SCE’s Real-Time
R
Dig
gital Simulato
or. Upon valid
dation in the la
ab, SCE will install a limite
ed number of
relays in th
he field to dem
monstrate the success of th
his high impe
edance fault d
detection strattegy on an
energized circuit.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

High imped
dance faults occur
o
when a power line m
makes unwantted contact w
with a tree limb
b, asphalt,
sand, or with some othe
er surface, or object which restricts the fflow of fault ccurrent to a levvel below
that detectted by normall protection eq
quipment. Th is leaves the downed pow
wer line energiized, and
can be dan
ngerous for em
mployees and
d the public iff they come in
nto contact with the electriccal wires,
potentially causing serio
ous injury or fatality.
f

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

At this time
e, there is no proven solution (combinattion of hardwa
are & softwarre) that is com
mmercially
available fo
or High Imped
dance Fault Detection
D
on d
distribution circuits. This prroject will dem
monstrate
two protecttion relays tha
at use the thirrd harmonic m
method of dettecting high im
mpedance fau
ults. One of
these relay
ys is not yet commercially
c
available,
a
butt will be availa
able for demo
onstration purrposes
during the course of this
s project. In addition,
a
this p
project is the o
only known u
use of an RTD
DS for
simulating high impedan
nce faults and
d demonstratiing the effectiveness of hig
gh impedance
e fault
detection strategies.
s

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

SCE is con
nfident that this project is unique
u
since h
high impedan
nce fault trace
es from protecctive
devices ca
apturing actua
al circuit eventts are difficultt to obtain due
e to the unpre
edictable natu
ure of high
impedance
e fault occurre
ences. Levera
aging the cap
pabilities of SC
CE’s Advance
ed Technolog
gy Labs, it is
possible to
o record fault current
c
traces
s onto COMT
TRADE files fo
or simulation purposes and
d protective
device testting.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

The High Impedance Fa
ault Detection
n on Distributi on Circuits prroject is a hig
gh priority for S
SCE as
safety is th
he company’s number one priority. Dow
wned power lin
nes that rema
ain energized have the
potential to
o cause perso
onal injury and
d property da
amage. Effecttive mitigation
n strategies arre critical to
ensuring th
hat customers
s and employ
yees remain ssafe around electricity.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The High Impedance Fa
ault Detection
n on Distributi on Circuits prroject provide
es clear electrricity
ratepayer benefits
b
by en
nhancing SCE
E’s ability to p
provide safe, reliable, and affordable en
nergy
services, and
a representts an efficient use of ratepa
ayer monies. If successful,, the strategy
demonstra
ated in this pro
oject would alllow SCE to p
protect its cusstomers from high impedan
nce faults by
de-energiz
zing downed power
p
lines be
efore any perrson or piece of equipmentt comes into ccontact with
them. In ad
ddition, succe
essful high impedance faul t detection wo
ould help pre
event fires cau
used by
downed po
ower lines com
ming into contact with flam
mmable materrial such as drry grass.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUBSTATION AUTOMAT
A
TION 3, PHA
ASE III BULK ELECT
TRIC SYST
TEM
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The Substa
ation Automa
ation-3 (SA-3) Phase III Bu lk Electric Syystem project will demonstrrate next
generation
n substation automation de
esign (SA-3) o
on SCE’s bulkk electric systtem. This projject will
involve rep
placing and up
pgrading subs
station netwo
orking and com
mmunication equipment att one
transmissio
on-level substation to supp
port the Intern
national Electtrotechnical C
Commission
(IEC)IEC61850 standarrd. This intern
national-based
d standard de
esign cost-effe
ectively supports
interoperab
bility, redunda
ant design, su
ubstation situa
ational aware
eness and autto-configuration
prehensive
functionalitty, increasing power system
m reliability a
and efficiency.. It will also prrovide a comp
automation
n solution thatt is fully comp
pliant with the
e latest North American Ele
ectric Reliability
Corporation’s (NERC) Critical
C
Infrasttructure Prote
ection (CIP) sttandards. Furrther, an integ
grated and
m
cybe
ersecurity solu
ution will be d
demonstrated to meet and exceed existting
centrally managed
cybersecurrity requireme
ents, and dem
monstrate seccurity.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Moving to an open, non
n-proprietary communicatio
c
ons standard will enable SC
CE to procure
e the most
cost-effective and highe
est performing
g substation e
equipment, re
egardless of th
he vendor. Th
he SA-3
Phase III Bulk
B
Electric System,
S
if dem
monstrated to
o be successfful, will provide a low-cost, effective
transition plan
p
from lega
acy substation
n automation systems to th
he new intero
operable SA-3
3 system
based on the
t IEC 61850
0 standard. This project wiill also addresss NERC CIP
P requirementts,
cybersecurrity, and the la
ack of substa
ation situation al awarenesss at the transm
mission-level..

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Major components of the SA-3 Phase
e III Bulk Elecctric System p
project are no
ot known to be
commercia
ally available, and will be demonstrated to better und
derstand the o
operational an
nd
performanc
ce characteris
stics of the given technolog
gy. These components incclude a parallel
redundant local area ne
etwork (LAN) and superviso
ory control an
nd data acquisition (SCAD
DA) remote
terminal un
nit (RTU) / Ga
ateway design
n with auto-co
onfiguration vvia IEC-61850
0 SCL files, C
Common
Cybersecu
urity Services (CCS), and in
ncremental d ifferencing. In
n addition, the
e latest IEEE and IEC
protocols will
w be introduced and integ
grated into the
e transmissio
on substation system.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The SA-3 Phase
P
III Bulk
k Electric Sys
stem project w
will be SCE’s first IEC 6185
50 compliant substation
automation
n design applied at a transmission-levell substation. T
The pre-comm
mercial technologies
mentioned above, as we
ell as the spe
ecific IEEE an d IEC protoco
ols demonstra
ated will be unique to the
bulk electriic system.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

If this proje
ect is success
sful, SA-3 wou
uld allow SCE
E to remotely monitor devicce health and
d securely
access rea
al-time transm
mission-level substation
s
datta necessary for reliably and efficiently operating
the bulk ele
ectric system. It would also
o provide SCE
best
E with more fflexibility in prrocuring the b
substation equipment by
y moving to an
a open, non--proprietary co
ommunication
ns standard. Further, this
project is necessary
n
to demonstrate
d
a next genera
ation transmisssion-level su
ubstation auto
omation
solution tha
at is secure frrom physical and cyber-atttacks, as welll as NERC CIIP compliant.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The SA-3 Phase
P
III Bulk
k Electric Sys
stem project p
provides clearr electricity ratepayer bene
efits by
enhancing SCE’s ability
y to provide sa
afe, reliable, a
and affordable energy servvices, and is a
an efficient
use of rate
epayer monies
s. SA-3’s implementation o
on the bulk electric system
m will allow grid operators
to better monitor
m
and co
ontrol SCE’s transmission
t
ssystem, incre
easing overall system reliability.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUBS
STATION AUTOMATI
A
ION 3, PHA
ASE III HYB
BRID SOLU
UTION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The Substa
ation Automa
ation-3 (SA-3) Phase III Hyybrid Solution project will demonstrate th
he ability to
integrate th
he SA-3 subs
station automa
ation design sstandard with
h existing lega
acy Substation
Automation
n System (SA
AS) and Substation Automa
ation-2 (SA-2
2) substation ssystems. One
e distribution
substation will be selectted to host thiis demonstrattion in order tto better unde
erstand issuess unique to
these subs
stations. If this
s demonstratiion of SA-3 syystem integra
ation is succe
essful, this will lead to a
new standa
ard for existin
ng SCE substtation SCADA
A / automation
n design. Morre importantlyy, this
demonstra
ation project could provide a cost-effectivve transition plan from obssolescent SAS
S systems
provide advanced featuress such as rem
and SA-2 systems
s
to an
n SA-3 system
m. It will also p
mote access
to substatio
on devices an
nd data transffer to SCE’s E
Enterprise hisstorian eDNA while providiing a
comprehen
nsive automattion solution that
t
is fully co
ompliant with
h the latest No
orth American
n Electric
Reliability Corporation’s
C
(NERC) Criticcal Infrastructture Protectio
on (CIP) Cybe
ersecurity stan
ndards.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

SCE has approximately
a
y 280 substations based on
n its first subsstation automation design sstandard,
Substation
n Automation System (SAS
S), and 70 sub
bstations thatt evolved from
m SAS to beco
ome the
more open
n second gene
eration system
m, Substation
n Automation--2 (SA-2). The
e original SAS
S system is
based on a proprietary network
n
only compatible w
with a small nu
umber of devices. The SA--2 system
improved on
o this limitation by adoptin
ng an open sttandard Etherrnet network, but did not p
provide
backward compatibility
c
with
w SAS. Phase II of the S
Substation Au
utomation-3 ((SA-3) progra
am moved
away from proprietary protocols
p
by adopting
a
an op
pen standards system with
hout the limita
ations of
SAS and SA-2.
S
This now
w leaves the possibility of having substa
ations with a combination of SAS and
SA-3 or SA
A-2 and SA-3 systems in cases where itt is not econo
omically feasib
ble to replace
e a station’s
existing au
utomation system that has not yet past i ts life cycle w
while new majjor equipmentt is being
installed. Both
B
SAS and
d SA-2 deman
nd a cost-effe
ective upgrade
e process which supports ttransition to
the latest standard
s
(SA--3) while allow
wing our legaccy systems to
o run their life
e cycle. Some
e of the early
installations of SAS are now past the
eir life cycle, a
and finding re
eplacement eq
quipment is b
becoming
increasinglly difficult. Th
his project will also allow fo
or transitionin
ng failed SAS equipment to
o SA-3 with
minimum effort.
e

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Major components of the SA-3 Phase
e III Hybrid S olution projecct are not kno
own to be com
mmercially
available, and
a will be de
emonstrated to
t better unde
erstand the op
perational and
d performancce
characteris
stics of the giv
ven technolog
gy. These com
mponents incclude a paralle
el redundant local area
network (LAN) and supe
ervisory contrrol and data a
acquisition (SC
CADA) remotte terminal un
nit (RTU) /
Gateway design
d
with au
uto-configurattion via IEC-6
61850 SCL file
es, Common Cybersecurity Services
(CCS), and
d incrementall differencing. In addition, tthe latest IEE
EE and IEC prrotocols will b
be
introduced and integrate
ed into these hybrid distrib
bution substattion systems.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The SA-3 Phase
P
III Hyb
brid Solution project
p
is a un
nique solution
n for cost-effectively upgrad
ding SCE’s
350 substa
ations with leg
gacy SAS and
d SA-2 netwo
ork designed a
automation syystems. Thesse
automation
n systems are
e now approaching 20 yea rs of life and protective relays and othe
er
components are beyond
d their life exp
pectancy. The
e SA-3 Phase
e III design inttroduces an e
effective
way to mon
nitor and tran
nsition these le
egacy system
ms to a design
n which suppo
orts IEC 6185
50, centrally
managed cybersecurity
c
, and the installed SAS an d SA-2 netwo
ork protocols.. The introducction of this
hybrid design is crucial to the effectiv
ve transition m
management of the 350 su
ubstations with 7000
IEDs which
h have or will soon approach their repla
acement thresshold.

EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT EXPLANATION

Prioritization:
High priority
project

This is a high priority project for SCE since approximately 350 legacy substation automation
systems are in need of upgrading from SAS or SA-2. The SA-3 Phase III Hybrid Solution project will
demonstrate a Substation Automation / SCADA standard design which allows SCE a strategy for
transitioning the 350 legacy Substation Automation Systems cost-effectively based on both load
growth project schedules and obsolescence criteria. Risks of not doing this project include the
potential failure through obsolescence of up to 7000 IEDs in 350 substations over the coming
decade.

EPIC primary or
secondary
principles met

The SA-3 Phase III Hybrid Solution project provides clear electricity ratepayer benefits by enhancing
SCE’s ability to provide safe, reliable, and affordable energy services, and is an efficient use of
ratepayer monies. SA-3’s implementation as a hybrid solution at substations will allow grid operators
to better monitor and control SCE’s grid, increasing overall system reliability.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: RISK
K MITIGATIION DEMO
ONSTRATIO
ON
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The Risk Mitigation
M
Dem
monstration project will val idate mitigatio
on strategies for various outage
scenarios by
b using a Re
eal-Time Digittal Simulator (RTDS). Utilizzing the powe
er system mo
odeling
capabilities
s of the RTDS
S, different miitigation stepss will be demo
onstrated, alo
ong with prote
ection
equipmentt, to determine
e their effectiv
veness during
g cascading a
and evolving p
power system
m
disturbance events. One
e of the outag
ge situations tto be studied will be the 20
011 Arizona – San Diego
blackout. SCE
S
will recre
eate the conditions and eve
ents of the Se
eptember 8, 2
2011 blackoutt, examine
alternative mitigation ste
eps, and dete
ermine potenttial effectivene
ess. Benefits though exten
nd beyond
being able to demonstra
ate and valida
ate mitigation strategies, a s this demonstration could
d also serve
as a tool to
o better train system
s
opera
ators and eng ineers on sysstem dynamiccs and potentiial actions
for respond
ding to future disturbances
s.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

This projec
ct will address
s the need forr more accura
ate tools to sttudy different system contingencies
brought up
p by the Federal Energy Re
egulatory Com
mmission (FE
ERC) and Norrth American Electric
Reliability Corporation
C
(NERC) reporrt on the Arizo
ona-San Dieg
go blackout. T
To SCE’s know
wledge, the
RTDS is th
he only tool with
w the speed and accuraccy to compreh
hensively address some off the issues
identified with
w the existin
ng methods of
o studying co
ontingencies a
and outages, especially givven the
increasing complexity of the power grid.
g
In the NE
ERC report, it was recomm
mended that T
Transmission
Operators (TOP) consid
der the effect of relays thatt automatically isolate facilities without p
providing
operators sufficient
s
time
e to take mitig
gating measurres. The hard
dware-in-the-loop capabilityy of the
RTDS is id
deal to investig
gate the perfo
ormance of d ifferent protecctive relays during disturba
ances. The
relay action
n at different phases of a cascading
c
eve
ent can be evvaluated, as w
well as the efffectiveness
of any mitig
gation steps on
o these relay
ys.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

To SCE’s knowledge,
k
th
he RTDS is th
he only tool w
with the speed
d and accuraccy to compreh
hensively
address so
ome of the iss
sues identified
d with the exissting methodss of studying contingencie
es and
outages. As
A a result, SC
CE will be pioneering a new
w approach to
o demonstratting mitigation
n strategies
for various outage scenarios.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

There are no known pro
ojects that utilize RTDS ha
ardware and ssoftware to pe
erform risk mitigation
demonstra
ations. This is primarily due
e to the limited
d number of R
RTDS system
ms available to
o utilities
and national labs in the United States
s.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject as it willl help SCE re
espond to relia
ability policiess and questio
ons pointed
out by FER
RC and NERC
C in the 2011 Arizona - Sa n Diego outag
ge report. As the electric ssystem
evolves an
nd becomes more
m
complex
x, some of the
e existing toolls will no long
ger be adequa
ate for
identifying issues that occur during dynamic syste
em conditionss. Minimum ha
ardware testin
ng (e.g.,
protection relays) is not sufficient as it can someti mes result in misoperation
n of devices, ttherefore,
ust tools such
h as the RTDS
S to fully com
mprehend the operational
utilities will need to rely on more robu
and perform
mance charac
cteristics of protection
p
devvices and mitig
gation strateg
gies. Further, this
demonstra
ation may also
o offer comple
ementary ben
nefits such as providing a ttraining tool fo
or system
operators who
w respond to system dis
sturbances.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Risk Mitigation
M
Dem
monstration project provide
es clear electricity ratepaye
er benefits byy enhancing
SCE’s ability to provide safe, reliable
e, and afforda
able energy se
ervices, and is an efficient use of
ratepayer monies.
m
If suc
ccessful, this project will im
mprove overall system relia
ability by valid
dating
mitigation strategies
s
to prevent
p
future
e blackouts siimilar to the 2
2011 Arizona – San Diego blackout.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUBSTATION ANIMAL
A
DETERRENT
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The purpos
se of this projject is to dem
monstrate a ne
ew device for conditioning small animalss from
traveling in
nto areas of high voltage eq
quipment and
d conductors within SCE substations. T
This project
would dem
monstrate the effectiveness
s of a new devvice designed
d to discourag
ge small anim
mals from
contacting energized eq
quipment and bus ways byy exhibiting a “road closed”” methodologyy. It is
anticipated
d that a succe
essful device could
c
be used
d to retro-fit e
existing SCE d
distribution su
ubstations
and be app
plied while eq
quipment remains energize
ed.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

From 2009
9 to 2011, SCE experience
ed 211 animall caused outa
ages involving
g substation e
equipment
or bus way
ys within its diistribution sub
bstations. Ove
er the years, SCE has insttalled variouss industry
animal deterrent produc
cts to reduce animal conve
ergence within
n their substa
ations, but only a few of
SCE’s substations have
e experienced
d limited succe
ess in deterring small anim
mals from high
h voltage
equipmentt and conducttors.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Most animal deterrent devices
d
used around electrrical equipment are “coverss” to prevent accidental
contact bettween an anim
mal and any energized
e
ele
ectrical equipm
ment. SCE’s strategy is to
demonstra
ate a new activ
ve animal detterrent that w
will minimize th
he need to “co
over” exposed electrical
equipmentt, but limit the animal’s beh
havior around energized electrical equip
pment.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

No other in
nitiatives have
e been identiffied that provi de a “non covver-up” appro
oach for deterrring
animals fro
om contacting
g electrical substation equipment. Succe
essful demon
nstration of a n
new noncover deterrent product will be a leap
p forward from
m current prod
ducts includin
ng barrier fenccing.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject for SCE
E given the su
ubstantial num
mber of anima
al caused outa
ages over
the past three years. Su
uccessful dem
monstration off a substation
n animal deterrrent device w
would
benefit SCE and its customers by red
ducing operatting costs since fewer repa
airs would be necessary,
preventing power outag
ges caused by
y animals, and
d creating a ssafer environm
ment for anim
mals that
traverse within distribution substation
ns.
The Substa
ation Animal Deterrent pro
oject providess clear electriccity ratepayerr benefits by e
enhancing
SCE’s ability to provide safe, reliable
e, and afforda
able energy se
ervices, and is an efficient use of
ratepayer monies.
m
Preventing animals from comin
ng into contacct with energizzed substatio
on
equipmentt will reduce th
he number off animal cause
ed outages, h
helping to imp
prove overall system
reliability. Further,
F
this project
p
will inc
crease safety and reduce e
equipment ma
aintenance co
osts as a
result of sm
mall animals being
b
deterred
d from high vvoltage equipm
ment and con
nductors.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUPE
ERCONDU
UCTING TR
RANSFORM
MER (FORM
MERLY WA
AUKESHA HTS
TR
RANSFORM
MER)
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

SCE has pledged
p
to sup
pport an ARR
RA-funded pro
oject of SuperrPower Inc. (S
SP) and SPX
Transforme
er Solutions (formerly
(
Wau
ukesha Electrric Systems). The two com
mpanies have agreed to
work together to develop a 28 MVA High
H
Tempera
ature Superco
onducting, Fa
ault Current L
Limiting
ovide input in the developm
ment, installattion and opera
ation of the
(HTS-FCL)) transformer.. SCE will pro
transforme
er at MacArthu
ur substation.. This project was previoussly approved under the now
w defunct
CEC PIER
R program. The project will demonstrate that this SPX
X designed HTS-FCL Tran
nsformer can
operate as
s an equivalen
nt to SCE's ex
xisting 28 MV
VA B-Banks. Itt will operate for two yearss beginning
in Septemb
ber of 2014 th
hrough 2016.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Excess fau
ult duty is a grrowing concern for SCE an
nd other utilitiies. Other FC
CL devices are
e under
developme
ent, but these devices take
e up room in tthe MacArthur substation that is seldom
m available.
This demonstration is in
ntended to host the aforem
mentioned tran
nsformer at th
he substation in
conjunction
n with the ISG
GD project in order to demo
onstrate a co
ombination of emerging tecchnologies
in one loca
ation. However, completion of the ISGD
D project is no
ot strictly nece
essary in orde
er to host
the transfo
ormer. The most
m
significan
nt risk for proje
ect completio
on lies in the ttransformer co
onstruction
and testing
g phases. These hurdles are
a scheduled
d to be cleare
ed before construction expe
enditures
begin at the substation, which shields
s EPIC fundss from being sspent without a successful project.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This SPX Transformer
T
will
w incorporatte fault curren
nt limiter (FCL
L) functionalitty in the transsformer
itself. This
s new FCL fun
nctionality wo
ould eliminate the need for the extra spa
ace, and be a practical
solution to high short cirrcuit duty issu
ues for SCE a
and the electrric industry.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The SPX trransformer will be a first an
nd only of its kind in the wo
orld, completely avoiding d
duplication
of any othe
er known project. It is bein
ng designed to
o be as close
e to a commerrcial product a
as possible.
As such it will
w be of sign
nificant value to American manufacturin
ng. This proje
ect enjoys excceptional
leverage frrom DOE and
d participant fu
unding on the
e order of 30:1.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

Excess fau
ult duty directlly affects relia
ability and saffety of the grid
owing concern for SCE
d and is a gro
and the ele
ectric industry
y. This projec
ct will demonsstrate a HTS-FCL Transforrmer (SCX) designed as
an equivale
ent to SCE’s existing 28 MVA
M
B-Banks.. The SCX w
with its fault cu
urrent limiting capability is
a possible solution to ex
xcess fault du
uty.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Superrconducting Transformer project shows clear ratepayyer benefits. T
This project w
will improve
reliability and
a safety of the
t grid by ad
ddressing the operational isssue of excesss fault duty. The project
also could potentially low
wer costs by mitigating the
e need to rep lace transform
mers that havve been
affected by
y excess faultt duty.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: REM
MOTE FAUL
LT CURRENT INDICA
ATORS
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The Remote Fault Curre
ent Indicators
s project will d
demonstrate u
using low-cosst remote fault current
indicators with
w wireless communications capabilitiies to assist in
n rapid fault ffinding for SC
CE’s
troublemen
n, as well as monitoring
m
op
perating curre
ents and load for distributio
on grid plannin
ng
purposes. If proven to be
b successful,, remote faultt current indiccators could in
ntegrate with SCE’s
Distribution
n Managemen
nt System (DMS) to enable
e Fault Detecction, Isolation
n, and Restorration
(FDIR) sch
hemes that wo
ould minimize
e circuit outag
ges and restore power to ccustomers quiicker than is
possible to
oday. Further, the low-cost remote fault current indica
ators being de
emonstrated have the
potential to
o communicatte from underrground circuiits, which cou
uld significanttly enhance underground
circuit relia
ability for utilitiies across the
e United State
es.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

SCE opera
ates an extens
sive distribution grid of ove
erhead and underground ccircuits. In the
e event of a
fault, SCE field crews cu
urrently drive along the cirrcuit and test d
different sections until theyy are able to
identify the
e specific loca
ation of the fault. Power ca
annot be resto
ored until the ffield crew ide
entifies the
correct location of the fa
ault and can begin
b
restorattion work. On
ne example off this problem
m is located
in Death Valley,
V
where SCE's
S
trouble
emen are loca
ated four hours away from a 40 mile lon
ng circuit.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

The primarry componentt of this demo
onstration is a low-cost fau
ult current indiicator with a b
built-in
radio. A Ca
alifornia start--up company developed bo
oth the hardw
ware and the llow-cost communication
network to support it. SC
CE will demonstrate this ra
adio and com
mmunications solution to va
alidate its
operationa
al and perform
mance charactteristics.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This projec
ct is unique fro
om other initiatives becausse it is the firsst to demonsttrate next gen
neration fault
current indicators with wireless
w
comm
munication ca
apabilities for both undergrround and ove
erhead
application
ns. Specifically
y, it wasn’t feasible to dem
monstrate com
mmunicating ffault current in
ndicators for
undergroun
nd distribution
n circuits in th
he past since no pre-comm
mercial or com
mmercial technology was
available.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject as distribution circuit fault interrup
ptions currentlly require field
d personnel
to identify and
a isolate th
he faulted circ
cuit. In some a
areas this req
quires long driving times an
nd distances
to isolate and
a test the ciircuit to see iff the fault can
n be found. Also, if there is a fault in an
undergroun
nd circuit, trou
ublemen have
e to open up underground vaults to see
e if a light-emitting diode
(LED) indic
cator is flashin
ng, which rep
presents the p
presence of a downstream fault. Cost-effective
remote fau
ult current indiicators could transmit theirr information tto SCE’s DMS, providing ffield crews
with better fault location
n data, avoidin
ng the need to
o manually op
pen up underrground faultss, and
minimizing service interrruption time for
f customerss.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Remote Fault Curre
ent Indicators
s project proviides clear ele
ectricity ratepa
ayer benefits by
enhancing SCE’s ability
y to provide sa
afe, reliable, a
and affordable energy servvices, and is a
an efficient
use of rate
epayer monies
s. Successful demonstratio
on of function
nal remote fau
ult current indicators
would minimize the impact of outage
es and lead to
o quick load re
estoration. Fu
urther, this pro
oject meets
the comple
ementary guid
ding principle of economic developmentt since the rad
dio technolog
gy and
communica
ations vendorr is a growing start-up base
ed in San Die
ego.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUBSTATION LINE
L
DISCONNECT S
SWITCHING INDICAT
TOR
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The Substa
ation Line Dis
sconnect Swittching Indicattor project will demonstrate
e the ability to
o provide a
visual indic
cation to a field worker perrforming switcching operatio
ons on a subsstation line dissconnect.
This projec
ct will demons
strate the effe
ectiveness of a tool that ind
dicates to the
e operator whe
ether the
line disconnect is loaded
d prior to swittching, and if they are operating the corrrect disconne
ect. This
information
n could provid
de an addition
nal safeguard to current sa
afety procedures.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The ability to know whether a substa
ation disconne
ect switch is lo
oaded or not is critical to e
ensuring the
safety of su
ubstation pers
sonnel. There
e have been o
occasions wh
here substatio
on personnel have been
injured bec
cause they op
pened the wro
ong line disco
onnects even though proce
edures exist to
o prevent
switching errors.
e
Mishap
ps can occur if a substatio n line disconn
nect carrying load is opene
ed. These
switches are not design
ned to break lo
oad and a flassh can occur,, potentially ccausing seriou
us injury to
field crews
s working at th
he substation.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

The concept to be demo
onstrated will have the abi lity to provide
e a visual indication to the operator
whether the line disconn
nect is loaded
d prior to switcching. To SC
CE’s knowledg
ge, this is not yet
commercia
alized or available as an offf-the-shelf pro
roduct.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This is a un
nique demons
stration project focused on
n a specific sa
afety issue off concern to S
SCE. To
SCE’s knowledge, no otther initiatives
s internally orr externally ad
ddress this sa
afety concern.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

SCE’s num
mber one priority is the safe
ety of its custo
omers and em
mployees. Th
his project willl help keep
SCE linem
men safe from loaded line disconnects
d
frrom being ope
ened by mista
ake, even tho
ough
procedures
s are in place
e to prevent th
hese types of mistakes. A ssubstation line disconnect switching
indicator would
w
be a ben
neficial tool and augment S
SCE’s existin
ng safety proccedures.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Substa
ation Line Dis
sconnect Swittching Indicattor project pro
ovides clear e
electricity rate
epayer
benefits by
y enhancing SCE’s
S
ability to
t provide saffe, reliable, an
nd affordable energy services, and is
an efficientt use of ratepayer funds. SCE
S
is fully co
ommitted to e
ensuring that a
all employeess return
safely hom
me.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: INTE
ELLIGENT FUSES
F
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The Intellig
gent Fuses prroject will dem
monstrate a prrototype intelligent fuse ca
apable of isola
ating branch
line faults for
f temporary
y and permanent faults. Byy using intellig
gent fuses, the
e fuse will ope
en instead
of blowing out during a temporary
t
fau
ult, and will re
eclose automa
atically withou
ut needing to dispatch a
field crew. This means that
t
power will automaticallly be restored
d to customers in a matterr of
seconds, in
e location of tthe blown fusse and
nstead of hav
ving to wait for a field crew to identify the
replace it. Wireless
W
com
mmunications built into the fuse will also
o be demonstrrated for notiffying the
operator th
he status of th
he intelligent fuse,
f
open or closed. If the
e fuse remains open, the o
operator will
notify a fielld crew that th
here is a perm
manent fault o
on that branch
h line.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

A temporary fault on a branch
b
line ca
an cause prottective device
es called fuses to blow and
d disconnect
a section of
o the line, lea
aving affected customers w
without powerr. SCE only be
ecomes awarre of the
outage when a custome
er calls, and th
hen a field cre
ew is dispatched to patrol the line and identify the
location of the blown fus
se. Since it’s a temporary ffault, no repa
airs are necesssary, and pow
wer is
restored on
nce the blown
n fuse is repla
aced. While th
his manual prrocess works,, opportunitiess exist to
reduce the
e outage time for customers
s affected by temporary fa
aults by levera
aging advancements in
fuse technologies.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

No reclosin
ng fuses are commercially
c
available tha
at possess the
e wireless com
mmunicationss capability
that is integ
gral to this de
emonstration project. This ccommunicatio
ons capabilityy notifies systtem
operators the
t status of the
t intelligentt fuse so that they can dete
ermine wheth
her a field crew
w needs to
be dispatch
hed due to a permanent fa
ault on the line
e.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

SCE is nott aware of any
y initiatives fo
ocused on dem
monstrating the application
n and perform
mance of
intelligent fuses.
f
Further, it is unlikely
y that this tech
hnology has a
already been demonstrate
ed since
there are no
n reclosing fu
uses commerrcially availab
ble that posse
ess wireless ccommunication
capabilities
s.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject as the unique
u
fuse de
esign could p
potentially imp
prove reliabilitty for
customers by restoring power back within
w
second s after a temp
porary fault, instead of havving to wait
for a field crew
c
to replac
ce a traditiona
al fuse that ha
as blown. Thiss project coulld also help S
SCE reduce
operating costs
c
as field crews would not need to b
be dispatched
d to replace th
he fuse for temporary
faults since
e intelligent fu
uses would au
utomatically rreclose.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Intellig
gent Fuses prroject provides clear electrricity ratepaye
er benefits by enhancing S
SCE’s ability
to provide safe, reliable, and affordab
ble energy se
ervices, and iss an efficient use of ratepa
ayer funds. If
successful, this project will
w help with grid reliabilityy, reduce outa
ages and low
wer costs for e
equipment
maintenance.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: REMOTE INTEL
LLIGENT SWITCHER
S
R
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The objecttive of the Rem
mote Intellige
ent Switcher p
project is to de
emonstrate a new intellige
ent switch to
be used in conjunction with
w a new au
utomated disttribution circuit switching sccheme that w
will minimize
the quantitty of customers impacted by
b faults, provvide quick loa
ad restoration, and provide advanced
communica
ations to aid in system trou
uble shooting . The next ge
eneration of distribution circcuit
switching scheme
s
propo
oses to expan
nd on the exissting scheme by using the circuit’s brea
aker, two
smart mid--point switche
es, and a sma
art tie switch e
effectively divviding the circu
uit load into th
hirds.
Communic
cation betwee
en switches will support the
e IEC61850 sstandard proto
ocol. Used in conjunction
with other smart
s
devices
s such as inte
elligent fuses and remote ffault current in
ndicators, fau
ults on circuit
mainlines as
a well as bra
anch lines can
n now be dete
ected and iso
olated. The go
oal of this morre advanced
switching scheme
s
is to ensure
e
that at least two-th irds of the cirrcuit load can be restored q
quickly.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The existin
ng automation
n scheme use
ed at SCE for load restorattion utilizes a “switch-and-h
half” plus
circuit brea
aker scheme. This is comp
prised of the ccircuit breakerr at the substation protecting the
entire distrribution circuitt, a mid-point remote contrrolled switch ((RCS) which approximately divides
the circuit load
l
in half, and
a an end po
oint tie switch used to transsfer load to, o
or pick up load
d from an
adjacent ciircuit. The circ
cuit breaker and
a mid-pointt switch are co
oordinated to
o identify the lo
ocation of a
fault, minim
mize custome
ers affected, and
a to minimizze the amoun
nt of time of se
ervice interruptions. The
mid-point switch
s
is used
d to restore se
ervice and tra
ansfer one half of the circuit load if the fa
ault is
determined
d to be on the
e front half of the circuit. SC
CE’s Netcom m radio comm
munication syystem is
used to pro
ovide coordination between RCS’s. The
e proposed ne
ew switching scheme would
demonstra
ate quicker loa
ad restoration
n from one-ha
alf to two-third
ds of total circcuit loading. It will also
demonstra
ate that in mos
st fault condittions, the faultted circuit secction will be issolated quickly while the
remaining majority of cu
ustomers wou
uld enjoy unin
nterrupted serrvice.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This projec
ct will demons
strate the follo
owing combin
nation of switcching scheme
e technologiess and
capabilities
s for the first time:
t
1) The switches
s
to be
e used are acctual fault sen
nsing and inte
errupting
devices, which
w
will be co
oordinated to
ogether and w
with the circuitt’s main circuit breaker, 2) The time to
restore loa
ad will be redu
uced, 3) A gre
eater amount of load can b
be quickly resstored, and 4) Using
communica
ation technolo
ogy between switching devvices, operato
or intervention
n is reduced o
or
alleviated.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The Remote Intelligent Switcher dem
monstration prroject is uniqu
ue because it incorporatess load
interrupting
g switches tha
at have the ab
bility to detecct and interrup
pt faults, and utilizes comm
munications
technologie
es to automatte fault isolatiion and load rrestoration acctivities. SCE’’s existing sw
witching
scheme do
oes not posse
ess these cap
pabilities. Furtther, SCE is n
not aware of a
any other initiatives
attempting to achieve an equal level of automation
n in their swittching schemes.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This projec
ct is importantt to SCE beca
ause the proje
ection is that fault isolation
n and problem
m troubling
shooting will
w be greatly enhanced; th
here will be a reduction in C
Customer Min
nutes of Interrruption
(CMI), with
h the result be
eing greater service
s
reliabi lity and custo
omer satisfacttion.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Remote Intelligent Switcher project provides clear electriciity ratepayer benefits by en
nhancing
SCE’s ability to provide safe, reliable
e, and afforda
able energy se
ervices, and is an efficient use of
ratepayer monies.
m
If suc
ccessful, this project would
d demonstrate
e increased a
ability to reducce load
restoration and outage times.
t

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUBSTATION REAL
R
TIME
E DIGITAL SIMULATOR MOBIL
LE TESTING
SO
OLUTION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

The Substa
ation Real-Tim
me Digital Sim
mulator (RTD S) Mobile Testing Solution
n project will d
demonstrate
Factory Acce
the feasibillity of using a mobile RTDS
S to perform F
eptance Testss (FAT) and S
Site
Acceptance Tests (SAT
T) for substatio
on projects. T
These tests are typically pe
erformed man
nually and
take several weeks to months
m
depen
nding on the ssize of the pro
oject to compllete. A mobile
e RTDS
system wo
ould aid test personnel in performing the
e FAT and SA
AT tests in a m
more streamlined
manner. If this demonsttration is succ
cessful, the prroject should help reduce m
manual testin
ng efforts
and the inttroduction of errors,
e
omissiions and anom
malies by auttomating and standardizing
g FAT and
SAT testing
g processes. It is expected
d that this dem
monstration w
will take place
e during the F
FAT and
SAT portio
ons of the Sub
bstation Autom
mation-3 (SA--3) Phase III Bulk Electric System and H
Hybrid
Solution prrojects. The schedule
s
for th
his project wo
ould be coord
dinated with th
hese other pro
ojects.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The curren
nt engineering
g and construction procedu
ures for new ssubstation au
utomation and
d protection
systems re
equire a FAT to
t be perform
med at the ma
anufacturing ssite to test the
e integrity of th
he
fabricated system, and preliminary te
esting of prote
ection and au
utomation feattures. After th
he FAT is
performed,, the system is considered ready for con
nstruction and
d is sent to th
he substation to be
installed. As
A the equipm
ment is installe
ed, it goes thrrough a secon
nd set of testiing called the
e SAT, this is
the last tes
st of the equip
pment prior to
o it being put iinto service. B
Both of these test procedures are
performed manually by test personne
el taking from
m several wee
eks to monthss to perform. T
This project
will demonstrate the via
ability of using
g a portable R
Real-Time Dig
gital Simulatorr to automate
e portions of
these test procedures th
hat can resultt in reduced te
esting time an
nd cost savings.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

SCE sees this demonsttration projectt as a unique opportunity to
o utilize the m
modeling and computing
capabilities
s of the RTDS
S for SCE’s FAT activity re
equired for each substation
n automation system
validation prior
p
to production commis
ssioning. It is additionally fe
elt that this de
emonstration can also be
applied to SAT activity with
w resulting reduction of ccosts and ma
anual effort. T
To SCE’s know
wledge,
neither of these
t
strategiies are curren
ntly practiced by the utility industry.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This demonstration project is unique as FAT and SAT testing h
has traditiona
ally been perfo
ormed
manually by
b test technic
cians. SCE is not aware off any other iniitiative attemp
pting to autom
mate FAT
and SAT activities
a
by us
sing a mobile application o
of the RTDS.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject due to the amount off time required
d to perform FAT and SAT
T testing
being a sig
gnificant laborr portion all su
ubstation projjects. Streamlining this pro
ocess by leveraging
RTDS tech
hnology will provide measu
urable cost sa
avings (possib
bly up to 50%
%) in every sub
bstation
project and
d reduce the total
t
project time, while imp
proving the quality of the tests being pe
erformed.
Successful implementattion of this tec
chnology will offer substatiion test techn
nicians an add
ditional tool
that standa
ardizes test procedures wh
hile making th
heir work safe
er and more e
efficient.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Substa
ation RTDS Mobile
M
Testing
g Solution pro
oject providess clear electriccity ratepayerr benefits by
enhancing SCE’s ability
y to provide sa
afe, reliable, a
and affordable energy servvices, and is a
an efficient
use of rate
epayer monies
s. If this proje
ect is successsful, SCE shou
uld realize sig
gnificant cost savings in
the area off FAT and SA
AT testing for substations,
s
a
and experiencce efficiencie
es in substatio
on
constructio
on.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: ADVA
ANCED RE
ELAY TEST
TING METH
HODOLOGY
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

More comp
prehensive te
esting of prote
ective relay scchemes at hig
gh voltage tra
ansmission lines such as
500kV systtems are nee
eded. The 500
0kV system lin
nes are critica
al to SCE’s grrid because, in some
cases, thes
se are the ma
ain ties with neighboring
n
uttilities and bring a large am
mount of powe
er to SCE’s
service territory. It is crittical that SCE
E test these lin
nes thoroughly when comm
missioning them before
ut in-service. This real-time
e digital simullator (RTDS) project will prrovide the necessary
they are pu
tools, process and meth
hodology to accomplish this objective. W
When this pro
oject is comple
eted, SCE
test technic
cians will be provided
p
with more accura
ate tools to tesst relay protection equipme
ent during
commissio
oning and routtine maintena
ance. It will be
e a great addiition to the exxisting tools w
which only
give a limitted number off scenarios (d
disturbances) to be tested and focus on
n the testing o
of protection
elements, and not on the testing of system protecction. This pro
oject does nott support any existing
Electric Reliability
regulatory proceedings. However, relay testing fallls under Nortth American E
Corporation (NERC)/We
estern Electricity Coordina
ating Council ((WECC) bulkk power reliab
bility criteria.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The projec
ct will address
s more thorough testing of system prote
ection and inccrease its relia
ability by
exposing th
he equipmentt to larger and
d more realisttic system dissturbances ass well as aid in testing the
communica
ation delays that
t
are inhere
ent on the sysstem. The to
ools developed will potentia
ally reduce
the numbe
er on hours required to testt given that ad
dditional exte nsive test sce
enarios will be
e able to be
developed on site therefore eliminating the need tto re-schedule
e additional te
ests. It will allso provide
more accurate and exte
ensive reportin
ng results.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

The RTDS
S uses a new and
a unique te
echnology und
der developm
ment to synchronize its sim
mulation at
two remote
e locations (su
ubstations). A special card
d will be deve loped to achieve the real ttime
acquisition using Global Positioning System
S
(GPS
S) technologyy and integrate
ed to the RTD
DS.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The portab
ble RTDS is a first of its kin
nd tool which will take a griid simulator a
and integrate GPS
technology
y to two remottely located synchronized
s
simulators ru
unning precise
ely at the sam
me time. This
demonstra
ation will allow
w for the injecttion of voltage
es and curren
nt at both end
ds of the transsmission line
from a prec
cise model off the power sy
ystem.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This projec
ct has a high potential for opportunity
o
an
nd low risk givven that it cou
uld increase ssystem
reliability by
b identifying any
a potential field installatiion errors succh as wiring a
and/or commu
unication
systems. Itt also may uncover any unforeseen rela
ay setting disccrepancies an
nd/or errors not
discovered
d during relay setting prepa
aration and ve
erification pha
ases; thereforre, potentiallyy saving
SCE time and
a resources
s in the testin
ng of relay pro
otection syste
em. The risk o
of not pursuing this
project is great,
g
because if SCE failed to catch errrors during an
ny end-to-end
d testing using
g existing
methods and tools, therre is the poten
ntial for adverrse transmisssion reliability.. For instance
e, if an error
occurs at a critical line such
s
as a tie line,
l
the outco
ome of such rrelay scheme
e mis-operatio
on could be
a penalty from NERC/W
WECC reliability coordinato
ors.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This demonstration mee
ets both prima
ary and comp
plementary gu
uiding principlles for ratepa
ayer
benefits. The
T RTDS pro
oject will incre
ease reliabilityy and potentia
ally lower cossts by being a
able to test
equipmentt more rigorou
usly before it goes
g
into servvice. Furtherrmore this pro
oject also provvides a
societal be
enefit by ensuring bulk pow
wer is secure and reliable.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: APPL
LICATION OF ADVAN
NCED EAR
RLY WARNIING SYSTE
EM WITH A
ADAPTIVE
PR
ROTECTION
N
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

The purpos
se of this projject is to build
d on previous research, wh
hich found tha
at phasor mea
asurement
unit (PMU)) data may be
e helpful in pre
eventing the p
possibility of ffalse trips and
d the possibility of
cascading blackouts. Th
he project selects two speccific applicatio
ons for large scale demonsstration of
concepts. The first application is the
e use of a “votting scheme” from a set off phasor meassurement
units (PMU
Us) to adapt th
he operation of
o protection system. The
e second application is a m
monitoring
and alarming application
n for distance
e relays. In ad
ddition to the above protecction applications, a
protection information to
ool (PIT) will be
b developed
d to assist ope
erators in the interpretation
n of
synchrophasor data. Th
his is a demonstration projject largely fu
unded by DOE
E with SCE co
ost share
contribution. SCE, PG&
&E, CIEE, Virg
ginia Tech Un
niversity, and
d Mississippi S
State Universsity are
collaboratin
ng to demons
strate the con
ncepts developed by universities for the application o
of wide-area
synchrophasor data in adaptive
a
prote
ection.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

In recent blackouts
b
on Power
P
System
ms of North A
America, it hass been noted that during th
he
cascading phenomena which
w
leads to
t blackouts, ssome protecttion systems o
operate in an
unanticipatted fashion an
nd such operations are oftten a significa
ant contributin
ng factor in the sequence
of events le
eading to cas
scading outag
ges. Previouss research fun
nded by the C
CEC indicated
d that the
use of wide
e-area synchrrophasor mea
asurements ccan be of sign
nificant value tto reduce the
e likelihood
of false trip
ps by protectio
on systems and
a reduce the
e likelihood o
of contributing
g to a cascading blackout.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This technology has bee
en developed
d recently by V
Virginia Tech University. U
Under a Depa
artment of
Energy (DO
OE) award, SCE
S
and PG&
&E are deployying a pilot version of this te
echnology to assess its
performanc
ce in real-time
e operation. No commerc ial version of this technolo
ogy is availablle in the
market.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This projec
ct demonstrattes for the firs
st time how th
he application of synchroph
hasor technology in
adaptive protection can help reduce the likelihood
d of false tripss and the posssibility of casccading
blackouts on
o SCE’s grid
d. Furthermore, this projecct is being co--funded by DO
OE, thus redu
ucing the
possibility of
o duplication
n.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

SCE is com
mmitted to continuously im
mproving the re
reliability and safety of its g
grid. This pro
oject is
crucial in helping
h
to ana
alyze data from
m PMUs to re
educe the posssibility of falsse trips by pro
otection
systems an
nd reduce the
e likelihood off cascading b lackouts.

The Applic
cation of Adva
anced Early Warning
W
Syste
em with Adap
ptive Protectio
on provides clear
ratepayer benefits
b
by increasing relia
ability and saffety of the grid
d by helping tto mitigate the
e possibility
of false trip
ps and cascad
ding blackoutts. The demo
onstration also
o has potentia
al to lower co
osts by
preserving equipment frrom having to
o be replaced after a casca
ading blackou
ut.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: BEYO
OND THE METER:
M
CU
USTOMER
R DEVICE C
COMMUNIC
CATIONS
UN
NIFICATION
N AND DEM
MONSTRAT
TION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

Large eme
erging technollogies such as Photovoltai c systems (P
PVs), Plug-In E
Electric Vehiccles (PEVs)
and Reside
ential Energy Storage Unitts (RESUs) arre quickly gaiining populariity among con
nsumers in
SCE's serv
vice territory. The increase
ed rate of ado ption among these techno
ologies is attributed to
various fac
ctors including
g reduced pro
oduct costs, im
mproved tech
hnology and h
higher costs o
of energy,
particularly
y gasoline and
d electricity. These
T
techno
ologies pose b
both technicall challenges a
and
opportunities for distribu
ution system operators.
o
Ut ility back-officce systems an
nd advanced networking
application
ns located in the
t device and on the prem
mise offer gre ater potentiall for proper co
oordination
between th
he consumer and the electtric utility. Thiss project will d
develop and e
execute a
comprehen
nsive and uniffied plan for enabling
e
devicce to grid com
mmunicationss for large cusstomerowned emerging techno
ologies including inverters,, RESUs and electric vehiccle charging e
equipment.
w include ind
dustry harmon
nization, standards develo
opment and la
aboratory
The coordination plan will
demonstra
ation.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Currently, the
t industry at
a large does not have a co
ohesive and o
or collective a
approach to enabling
device-to-g
grid communications for em
merging custo
omer technolo
ogies. Withou
ut a unified ap
pproach,
there is a significant
s
risk
k of duplicatio
on and/or stra
anded assets in utility backk-office investments. The
lack of con
ntrol of these technologies
t
can lead to fu
uture system reliability con
ncerns. This p
project will
help develo
op a cohesive
e approach to
o all three devvice families a
and ensure a common path of utility
integration leveraging th
he same or similar back-offfice systems.. This projectt attempts to a
address
communica
ations and co
ontrol of not only photovolta
aic systems, but other larg
ge customer-o
owned
emerging technologies
t
including resiidential energ
gy storage devvices and veh
hicle charging
g. Lastly, the
project will identify potential gaps in communicatio
c
on standards and initiate th
he necessaryy steps to
bridge such gaps in stan
ndards develo
opment organ
nizations.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

The techno
ologies investtigated by this
s project are e
either in earlyy prototype stage and or no
onexistent.
The objecttive is to deve
elop a strategy
y to analyze tthe status of tthe technolog
gy, collaborate
e with
product ma
anufacturers to
t develop a path
p
for PEV--Grid communications ena
abled devices and
demonstra
ate their applic
cation in a lab
boratory settin
ng. Some of the project fu
unding will be used to
commissio
on a vendor to
o develop a de
evice for each
h technology category usin
ng Open Stan
ndards and
specific communication requirements
s.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This projec
ct avoids dupllication by combining simil ar technologiies (PEVs, So
olar Inverters &
Residentia
al Energy Storrage). Ratherr than focusin
ng on a single
e solution to a
advance a single
technology
y this project would
w
combin
ne several “likke” technologies and devellop a generalized
solution forr Device to Grid Communic
cations addre
essing advancced applicatio
ons. This type of
approach helps
h
to estab
blishes flexible and future-p
proof solution
ns.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

PEVs and solar inverterrs are quickly gaining popu
ularity among residential co
onsumers. U
Unfortunately
ailable techno
ologies for the
ese applicatio
ons do not havve the meanss of communiccating to the
market ava
grid for the
e enablement of advanced “smart” appli cations. Succh communica
ations would a
allow
utilities to develop
d
DR and
a other prog
grams that co
ould encourag
ge further ado
option.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits by promoting
lower costs
s through enh
hanced optimization of devvice-to-grid co
ommunication
ns for emergin
ng customer
technologie
es. Furtherm
more, this proje
ect will demo nstrate the fe
easibility and b
benefits of ad
dvanced
consumer devices supp
porting the com
mplementary principles to provide socie
etal benefits a
and efficient
use of rate
epayer monies
s.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: OUTA
AGE MANA
AGEMENT AND CUS TOMER VO
OLTAGE D
DATA ANAL
LYTICS
DE
EMONSTRA
ATION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

This projec
ct will demons
strate sensing
g node techno
ologies which
h provide mea
asurements of voltage,
current, co
onsumption an
nd kilovars (kV
VARs) at sele
ect AMI endpoints. Specific applicationss include
ntrol (AVVC).. For outage m
outage ma
anagement an
nd Advanced Volt/VAR Con
management, the
objective is
s to improve customer
c
serv
vice during an
n outage and give the utilitty more insigh
ht into fault
detection, restoration, and
a maintenan
nce during an
n outage. In th
he area of AV
VVC, the objective is to
utilize custtomer voltage
e data to impro
ove voltage d
distribution an
nd voltage red
duction strateg
gies.

Besides vo
oltage and current measure
ement at subsstations, few monitoring de
evices for me
easurements
are installe
ed within the distribution
d
sy
ystem. In the ccase of outag
ge manageme
ent, lack of da
ata results
in less than
n optimal proc
cessing of fau
ults and main tenance sche
eduling.
The smart meter’s abilitty to provide analog
a
voltag e values for rresidential cusstomers provides
valuable in
nformation tha
at can supporrt the diagnossis of distribution issues. In
n addition, vo
oltage
reduction strategies
s
wou
uld effectively
y reduce pow er consumption, which translates into lo
ower power
procureme
ents and in turrn reduces the customer’s electric bill.

Outage ma
anagement fo
ocuses on dettecting, locatin
SCE's currentt system,
ng and clearing of faults. S
which is ge
enerally consiistent with the
e broader indu
es information
n at the circuitt level. The
ustry, provide
current fau
ult identificatio
on practice is based on trou
uble calls and
d manual swittching. Mainte
enance is
performed either with a run-to failure strategy or w
with a fixed ah
head-of-the-time planned sschedule,
which does
s not require operational
o
data.
Prior to the
e installation of
o SmartConn
nect®, SCE d id not have a means to tra
ack voltages a
at the end of
each of its distribution circuits
c
or at each
e
of its cusstomers' prem
mises. With S
SmartConnectt®, being
almost fully
y deployed, customer
c
volta
age data can be made ava
ailable and ussed for a varie
ety of
purposes, including diag
gnosing distribution system
m issues befo
ore they becom
me problems.

Research performed
p
by
y other departtments is focu
used on impro
oving fault dettection and re
estoration at
the location
n of the fault, which is on the
t high-volta
age side. How
wever, this effo
ort aims to en
nhance
outage ma
anagement an
nd AVVC capa
ability by mon
nitoring the grrid on the cusstomer side off the
transforme
er.

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject, distribu
ution systems experience a high frequen
ncy of faults ccaused by
weather, component we
ear and other reasons. Re
educing outag
ge time cause
ed by faults will help to
improve re
eliability and continue
c
to me
eet high custo
omer quality o
of service req
quirements.

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits as
demonstra
ated through itts ability to inc
crease the efffectiveness o
of fault detectiing, locating a
and clearing
faults throu
ugh the distrib
bution networrk. This is an efficient use of ratepayer funding as it helps to
increase re
eliability and return
r
service
e more efficien
ntly during an
n outage even
nt.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: REGULATORY MANDATE
ES: SUBME
ETERING E
ENABLEME
ENT
DE
EMONSTRA
ATION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

SCE would
d like Electric Vehicle (EV) customers to
o subscribe u nder time-of-use (TOU) ra
ates that
incentivize them to charrge their vehic
cle off-peak. C
Currently, in o
order to qualiffy for certain TOU rates,
customers must install a second serv
vice panel to capture the e
energy consum
med by EV ch
harging.
Generally, the cost and time associated with insta
alling the seco
ond panel is a major deterrrent to
greater cus
stomer adoption of these rates.
r
As a ressult, the CPU
UC mandated California IOUs to
develop an
nd adopt a submetering pro
otocol. This m
mandate crea
ates an untrad
ditional mode
el of
customer-o
owned metering for the IOU
Us. Furtherm
more, SCE do
oes not curren
ntly have a me
ethod for
disaggrega
ating submete
ering data from
m the premis e meter data.. This project will test evalu
uate the
developed protocol to demonstrate th
he various me
ethods of colllecting and disaggregating
g load from
the premise meter in a controlled
c
lab
boratory settin
ng - manually and automattically.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

This projec
ct is needed to
o better unde
erstand subme
eter technology and prope
erly make deccisions that
will not res
sult in strande
ed assets and an incorrect protocol. The
e Low Carbon
n Fuel Standa
ard (LCFS)
project to automate
a
the disposition off carbon cred
dits is dependent on the wo
ork in this sub
bmetering
project. Po
otentially, the submetering functionality d
developed for EV charging
g may be leve
eraged for
other emerrging technolo
ogies.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Although many
m
device manufacturers
m
s claim to havve submeterin
ng capabilities, the reality is that none
of the curre
ent market av
vailable produ
ucts produce a
accurate, standardized and reliable datta for utility
billing. The
e intent of this
s project is to
o go beyond p
protocol devellopment and demonstrate the various
methods by which subm
metering can become
b
feasiible. This pro
oject will evalu
uate and dem
monstrate
devices, co
ommunication
n capabilities, application o
of standardize
ed formats / p
processes and
d utility
back-office
e functions.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

Enabling submetering re
equires active
e participation
n between utilities and third
d party servicce providers.
This demonstration will require close
e collaboration
n with all interrested stakeh
holders at eve
ery phase.
In addition, progress rep
ports, findings
s, lessons lea
arned and reccommendation
n will be sharred with the
industry to promote prop
per developm
ment of subme
etering and he
elp avoid dup
plicative effortts.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

The risk off not doing the
e project could result in the
e ratification o
of an untested
d and techniccally flawed
submeterin
ng protocol. In
n addition, witthout utility le
eadership we run the risk o
of inoperable, complex
and non-sttandardized processes.
p
Th
he ramificatio
ons of subtracctive billing ca
an lead to veryy costly
back-office
e upgrades an
nd hence utilitties must enssure the proto
ocol is feasible
e and interope
erable
among all third
t
party service providers. Submeterring has ramiffications on otther technologies
including in
nverters and energy
e
storag
ge devices an
nd the results of this projecct can apply to
o these
technologie
es proving a broader
b
value
e to SCE. Th e Submeterin
ng Enablemen
nt Demonstra
ation should
be conside
ered a high prriority project.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits as
demonstra
ated by its ability to shift EV
V charging offf peak therebyy helping to p
promote greatter system
reliability. Furthermore,, this project supports
s
low--emission veh
hicles/transpo
ortation by hellping to
break down the cost barriers associa
ated with EV a
adoption. This increased a
adoption com
mplements
polices to reduce
r
GHG emissions.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: EVAL
LUATION OF
O TELEMETRY EQU
UIPMENT F
FOR ANCIL
LLARY SER
RVICES
AT
T RESIDENTIAL ENDP
POINT
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

This projec
ct will demons
strate telemettry gateway e
equipment cap
pable of meetting CAISO’s
requiremen
nts for bidding
g residential DR
D loads into
o ancillary serrvice (AS) markets, which iis consistent
with CAISO
O’s Market Re
edesign Tech
hnology Upgra
ade (MRTU). MRTU utilize
es automated systems to
enable bidding, schedulling, dispatching and settle
ement of stan
ndard generattion resourcess.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Prior to bid
dding DR load
ds into an AS market, an e
energy service
e provider or DR aggregato
or must
meet string
gent requirem
ments related to
t geographicc dispatch, evvent variabilityy, DR provide
er direct
participatio
on, dispatch systems,
s
mete
ering and setttlement. In pa
articular, telem
metry require
ements
require tha
at the resource load, if less
s than 1 MW m
must be capa
able of sending revenue me
eter data to
an aggrega
ation point at least once a minute. In ad
ddition, the tellemetry devicce, located at the
customer site,
s
must be capable
c
of se
ending metering data over the Internet o
or to a private
e CAISO
Energy Co
ommunications Network (ECN) every 4 sseconds. Givven the high ccosts of telemetry
equipmentt, it is currently
y cost-prohibitive to includ e small reside
ential loads.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

SCE is exp
ploring alterna
atives for mee
eting or modiffying the telem
metry requirements with le
ess
expensive telemetry sollutions with CAISO.
C
Until th
he telemetry issue can be resolved, SC
CE intends to
offer programs to only la
arge commerrcial & industrrial (C&I) custtomers with lo
oads exceedin
ng 200 kW.
SCE has noted
n
that it ca
annot expand
d this offering until this marrket, including
g its costs and
d benefits,
is better un
nderstood.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This projec
ct focuses on demonstratin
ng telemetry d
data at reside
ential custome
er endpoints. Previous
pilots have
e focused on offering
o
an AS
S tariff progra
am to large(C&I customerss.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject. D. 09-0
08-027 ordere
ed SCE to tra
ansfer at leastt 10 percent o
of its DR
resource lo
oads into one or more Prox
xy Demand R
Resource (PD
DR) products tto increase th
he amount of
DR that is bid into energ
gy and AS ma
arkets. SCE responded byy filing Advice
e Letter 2501--E, wherein
it proposed
d to offer an AS
A tariff progrram to a few l arge C&I cusstomers, and thereby facilittate
compliance
e with the PD
DR mandate. Due
D to the hig
gh costs of telemetry, SCE
E was not able
e to offer the
AS tariff prrogram to cus
stomers with less than 200
0 kW. Residen
ntial loads are
e less than 20
0 kW and
therefore cannot
c
particip
pate is AS ma
arkets; this is unfortunate b
because, in a
aggregate, ressidential
loads repre
esent a significant portion of
o the total lo ad on the grid
d. Inclusion o
of these customers will
serve to meet the CPUC
C’s, CEC’s, and CAISO’s d
desire for incrreased DR loa
ad bidding intto its
wholesale energy and ancillary
a
service markets.
This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits as
demonstra
ated through itts ability to he
elp support grreater reliabiliity and decrea
ased custome
er costs
associated
d with DR scheduling and corresponding
c
g electricity d ispatch from tthe increased
d customer
DR subscrription associa
ated with telemetry gatewa
ay equipmentt.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME:
LOAD SCANNING
G TO IDEN
NTIFY ELEC
CTRIC VEH
HICLE CHA
ARGING LO
OCATIONS
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Today, the
e IOUs are sourcing data fo
or those custo
omers who ha
ave not conse
ented to have
e their data
shared with
h the utility prrimarily from in-market perrsonal electricc vehicle (PEV
V) manufacturers (also
known as Original
O
Equip
pment Manuffacturers or O
OEMs). To sup
pplement data
a obtained fro
om OEMs,
IOUs also obtain copies
s of electrical permits from local governm
ments and dirrect notificatio
on from
customers, although neither source provides
p
exha
austive data. The IOUs anticipate severral changes
in the mark
ketplace that will likely requ
uire accessin g different no
otification data
a sources. Fo
or instance,
as the marrket for used PEVs
P
develop
ps, the IOUs w
will not be ab
ble to identify the relocation
n of these
vehicles through OEMs. In addition, as EV manuffacturers shiftt to selling the
e large majority of EVs
off-the-lot, the IOUs antticipate receiv
ving a smallerr percentage o
of customers consenting to
o share
their inform
mation. This project
p
aims to
o utilize load sscanning of E
Edison SmartC
Connect™ meter
customer usage
u
and de
emand data to
o identify new
w EV charging
g locations in S
SCE’s territorry in a costeffective an
nd efficient manner.
m
The Load Scanning
S
projject supports the "CPUC P
Phase 2 decission establish
hing policies to
o overcome
barriers to electric vehic
cle deploymen
nt and complyying with public utilities cod
de section 74
40.2, R.0908-009, (A
AFV OIR) Orde
ered in D11-0
07-029." This project is dep
pendent on th
he deploymen
nt of
SmartConn
nect™ and ac
ccess to AMI (Advanced M
Metering Infrasstructure) datta. Of the thre
ee
notification
n options curre
ently under co
onsideration ((3rd party nottification and electrical perrmits from
local goverrnments, DMV
V registration information a
and Load Sca
anning), Load
d Scanning ha
as the
potential to
o be the least costly, most efficient and timely source
e for locating w
where new cu
ustomers
are chargin
ng an EV. Demonstrating the
t capability of using Load
d Scanning to
o identify specific types
and levels of demand co
ould have num
merous otherr applications as SCE custtomers continue to
expand the
eir use of eme
erging techno
ologies such a
as solar, batte
ery storage, e
electric vehicle
es including
480 volt fas
st charging, etc.
e

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This demonstration for the
t first time will
w leverage S
SCE's data w
warehouse and SmartConn
nect™ meter
customer usage
u
and de
emand (AMI) data
d
to identiffy new EV charging locatio
ons in SCE’s territory
through a robust
r
load sc
canning algorrithm and auto
omated reporrting.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The actual load scannin
ng solution tha
at will produc e automated reports identifying new charging
locations will
w have to inttegrate requirrements speccific to SCE, in
ncluding data
a structure, da
ata
warehouse
e, other querie
es impacting the data ware
ehouse, and iinternal proce
esses. No oth
her effort is
currently under way to develop
d
such a load scann
ning solution a
at SCE.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

SCE is com
mmitted to inc
creasing the number
n
of PE
EVs in its servvice territory. As the marke
et for used
PEVs matu
ures SCE will not be able to
t identify the
e relocation off these vehicle
es and custom
mers may
not be willing to share th
heir data with
h the utility. C
Consequently,, this demonsstration is cruccial in
providing a cost-effectiv
ve solution forr determining the most effe
ective location
ns for new EV
V charging
station in SCE’s
S
service
e territory.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The Load Scanning
S
to Id
dentify EV Ch
harging Locattions project m
meets primaryy and complim
mentary
guiding principles for rattepayer bene
efits. This dem
monstration lo
owers cost byy identifying a solution for
determining the most efffective locatio
ons for new E
EV charging sstations. Furthermore this project
provides Greenhouse
G
gas emissions
s mitigation byy promoting g
greater penetrration of PEVs in SCE’s
service territory.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: MULT
TI-DWELLIING UNIT EVALUATIO
E
ON USING POWER L
LINE CARR
RIER OR
BR
ROADBAND
D TECHNO
OLOGY
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

SCE will de
emonstrate in
nnovative Pow
wer Line Carrrier (PLC) and
d Broadband technology ca
apable of
enabling th
he advanced metering infra
astructure (AM
MI) in multi-dw
welling units ((MDUs). Dem
monstrations
will evaluatte integration with utility ba
ack office sysstems, includin
ng SCE’s Advvanced Load Control
System. Depending on market availa
ability, demon
nstrations mayy showcase in
ntegration witth consumer
smart enerrgy devices which
w
utilize In
nternet Protoccol-compatibillity, including Wi-Fi Smart Energy
Profile 2.0 devices. Partt of these dem
monstrations w
will include in
nnovative PLC
C for plug-in h
hybrid
electric veh
hicle (PEV) sm
mart charging
g equipment.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Enabling AMI
A capabilitie
es and benefits in MDUs re
emains a cha
allenge due to
o the location of the
apartment units with res
spect to their smart meterss. The Califorrnia Energy C
Commission’ss 2009
Residentia
al Appliance Saturation
S
Surrvey estimate
es that over ha
alf a million S
SCE residentia
al
customers reside in MD
DUs with five or
o more units.. Furthermore
e, SCE and Itron field studies have
shown thatt most MDUs with five or more
m
units havve poor or no
o ZigBee mete
er communica
ations in the
apartment.. As a result, most MDU cu
ustomers can not utilize sm
mart meter or H
HAN-enabling
g
technologie
es, and therefore, cannot participate
p
in most energy efficiency (EE) or demand
d response
(DR) progrrams. This pro
oject will motivate and ince
ent the vendo
or community to: 1) better ccharacterize
the MDU environment;
e
and
a 2) develo
op one or morre feasible MD
DU solutions..

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

A reliable, safe and affo
ordable solutio
on has not be
een developed
d. The most promising de
esigns and
concepts observed
oadband tech
o
in th
he market today utilize eith
her PLC or Bro
hnology. One proposed
strategy, which
w
uses PL
LC, aggregate
es ZigBee info
ormation usin
ng a meter collar, bridges the data to
Homeplug GreenPHY, and
a sends it over
o
the main
ns wires; then
n at the apartm
ment, communications is
translated from Homeplug GreenPHY
Y to either Zig
gBee or Wi-Fi; from there, the information is sent to
an energy information display.
d
Anoth
her strategy, w
which uses Brroadband, ag
ggregates ZigBee
information
n from numero
ous meters and sends the
e information tto a cloud serrver for viewin
ng by
tenants tha
at have an ac
ctive broadban
nd connection
n. To date, no
o MDU solutio
on has proven
n feasible.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

This effort focuses on co
ollaborating with
w the vendo
or communityy to design, de
evelop, lab te
est and
demonstra
ate innovative PLC Homeplug GreenPH Y technologie
es for use in M
MDU and PEV smart
charging applications. Advanced
A
Technologies iss uniquely equ
uipped with a PLC Lab cap
pable of
testing the latest PLC sm
mart grid tech
hnologies. Ad
dditionally, eng
gineering stafff have develo
oped
expertise on
o the use of PLC standard
ds and testing
g methodolog
gies, and have
e forged stron
ng
relationship
ps with the PL
LC vendor co
ommunity.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This is a hiigh priority pro
oject because
e MDUs and PEVs represe
ent a significa
ant portion of utilities’
total energ
gy demand on
n the grid. By integrating th
hese custome
er loads into th
heir AMI, utilitties will be
able to manage energy usage for the
e purpose of E
EE and peak load reductio
on.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits by helping to
facilitate increased custtomer particip
pation within b
both EE and D
DR programs. This adoption is
consistent with Californiia’s loading order and add itionally helpss to provide in
ncreased societal
benefits realized through both system
m reliability im
mprovements and greenho
ouse gas mitig
gation.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: TRAN
NSFORME
ER LOAD MANGEMEN
M
NT ANALYS
SIS – AMI L
LOAD
CO
ORRELATIO
ONS, ELEC
CTIC VEHIC
CLES AND RESIDENTIAL ENER
RGY STOR
RAGE UNIT
T
IMPACTS
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

This projec
ct supports ou
utage manage
ement and cu
ustomer-facing operations by leveraging
g existing
AMI system
m communica
ation and mea
asurement inffrastructure w
with transformer load mana
agement
(TLM) data
a. This includ
des making ac
ccurate home
e-to-transform
mer associatio
ons, which serrve to assist
the development of thefft detection, outage
o
manag
gement, and a
asset manage
ement techno
ologies.
Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
de
emonstrated

In the area
a of theft detec
ction, a better theft detecti on technique
e includes measuring the fu
ull energy
output of a distribution transformer,
t
and
a then com
mparing that to
o the energy cconsumption registered
in the asso
ociated meters
s. The full outtput of the tra
ansformer sho
ould be analo
ogous to the cconsumption
of custome
er meters afte
er factoring in secondary diistribution line
e losses and any unmetere
ed loads,
such as strreetlights. Mis
ssing energy can serve as evidence tha
at one or more
e customers ccould be
stealing en
nergy.
For asset management,
m
, demonstratio
ons will show
w how TLM da
ata can be used to size transformers
for load ma
anagement an
nd growth as well as help identify distrib
bution transfo
ormer overloa
ad
conditions..

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Energy the
eft is a serious
s financial iss
sue as well ass a major public safety con
ncern for many utilities,
costing billions annually
y. Numerous utilities
u
acrosss North Amerrica are strugg
gling with incrreasing theft
occurrence
es. Moreove
er, with the continued adva
ancement of p
plug-in hybrid electric vehiccles (PEVs)
and other technologies,
t
like residentiial energy sto
orage units (R
RESU), SCE e
expects its disstribution
system ass
sets to be imp
pacted and in some cases overloaded. SCE will nee
ed to more acccurately
correlate th
he load profile
e of its transfo
ormers to ach
hieve their use
eful life and b
better understtand and
address the factors contributing to distribution tran
nsformer failu
ures. SCE will leverage itss
SmartConn
nect® capabilities to facilita
ate this effortt.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

Utility secu
urity personne
el presently re
ely on tips from
blic to find elecctricity theft.
m employeess and the pub
Following up
u on those tiips is a labor--intensive pro
ocess that, un
nfortunately, in
nvolves invesstigating
more false leads than good ones. Otther methods that rely on ssmart meters are also limited.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

Other efforrts have focus
sed on evalua
ating distribut ion-system se
ensors and co
ontrol devicess for the
purposes of
o fault detecttion or substation-level ope
erations support. This proje
ect focuses o
on sensor
and contro
ol device techn
nology placed
d more downsstream (on th
he customer sside of the tran
nsformer);
in particula
ar, it will focus
s on the effecttive use of T LM data for fo
or the purposses of energy theft
detection, outage
o
mana
agement, asse
et manageme
ent, and custo
omer operatio
onal support..

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

This projec
ct is considere
ed high prioritty. TLM-base
ed evaluations will help support SCE's a
ability to
schedule pre-emptive
p
measures
m
such as asset ma
aintenance and/or replace
ement to help mitigate
system failures. In addiition, this data
a can help avvoid costs by ccreating transsparency rega
arding the
potential off scheduling unnecessary
u
field visits to physically asssess transforrmer-to-home
e
association
ns and costs related to sys
stem cleanup and failures. Accurate asssociations will also help
to improve customer service and low
wer costs asso
ociated with a
advanced notiification of pla
anned
outages. Importantly, SCE
S
can leverrage its existi ng AMI deplo
oyment to faciilitate this effo
ort.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

This projec
ct supports EP
PIC’s guiding principle to p
provide electrricity ratepaye
er benefits as
demonstra
ated by its ability to help de
eter energy th eft through in
ncreased use existing AMI system
communica
ation and mea
asurement infrastructure w
with TML data
a. Furthermore, this projecct supports
the increas
sed adoption of low-emissiion vehicles/trransportation
n and correspo
onding greenhouse gas
mitigation through
t
the use of TLM da
ata to facilitate
e efficient tran
nsformer sizin
ng needed to address
increased growth and re
esulting load managementt.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: DEEP
P GRID CO
OORDINAT
TION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

This projec
ct will demons
strate, evalua
ate, analyze a
and explore op
ptions that ad
ddress the imp
pacts of
increasinglly higher pene
etration of Dis
stributed Ene
ergy Resource
es (DER) inclu
uding increassed adoption
of custome
er-owned DG (Distributed Generation)
G
o
on SCE’s disttribution network and the o
overall
“reliable” power
p
delivery
y cost to SCE
E customers a
across all tierss. This demon
nstration proje
ect is in
effect the next
n
step to th
he Irvine Sma
art Grid Demo
onstration (ISG
GD) project. T
The ISGD pro
oject
demonstra
ates the impac
cts and chara
acteristics of vvarious energ y technologie
es on the distrribution
network wh
hile this Deep
p Grid Coordin
nation projectt will demonsttrate how to m
manage the n
new energy
technologie
es to contribu
ute to the overall health and
d reliability off the system w
while providin
ng benefits
to custome
ers that have invested in DER
D
equipmen
nt. SCE’s ana
alysis and dem
monstration w
will study the
effects of in
ntegrating em
merging and in
nnovative DE
ER technologie
es with the grrid, focusing
predomina
antly on customers with the
e ability to gen
nerate power with renewab
ble energy so
ources that
are also co
onnected to th
he grid for “reliability” and ““stability” reassons. This pro
oject demonsstrate the
need for th
he utility (SCE
E) to implement Smart Grid
d technologiess and corresp
ponding DER resource
manageme
ent mechanisms necessary
y for stabilizin
ng the grid ass DG adoption
n increases and more
importantly
y consider pos
ssible econom
mic models a nd plug & pla
ay tariff structu
ures that wou
uld help SCE
adapt to the changing re
egulatory poliicies, provide customer be
enefits and pro
omote greate
er grid
reliability at
a an affordable cost.
As DER technologies in
ncrease in reliiability and re
each economic parity with e
electricity sup
pplied by the
utility, SCE
E and other uttilities will be required to ad
dapt to integrrate these new
w customer-o
owned
resources using automa
ation and tarifff or economicc mechanism
ms to maintain grid reliabilityy. The
introduction of customer-owned, disp
parate energyy sources in a
across our disstribution netw
work
requires more
m
automatio
on to stabilize
e the grid and
d manage DER equipment that has the potential to
either supp
port or erode the reliability of the grid. G
Grid reliabilityy in a future w
with high and increasing
penetration
n of customerr-owned DER
R depends on defining a fra
amework that allows utilitie
es to
dispatch signals to custo
omer-owned equipment to
o support the electric grid w
when needed and
provides benefit to custo
omers across
s SCE’s contrrol area. With
hout the tariff, pricing or ma
arket
mechanism
ms to manage
e and interactt with custome
er-owned DER, frequency, voltage and distribution
balancing challenges
c
co
ould severely impact grid rreliability overr time.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

SCE’s obje
ective for this demonstratio
on is to deployy Smart Grid technologiess at the distrib
bution level
to interact with custome
er owned and operated DE
ER in a manne
er that allows for higher pe
enetration of
DER on co
onstrained dis
stribution circu
uits because tthe customerr-owned equip
pment actively
participates
s in supportin
ng the reliabiliity of the circu
uit. Specifically, SCE will d
demonstrate tthat the
voltage and frequency is
ssues commo
only seen on constrained d
distribution circuits with hig
gh
penetration
n of variable DG
D can be managed by di spatching insstructions to ssmart inverterrs connected
to the customer’s equipment in orderr to elicit VAR
R support/supplemental rea
active power a
as well as
frequency response to support
s
the diistribution nettwork. Additio
onally, aside from distributtion level
ancillary se
ervice supporrt for specific distribution
d
ciircuits, SCE w
will also demo
onstrate the ccapability for
the utility to
o serve as the
e balancing authority
a
for a distribution n
network with h
high degree o
of DER
adoption and test plug & play tariffs as
a well as ma
arket mechanisms to deterrmine the high
hest value
engageme
ent models fro
om both a cus
stomer perspe
ective and a g
grid reliability perspective.
This demonstration will also provide a means to q
quantify the co
osts and bene
efits of Smart Grid
technologie
es in terms off overall energ
gy coordinatio
on and consu
umption, operrational efficie
encies and
other envirronmental ben
nefits. This study will provvide a recomm
mended structure to balancce energy
consumptio
on patterns with
w variable re
enewable DE
ER technologies such that normal opera
ations of the
grid at all le
evels are imp
proved or maintained. Thiss active mana
agement of DER to ensure
e grid
reliability is
s referred to as
a “Deep Grid
d Coordination
n”.

EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT EXPLANATION

Pre-commercial
technology or
strategy aspect

SCE will employ both commercially available and experimental technologies in a unique architecture
focused on demonstrating new distributed control designs, economic models, customer
configuration mechanisms and utility reliability management strategies that benefit customers and
improve distribution network reliability in areas with high penetration of DER. SCE intends to work
with the California Institute of Technology on economic modeling and leverage the experimental
technologies and capabilities of SCE’s Advanced Technologies Lab to demonstrate the readiness of
new technologies used in a new way to manage customer-owned DER and grid reliability.

How the project
avoids
duplication from
other initiatives

The Deep Grid Coordination project is unique in its focus on distribution circuit management and
developing a framework for leveraging customer owned DER to support grid reliability. SCE is
unaware of any other projects in North America underway or planned that overlap with the proposed
scope of this project.

Prioritization:
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
secondary
principles met

In an effort to support the realization of public policy and CPUC sustainable energy objectives such
as the 33% renewable energy, Zero Net Energy homes, once-through cooling and Plug-in electric
vehicle initiatives, SCE has been working and studying the effects of increased adoption of DER,
renewable energy and emerging energy technology integration on the reliability of SCE’s
transmission, distribution power delivery systems for several years. This project will provide SCE the
opportunity to model and demonstrate the effects of DER penetration and provide a deep grid
coordination solution benefiting major stakeholders in a way that provides a clear path towards a
common goal, working to resolve issues related to integration of distributed renewables in a fair and
cost-effective structure.
SCE’s proposed Deep Grid Coordination project meets both primary and secondary EPIC principles.
The project will provide clear electricity ratepayer benefits and societal benefits by demonstrating a
framework for customer-owned DER integration that makes the equipment the customer invested in
more valuable, provides mechanisms for fair cost allocation for investments made in automation to
integrate customer-owned DER and promotes greater reliability, increased safety, and/or enhanced
environmental sustainability at a fair cost by providing SCE with the ability to dispatch and call upon
customer-owned DER for reliability services when needed.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: IRVIN
NE SMART
T GRID DEM
MONSTRA
ATION
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

ISGD is a comprehensiv
c
ve demonstra
ation that will span the elecctricity deliverry system. Th
he project
will use phasor measure
ement techno
ology to enablle pricing nod
de verification
n of demand rresponse
participatio
on. The proje
ect will also de
eploy the latesst generation
n of internation
nal standardss based (IEC
61850) sub
bstation autom
mation techno
ologites at the
e MacArthur S
Substation. T
The project will extend
beyond the
e substation to
o evaluate dis
stribution auto
omation technologies, including looped 12 kV
distribution
n circuit topolo
ogy utilizing Universal
U
Rem
mote Circuit In
nterrupters (U
URCI) each off which
includes a single low-lattency radio th
hat is complia
ant with the IE
EC 61850 stan
ndard. Advan
nced
Volt/VAR Control
C
(AVVC
C) capabilities
s will also be used to demo
onstrate consservation volta
age
reduction (energy
(
savings). The projject scope alsso includes cu
ustomer homes, where it w
will
demonstra
ate the integra
ation, monitoring, control, a
and efficacy o
of Home Area
a Network (HA
AN) devices
such as sm
mart appliance
es, energy sto
orage, solar p
photovoltaic ssystems and e
electric vehiclle charging.
The projec
ct will assess the
t impact of device-speciific Demand R
Response, ass well as load
manageme
ent capabilitie
es involving re
esidential and
d community e
energy storag
ge devices an
nd plug-in
electric veh
hicle charging
g equipment. Demand Ressponse eventts will use HA
AN protocols tthat are
being adop
pted by Advan
nced Metering
g Infrastructu re programs such as Edison SmartCon
nnectTM.
SENet will enable end-tto-end interop
perability and provide a levvel of cyber se
ecurity that is essential to
Smart Grid
d developmen
nt and adoptio
on across the nation. The project will allso consider tthe impacts
on the worrkforce of the future by ass
sessing trainin
ng needs and
d preparing ap
ppropriate training
materials.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

The objecttive of ISGD is
s to validate the
t ability of S
Smart Grid tecchnologies to
o operate effe
ectively and
securely when
w
deployed
d in an integra
ated framewo
ork. The proje
ect will provid
de a means to
o quantify
the costs and
a benefits of
o these techn
nologies in terrms of overalll energy conssumption, inte
eroperability,
support forr distributed energy
e
integra
ation, operatio
onal efficienciies, and socie
etal and envirronmental
benefits, and to evaluate the maturity
y of the techn
nologies.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

ISGD will allow
a
the proje
ect team to te
est and valida
ate the applica
ability of demonstrated Sm
mart Grid
elements and
a their resp
pective technic
cal maturity fo
or the Southe
ern California region and th
he nation as
a whole. Finally,
F
the pro
oject team ex
xpects to supp
port the development of intteroperability and cyber
security sta
andards base
ed on the project’s Secure Energy Netw
work (SENet).

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

SCE is leveraging existiing approved RD&D by recceiving up to $39.6 million in matching ffunds from
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE
E) to conduct a first-of-its-kkind “end-to-e
end demonstrration” of
numerous Smart Grid te
echnologies which
w
it believves are necesssary to meet state and fed
deral policy
goals. The
e Irvine Smartt Grid Demon
nstration (ISG
GD) project will test the inte
eroperability a
and efficacy
of key elem
ments of the grid,
g
from the transmission level through
h the distributtion system and into the
home. ISG
GD will be a deep
d
vertical dive
d
that testss multiple com
mponents of a
an end-to-end
d Smart
Grid. Thus
s, the project will provide a living labora
atory for simulltaneously de
emonstrating a
and
assessing the interoperability of, and
d interaction b
between, vario
ous Smart Grrid technologies and
systems. ISGD
I
will be deployed
d
in th
he City of Irvi ne, an excelle
ent demonstrration site typical of some
heavily pop
pulated areas
s of Southern California in climate, topography, envirronmental con
ncerns, and
other public policy issue
es.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

SCE considers this a hig
gh priority pro
oject. This pri oritization is b
based on the ISGD project being a
“first of its kind” smart grid demonstra
ation that will test the interroperability off smart grid te
echnologies
spanning the entire elec
on, through d
ctricity deliverry system, fro
om transmissio
distribution an
nd into the
customer home.
h
SCE’s
s plans to worrk closely with
h the DOE an
nd NETL to acccelerate the standards
process for smart grid applications
a
also makes thiis a critical iniitiative.

EPIC
DESCRIPTION

EPIC primary or
secondary
principles met

PROJECT EXPLANATION

This project will demonstrate and test the interoperability of smart grid technologies. Through this
demonstration, this project supports EPIC’s guiding principle to provide electricity ratepayers
benefits including increased reliability, lower costs and increased safety. The ISGD project is a
valuable use of ratepayer monies as it is the first of its kind and will help to further advance the
smart grid and utility operations. Furthermore, it will help to test end use customer technologies
such as energy information displays to help increase customer awareness concerning load
management and demand use.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME:
WIDE-AREA SEC
CURITY MA
ANAGEMEN
NT AND CO
ONTROL
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect
How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives
Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project
EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

The purpos
se of the Wide-Area Securrity Managem
ment and Conttrol project is to effectivelyy coordinate
between trransmission system
s
contro
ol devices thro
ough SCE's ssystem to prevvent cascadin
ng outages
and mainta
ain system se
ecurity. This demonstration
d
n consists of three sub-pro
ojects: (1) Wid
de AreaMonitoring and Control of WEC Tran
nsfer Paths Ussing Real-Tim
me Digital Sim
mulator (RTDS
S) Phase 2
(2) Establis
shing Alarm Limits
L
on Bus Voltage Ang les for Grid S
Stress Assesssment and Co
ontrol Phase
2 (3) Wide--Area Securitty Manageme
ent and Contro
ol.
1. Th
he first sub-pro
oject, Wide-A
Area Monitorin
ng and Contro
ol of WECC T
Transfer Paths Using
Re
eal-Time Digittal Simulator (RTDS)-Phasse 2, lays the foundation fo
or inter-area o
oscillation
control that is present in the Western Inte rconnection, including SCE, and it is a component
of the SCE plan
n for Wide-Are
ea Monitoring
g, Protection a
and Control. T
The objective
e is to
de
evelop an experimental fram
mework for te
esting transien
nt stability, fre
equency resp
ponse, and
oscillations dam
mping of the Western
W
Intercconnection ussing a Real-T
Time Digital Simulator
(RTDS). The modeling/analy
ysis of WECC
C inter-area osscillation was done in Phasse 1. In
Ph
hase 2, SCE will
w look to ap
pply the mode
el developed in Phase 1 forr large-scale renewable
energy resource
es and develo
opment of con
ntrol strategie
es to dampen
n oscillations.
2. Th
he second sub
b-project, Esta
ablishing Alarrm Limits on Bus Voltage A
Angles for Grrid Stress
As
ssessment and Control-Pha
ase 2 will devvelop a contin
ngency based
d analysis tha
at will be
used to investig
gate the influe
ence of powerr transfer pattterns and con
ntingencies on
n phase
angle relationsh
hips. These sttudies will sug
ggest actionss that system operators can
n take in
ord
der to avoid re
eaching an unstable opera
ating condition.
3. Th
he last sub-pro
oject, Wide-A
Area Security Managementt and Control will review th
he system
security in SCE
E's bulk system
m against exttreme conting
gencies. The b
basic premise
e for these
strrategies is tha
at a failure in one
o area of th
he grid should
d not result in
n blackouts elsewhere,
and that such situations coulld be minimizzed by a well-d
designed, ma
aintained, ope
erated and
coordinated pow
wer grid. Examples of strattegies to be cconsidered arre smart pre-p
planned
isla
anding, real and
a reactive power
p
flow co
ontrol in transm
mission syste
ems (FACTS)), real-time
RA
AS, and syste
em integrity prrotection systtems.
New technologies such as distributed
d generation present valua
able opportun
nities for meetting
California’s
s clean energ
gy policies. Ho
owever these new technolo
ogies if not prroperly coordinated and
integrated into SCE’s grrid, could resu
ult in degrade
ed reliability d
due to over-vo
oltage and two
o-way
power flow
w issues. Sub--projects prop
posed in this p
project are de
eveloped in su
upport of provviding
solutions fo
or these challenges. This demonstration
d
n is crucial in helping to prrovide solution
ns for the
complexitie
es of the futurre transmissio
on grid. This project will evvaluate different methods to
effectively coordinate be
etween transm
mission syste
em control devvices through
h SCE's syste
em to
prevent cascading outag
ges and main
ntain system ssecurity.
In the pastt, power syste
em control wa
as limited due
e to shortcomiings in sensor and commu
unications
technologie
es, however with
w the advent of synchro
ophasor techn
nology and ad
dvancement o
of data
communica
ations techno
ologies it now has the abilitty to provide tthe necessaryy componentss of power
system con
ntrol when it reaches
r
an allert state. No
o significant w
work has been
n done in this area.
This projec
ct will be the first
f
to demon
nstrate how co
oordination be
etween transm
mission syste
em control
devices ca
an prevent cas
scading outag
ges and impro
ove grid reliab
bility and systtem security.
The electric grid in Califfornia will face
e a number o
of new reliabiliity challengess as intermitte
ent
ation continue
e to proliferate
e on SCE’s grid. To ensurre system
resources such as distriibuted genera
e prevented, this project iss crucial in
reliability and
a security is
s maintained and
a cascadin
ng outages are
developing
g a solution fo
or coordinating
g transmissio
on system devvices throughout SCE’s syystem.
The Wide-A
Area Security
y Managemen
nt and Contro
ol project provvides clear rattepayer bene
efits. This
demonstra
ation shows grreater reliability and increa
ased safety byy coordinating
g new techno
ologies to
mitigate op
perational issu
ues associate
ed with greate
er penetration
n of DG, such as potential overvoltage and two-way po
ower flow thatt could erode the safety an
nd reliability off SCE’s grid.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME:
STATE
E ESTIMAT
TION USING
G PHASOR
R MEASUR
REMENT TE
ECHNOLOGIES
EPIC
C
DES
SCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The focus of this projectt is to investig
gate and impl ement a state
e estimator th
hat utilizes phasor
measurem
ment unit (PMU
U) data as we
ell as supervissory control a
and data acqu
uisition (SCAD
DA) data.
The projec
ct will evaluate
e the integratiion of PMU te
echnology in E
Energy Mana
agement System (EMS)
environments. The purp
pose of this prroject is to usse additional information prrovided by PM
MUs to
enhance th
he existing SC
CADA-based state estimattor. An imporrtant tool for E
EMS is state e
estimation
(SE) and th
his project willl improve sys
stem operatio
onal reliability by continuou
usly monitoring the grid.
Based on measurement
m
ts taken throu
ughout the po
ower system n
network, SE ccalculates the
e variables
of the power system, wh
hile checking if these estim
mates are con
nsistent with the real time
measurem
ments. Traditio
onally, input measurements
m
s were usually obtained through the SC
CADA
are not synch
system. Th
he measurem
ments obtained
d by SCADA a
hronized, whicch reduce the
e accuracy
of the SE during
d
dynam
mic phenomen
na in the bulk power system
m. The PMUss provide high
hly
synchroniz
zed, real-time, and direct measurements
m
s of voltage p
phasors at the
e installed busses, as well
as current phasors of ad
djacent branc
ches that can be used as in
nput to the sta
ate estimatorr and
provide better than one microsecond
d global positio
oning system
m (GPS) synch
hronization acccuracy.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

This projec
ct eliminates shortages
s
of information
i
a bout estimating the state o
of the power ssystem.
Such inform
mation is essential for an adequate
a
ana
alysis of powe
er system perf
rformance. Ap
pplication of
PMU techn
nology in SE is
i expected to
o significantlyy improve exissting state estimation algorithms
regarding accuracy,
a
obs
servability, co
onvergence, b
bad data dete
ection and top
pology estimation
properties. Early detectiion of unusua
al operating co
onditions rela
ated to highly stressed system
scenarios that
t
are seen from significa
antly differentt system resp
ponses after rroutine switch
hing events
would be extremely
e
ben
neficial to maintaining grid reliability.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This demonstration will use the existing SCADA-b
based state esstimator, but will leverage additional
PMU data for the first tim
me to improve
e the accuraccy of the SE d
during dynamic phenomena in the bulk
power systtem.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

No producttion level statte estimator is
s available in the market, a
and this proje
ect will attemp
pt to
demonstra
ate enhancem
ments over exiisting state esstimators. To
o further avoid
d duplication n
nationwide,
regular pre
esentations will
w be made att NASPI (Norrth American S
Synchrophassor Initiative) m
meetings.
Results of the study and
d demonstratiion records w
will be publishe
ed in electrica
al journals, to
o inform
other intere
ested users.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

Maintaining
g and improving grid reliab
bility is a high priority at SC
CE. State esttimation using
g PMUs will
improve an
nalysis of pow
wer dynamic performance
p
b
by mitigating shortages of information a
about
electromec
chanical trans
sients. This demonstration
d
n is also a hig
gh priority beccause it will im
mprove the
accuracy of
o estimation algorithms
a
an
nd will thus aid
d in early dete
ection of unussual operating
g conditions
related to highly
h
stresse
ed system sce
enarios that a
are seen from significantly different systtem
responses after routine switching eve
ents.
The SE using PMUs pro
oject meets th
he threshold o
of providing ra
atepayer benefits. The pro
oject will
specifically
y improve grid
d reliability and safety by p
providing more
e information about electro
omechanical
transients which
w
negativ
vely affects eq
quipment perrformance and
d will improve
e grid safety a
and
reliability by
b detecting unusual opera
ating condition
ns related to ttimes when th
he grid is high
hly stressed.

PR
ROJECT NA
AME: SUBSTATION AUTOMAT
A
TION 3, PHA
ASE III INT
TELLIGENT
T ALARMIN
NG
EPIC
DESCRIPTION

PROJECT E
EXPLANATION

Te
echnology or
sttrategy to be
emonstrated
de

The objecttive of this pro
oject is to dem
monstrate an intelligent ala
arming system
m in which sysstem
operators are
a presented
d with the perrtinent informa
ation and no llonger overwh
helmed by a llarge
number of alarms. A suc
ccessful dem
monstration wi ll provide sysstem operatorrs access to a
additional
detailed infformation than they can today from the supervisory ccontrol and da
ata acquisitio
on (SCADA)
system, bu
ut presented in a manner in
n which bette r informed op
perating decissions can be m
made. This
project will demonstrate
e an intelligent algorithm th
hat can reliablly pinpoint the
e event trigge
ering the
alarms, and provide rec
commendation
ns for in-serviice implemen
ntation.

Concern,
pro
oblem or gap
to b
be addressed

Existing SC
CE substation
n automation systems provvide Energy M
Management System (EMS
S) operators
visibility to control, statu
us and alarms
s at approxima
ately 350 sub
bstations. The
e alarms gene
erated by
SCADA are intended to show operattors failures a
and protective
e operations o
on the substattion. The
way substa
ations are des
signed; there are many situ
uations in wh
hich a single p
point of failure
e generates
a chain rea
action in which operator sc
creens are fille
ed with an avvalanche of alarms leaving the
operators to
t find the sou
urce of the prroblem among
g dozens and
d sometimes h
hundreds of a
alarms.

Pre
e-commercial
technology or
strrategy aspect

This demonstration project will includ
de a pre-comm
mercial intellig
gent alarming
g algorithm an
nd
program/in
nterface. This intelligent ala
arm processin
ng algorithmicc solution will then be integ
grated into
the Substa
ation Automattion-3 (SA-3) IEC 61850 syystem databa
ase. This will e
effectively be generated
by the auto
o-configuratio
on features of the SA-3 sysstem and be u
unique to the industry.

How
w the project
avoids
dup
plication from
oth
her initiatives

The planne
ed Intelligent Alarm Proces
ss System willl be interoperable and inte
egrated into th
he SA-3 IEC
61850 substation autom
mation system
m database. T
This design wiill allow the au
utomatic conffiguration
and configuration mana
agement featu
ures of SA-3 I EC 61850 to apply to the iintelligent ala
arm
processor (IAP) design as well. Thes
se features m ake this demonstration pro
oject unique tto the
industry du
ue to the state
e of the art au
uto-configurattion and configuration man
nagement elements.

Prrioritization:
H
High priority
project

The continuing flood of nuisance alarrms facing syystem operato
ors, as well ass a forecast in
ncrease in
substation situational aw
wareness pro
ovided by SA--3 makes this a high prioritty project for S
SCE. This
intelligence
e is only valua
able if manag
ged effectivelyy. This projecct will addresss these issuess by
analyzing the
t various su
ubstation scenarios and im
mplementing a
an intelligent a
alarming systtem that can
identify the
e source of the problem an
nd give substa
ation operatorrs only the rellevant informa
ation
needed to make operatiing decisions.

EPIC primary or
s
secondary
prrinciples met

The SA-3 Phase
P
III Intelligent Alarming project pro
ovides clear e
electricity rate
epayer benefits by
enhancing SCE’s ability
y to provide sa
afe, reliable, a
and affordable energy servvices, and is a
an efficient
use of rate
epayer monies
s. An effective
e intelligent a
alarming syste
em would incrrease overall system
reliability by
b pinpointing the cause of outages soo ner, allowing SCE to resto
ore power quiccker.
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